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Abstract
ABSTRACT
The primaiy problem in concentrating phosphoric acid is due to fouling on the tube-side o f the 
heat exchangers o f the evaporators. Scaling on the heat transfer surfaces occurs because o f 
high supersaturation o f phosphoric acid liquor with respect to calcium sulfate. A review of 
the existing literature reveals that no infoimation is available on heat transfer and on 
crystallisation fouling o f phosphoric acid solutions.
Solubility o f calcium sulfate is very important witli regards to the scaling problems in 
phosphoric acid concentration plants. Hence, the solubility o f different calcium sulfate 
types in phosphoric acid solution was studied and their dependency on acid concentration 
and temperature were investigated.
A large number o f measurements o f heat transfer coefficient for water and phosphoric acid 
solutions under forced convective, subcooled flow boiling and pool boiling conditions at 
different temperatures, flow velocities, heat fluxes and concentrations were performed. The 
results show that the modified Gnielinski and Petukhov and Popov conelations fit the 
experimental results for forced convective heat transfer to phosphoric acid solutions better 
than the other coiTelations. The Chen model and associated correlations were found 
suitable for the prediction o f subcooled flow boiling heat transfer coefficients for 
phosphoric acid solutions. Applying the actual temperature driving force (T^-T;) instead of 
(Tw-Tb), a theoretical model was proposed, which permits the prediction of pool boiling 
heat transfer coefficients o f phosphoric acid solutions with good accuracy.
A large number of fouling experiments were carried out at different flow velocities, 
surface temperatures and concentrations to detemiine the mechanisms, which contiol 
deposition process. After clarification o f the effect o f operational parameters on the 
deposition process, a mathematical model was developed for prediction o f fouling 
resistance. The activation energy evaluated for the surface reaction o f the deposit 
formation was found to be 56,829 J/mol. The predicted fouling resistances were compared 
with the experimental data. Quantitative and qualitative agreement for measur ed and predicted 
fouling rates, is good. Also, a kinetic model for crystallization fouling was developed, using 
the field data. The predictions o f the suggested model are in good agreement with the plant 
operating data. Finally, a numerical model was developed for computer simulation o f shell 
and tube heat exchangers. The agreement between the field data and the prediction o f the 
model was very satisfactory.
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Introduction
Chapter 1 
Introduction
Phosphoric acid is an important chemical intermediate, used mainly in the fertilizer field and 
other areas of chemical technology. In fertilizer production it serves as an intermediate 
between phosphate ore and major end products such as ammonium phosphate, triple 
superphosphate, liquid mixed fertilizer, liigh-analysis solid mixed fertilizer, and some types of 
nitric phosphate. The end uses of phosphoric acid usually depend on the purity of the acid, 
wliich is in turn dependent on the way in which the acid is produced. Phosphoric acid 
processes are of two main types: wet processes involving reaction o f phosphate rock with an 
acid (almost always sulfiuic acid); and furnace processes in which phosphorus is first 
produced, by reduction of phosphate rock, followed by oxidation and hydration to give 
phosphoric acid. Wet-process acid, which contains many of the impurities found in phosphate 
rock, is by far the most important in fertilizer production, where the impurities are not 
detrimental to any significant degree and are sometimes helpful. Phosphoric acid for industrial 
and other uses that require high purity is usually produced by the furnace process. The major 
industrial markets for furnace phosphoric acid are in the manufacture o f sodium phosphates 
and tetrapotassium pyrophosphate for use in detergents and calcium phosphates for use as an 
animal feed supplement and in drugs, glass, food, and plaster stabilizers.
In wet-process, phosphate rock is grounded to a particle size usually finer than 75pm and 
then digested in sulfuric acid at a temperature between 70 and 80 °C to yield phosphoric 
acid with a concentration o f 27-30 wt % P2 O 5 and calcium sulfate dihydrate as by-product. 
The overall reaction is usually written as follows:
Ca3(P0 4 )2  + 3 H2SO4 + 6 H2O -> 2 H3PO4 + 3 CaS0 4 . 2 H2O (1-1)
The resulting phosphoric acid is separated fiorn the solid products of the reaction by filtr ation. 
The schematic diagram of the wet-process is shown in Fig. 1.1. The product, called filter acid, 
is usually relatively low in concentration, about 30% P2O5 . This acid is concentrated to either 
about 40 or 54% P 2O5 depending on the process in which it is to be used.
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Fig. 1.1 Schematic diagram of wet-process for production of phosphoric acid
1-1 Clean Heat Transfer to Phosphoric Acid Solutions
Heat transfer to solutions is an essential operation in most concentration, crystallization 
and separation processes. Heat transfer mostly occurs in large heat exchangers or multiple 
effect evaporators, which are often a major cost component o f the total plant cost. The 
reliable prediction o f heat transfer coefficients is, therefore, o f major importance for 
optimum and economical overall plant design. Accurate prediction o f clean heat transfer 
coefficients is also a pre-requisite for any in-depth study on fouling in these processes, 
because o f the strong influence o f surface temperature on the deposition rates. To improve 
design o f heat transfer equipment and to understand its fouling characteristics, it is 
important to know the clean heat transfer coefficient o f phosphoric acid and to know if 
heat transfer to this liquor can be predicted with models found for less complicated fluids. 
There is a lack of experimental evidence and physical understanding with respect to heat 
transfer to phosphoric acid solutions.
The major operating cost in modem phosphoric acid plant is the cost o f energy. With the 
advent o f the energy crisis, the efficient recuperation o f heat between steam and
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phosphoric acid solution in the evaporators is critical to the economic operation of 
phosphoric acid plants.
The evaporation rates per square meter o f heat transfer surface are far greater in today’s 
units than they were a decade ago. This implies that the wall superheat has been greatly 
increased in modern evaporators, which in turn, demands a deeper knowledge o f the 
phenomena related to boiling heat transfer. The reliable prediction o f heat transfer 
coefficients of phosphoric acid solutions is, therefore, of major importance for optimum 
and economical overall phosphoric acid plant design. Successfiil design and operation of 
phosphoric acid evaporators depend on the accuracy of the prediction o f boiling heat 
transfer coefficients o f phosphoric acid solutions as a function o f heat flux and acid 
concentiution. A review o f the existing literature on this subject reveals that no information 
is available on the boiling heat transfer o f phosphoric acid solutions. The effect o f acid 
concentration on heat transfer coefficient, bubble size, bubble shape, bubble frequency and 
nucléation site density is still unknown.
Previous experimental investigations on boiling o f mixtures have shown that physical 
processes associated with mixture boiling are significantly different from those o f pure 
liquids. Boiling o f mixtures is distinct from boiling o f pure liquids in that the driving force 
for heat transfer is in turn ^ppeoW -by mass transfer. Therefore, the evaporation rate can 
be severely retarded for the mixtures because the rate of mass diffusion in the liquid phase 
is usually much slower than that of heat diffusion. Since in phosphoric acid solutions 
components are transported as molecular and ionic species, in proportions that vary with 
concentration, their boiling behaviour seems to be more complicated than those observed 
for either organic or strong inorganic electrolyte solutions. Phosphoric acid is a weak 
electrolyte that shows a marked tendency to dimerize with a complex behaviour (Pitzer and 
Silvester, 1976). This complexity combined with its industrial importance has necessitated 
a systematic research into its boiling behaviour.
1-2 Importance of Fouling
Scale deposition is one of die most important and serious problems which heat transfer 
equipment is generally engaged in. This phenomenon is known as a major engineering
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problem in process industiies, since deposits on heat transfer surfaces create a barrier to the 
tiansmission of heat, increase pressuie drop and promote corrosion of tube material. These 
effects reduce the heat transfer equipment's perfoimance significantly. Scales sometimes limit 
or block pumps, tubing, casing, flow lines, heaters, tanks and other heat transfer or production 
equipment and facilities.
Scale deposits are classified according to the physical and chemical processes that occur. 
Fouling occumng on the heat transfer surfaces of boilers and evaporators is usually a 
clystalline deposition caused by precipitation from solution of mineral salts.
Crystallisation fouling is highly temperature-dependent and a degree o f supersaturation is 
required before precipitation occurs. Its mechanism relates to many subjects such as 
momentum, heat and mass transfer, chemical kinetics, material science, etc. which makes it 
difficult to explain in mathematical terms. Hence, theoretical analysis alone can not provide a 
general equation for predicting fouling rates. It is, therefore, essential to understand the 
fundamental processes and parameters that affect tlie rate o f fouling on heat transfer suifaces 
experimentally, before developing a semi-empirical model.
In industiial phosphoric acid plant, the concentrated phosphoric acid solution is 
supersaturated with respect to calcium sulfate. As a result, part o f the calcium sulfate in the 
liquor deposits on the heat exchanger tube walls. Since the thermal conductivity o f these 
scales is veiy low, thin deposits can reduce the overall heat tiunsfer coefficient significantly. 
Therefore, regular cleaning o f heat exchangers is required, fr equently at less than biweekly 
intervals. The scaling problem can be very serious if  the evaporator is incoiTectly over- 
designed or operated improperly. It may reduce the cleaning schedules to one week, which 
is a major drawback in the energy saving scheme.
Because o f scaling and coiTosion, wet-process acid concentration presents many problems, 
which have not been entirely solved, despite major efforts in the past decades. The 
importance o f this problem is indicated in figures 1.2 and 1.3.
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Fig. 1.2 Tube sheet of a new heat exchanger
Fig. 1.3 Deposits on the heat exchanger tube sheet
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The problems o f scaling are essentially economic. Scaling o f the heat exchanger surfaces 
has been o f most concern because o f reduced heat transfer rates and breakage of the fragile 
impregnated graphite tubes. As scaling becomes more serious, maintenance costs and 
downtime increase, while the production rate decreases. After some time o f operation, the 
internal smfaces o f equipment in contact with acid are covered with scale, which is 
removed by washing out with hot dilute sulfuric acid at high velocity. This descaling 
action is partly by dissolution and partly by abrasion. The main equipments, which require 
regular washing, are: flash chamber, heat exchangers, and acid pipework
No information is available in the literature about crystallisation fouling of phosphoric acid 
solutions and about the effect o f operating parameters on this phenomenon. Hence there is a 
lack o f experimental evidence and physical understanding with respect to this subject. It is 
generally believed that the greatest understanding of fouling is obtained as a result of 
laboratory research on well-defined systems, which are close to industrial practice.
1-3 Scope of Present Work
Chapter 2 o f this thesis provides some general aspects, fundamentals and chemistiy of 
phosphoric acid concentiation in industrial plants. Also, a detailed process description is 
given.
Solubility o f calcium sulfate is very important with regards to the scaling problems in 
phosphoric acid concenti ation plants. Fundamentals of solubility equilibria are discussed in 
Chapter 3. In this chapter, the solubility o f different calcium sulfate types in phosphoric 
acid solution are discussed and their dependency on acid concentiation and temperature are 
investigated. Also, thermodynamics o f the solubility o f different forms o f calcium sulfate 
crystals in phosphoric acid solution are investigated using activity coefficients and 
crystallization o f different forms o f calcium sulfate in phosphoric acid solution is 
discussed. Furthermore, the dependency o f the ciystallization process on P2O5 
concentration, S0 4 '^ concentiation and temperature is investigated. Some parts of this 
chapter and Ch 2 have been originated from Slack (1968).
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Chapter 4 is concerned with details o f the literature survey and o f the experimental 
investigation o f clean heat transfer coefficients during forced convective, subcooled flow 
boiling and pool boiling o f phosphoric acid solutions. The main objective o f this chapter 
was to study systematically the heat transfer coefficient over a wide range o f flow velocities, 
bulk and heat transfer surface temperatures and fluid bulk concentrations. In this chapter, 
detailed measurements o f pool boiling heat ti'ansfer coefficient and bubble size distr ibution 
over a wide range o f heat fluxes and phosphoric acid concentrations are discussed. Also, a 
theoretical model for the prediction o f boiling heat transfer coefficients for phosphoric acid 
solutions is developed to correlate the experimental data.
Chapter 5 is started with some general aspects and fundamentals relevant to crystallisation 
fouling and reviews the most well known existing models for fouling phenomena. Then, 
the details o f the experimental investigation, including experimental results and factors 
influencing the fouling phenomenon, are discussed. The results have been used to deterniine 
the mechanisms, which control deposition. After claiffication o f the effect o f operational 
parameters on the deposition process, a mathematical model is developed for prediction o f 
fouling resistance due to the deposition o f calcium sulphate, which is the most common 
constituent of scales formed on heat transfer suifaces duiing acid concentration. Tlie 
development of the model is based on theoretical fundamentals and experimental data. The 
new model has been applied to investigate the potential for scale precipitation on heat transfer 
surfaces, which is in good agreement with the experimental data. The same approach has 
been applied to model the field data and the results have been compared to the experimental 
results. The ability to cany out such modelling would also aid the determination of optimum 
cleaning cycles, the evaluation o f anti-fouling tieatments, and the identification o f process 
control strategies. Also, a brief description o f deposit characterisation using Scanning 
Electron Microscopy and X-Ray Diffraction is given. This study provides a good insight 
into the mechanisms of the fouling phenomenon o f phosphoric acid solutions.
Numerical modeling and computer simulation o f industrial heat exchangers, are currently 
the subject o f considerable research and practical interest. In practice, the most severe 
limitation on heat exchanger performance is the formation o f fouling deposits on the heat 
tiansfer surfaces, which impedes heat transfer. This is particularly tm e in phosphoric acid 
concentration plants in which fouling is relatively rapid and plant shutdown is often 
required to permit regular cleaning of the heat exchanger tubes using hot dilute sulfuric
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acid. The ultimate objective o f Chapter 6  is to develop a numerical model for computer 
simulation o f shell and tube heat exchangers used in the evaporation system o f the 
phosphoric acid plant at the Razi Petrochemical Complex (R.P.C.) using the fundamental 
heat transfer concepts, the fouling model developed in the previous chapter and the 
comprehensive physical property bank, which was prepared using the numerous data for 
phosphoric acid and steam collected from experimental measurements, appropriate 
references and industiial plant documents. Also, the profiles o f thennal resistances, 
condensate mass flow rate, overall heat transfer coefficient, wall temperature, liquor 
temperature and deposit surface temperature as functions o f tube length and time are 
discussed. The program can be used to study the effect o f process variables such as steam 
temperature, steam flow rate, liquor flow velocity and liquor concentration.
Finally, the conclusions obtained in this study and the recommendations for improvement 
o f the industrial plant and a framework for a future research progiamme are presented in 
Chapter 7.
This thesis ends with several Appendices including: chemical methods for the analysis o f the 
solutions, analyses and images o f the scale samples, measurement o f the surface tension o f 
the solutions, physical property data bank, boroscopy o f the tubes before and after acid 
wash, photographs of the phosphoric acid plant, photographs o f the side stream test rig and 
listing o f the computer simulation programs.
It is hoped that this study will give a better insight into the understanding o f the fouling 
phenomena in phosphoric acid evaporation units.
Phosphoric Acid Production and Concentration
Chapter 2 
Phosphoric Acid Production and Concentration 
2-1 Chemistry of the Process
The following compounds are commonly found in the phosphoric acid process
Ca3(P04)2 Tricalcium Phosphate
CaCOs Calcium Carbonate
CaFz Calcium Fluoride
H2 SO4 Sulfiuic Acid
H3PO4 Phosphoric Acid
CaS0 4 , 2 H2 O Calcium Sulfate Dihydrate
CaS0 4 , I/2 H2 O Calcium Sulfate Hemihydrate
H2S1F6 Fluosilicic Acid
K2S1F6 Potassium Fluosilicate
Na2SiFe Sodium Fluosilicate
AIPO4 Aluminum Phosphate
FeP04 Iron Phosphate
The normal phosphate rock is considered a fluorapatite (3 Ca3 (P0 4 )2-CaF2) with a definite 
fluorine to P2 O5 ratio. In addition to the fluorapaptite, all phosphate rocks contain many 
impurities. These include organic matter, iron oxide, aluminum oxide, silica, carbonates, 
sulfates, chlorides o f lime and magnesium and small quantities o f sodium, potassium, 
titanium, zinc, copper, manganese, arsenic, chromium, vanadium, and uranium. Chemical 
analysis o f various phosphate rocks is shown in Table 2.1 (Robinson, 1978).
The principle reaction occurring in a phosphoric acid plant is the reaction between 
tricalcium phosphate and sulfiaric acid to give soluble phosphoric acid and insoluble 
calcium sulfate:
Ca3(P0 4 )2  + 3 H2SO4 + 6 H2O -> 2 H3PO4 + 3 CaS0 4 . 2 H 2O (2-1)
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Phosphoric Acid Production and Concentration
In addition to this major reaction, there are a number o f minor reactions occurring, the 
most important o f which are shown below:
CaF; + H 2 SO4  -> CaS04 + 2HF (2-2)
6 HF + SiOj -> H^SiF, + 2 H 2 O (2-3)
3S1F4 + 2 H 2 O 2H2SiF  ^ + SiO, (2-4)
CaCOj + H 2 SO4  + HjO -> CaSO^ JH jO  + CO  ^ (2-5)
Fe203(o rA l203) +  2H3PO4 ->  2 F e P 0 4 (o rA lP 0 4 ) +  3H zO  (2-6)
Most solutions in the phosphoric acid plant are saturated with calcium sulfate. Essentially 
all iron and aluminium present in phosphate rock is taken in the solution as iron and 
aluminium phosphate. The key to success in the phosphoric acid plant is in the contiol and 
operation o f the reaction system. The objectives o f the reaction system are to obtain 
maximum extraction o f P 2 O 5  and to produce an easily filterable and washable gypsum so 
that there will be a minimum loss o f soluble P 2 O 5  in the waste product.
The resulting phosphoric acid is separated from the solid products o f the reaction by filtration. 
The product, called filter acid, is usually relatively low in concentration, about 30% P 2 O 5 .  
This acid is concentiated to either about 40 or 54% P2O5 depending on the process in which it 
is to be used. If  the acid is to be shipped, rather than used interplant, it is concenti ated to 54% 
P 2 O 5  and a clarification step is employed to remove suspended solids that would settle during 
shipping.
2-2 History of Phosphoric Acid Concentration
Because of scaling and coiTosion, wet-process acid concentration presents many problems, 
which have not been entirely solved, despite major efforts in the past decades. Previously, 
dilute phosphoric acid was being heated by steam coils in hooded pans with all equipment
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being made o f lead to minimize corrosion. Rapid buildup o f scale limited operation to a 
few hours; thus several units were essential to maintain continuity o f production while 
some o f the coils and pans were being descaled by hot water. To avoid such problems, 
countercurrent heating by hot gas in spray towers was tried in the United States and 
Europe, but corrosion and air pollution, as well as P2 O5 losses, limited the adoption of this 
method. Direct heating by a submerged flame or by a hot-gas sparger was also used, but 
again, fume problems and P 2 O 5  losses were major handicaps.
Batch-type vacuum concentrators with internal and external calandria were also developed 
for this puipose, although scaling limited continuous operation to short periods. Lead and 
lead-lined steel were the principal coiTOsion-resistant materials used. Eventually, 
continuous vacuum evaporators were built that had external heat exchangers and employed 
internal, natural circulation. Rubber-lined, steel evaporator bodies and graphite heat- 
exchanger tubes became virtually standard. Operating periods between descaling were 
increased to several days in many cases by including a small thickener in the evaporator 
system to remove precipitated impurities before they were deposited on the heat exchanger 
in the form of scale (Lutz, 1964). The use o f Nionel alloy heater tubes in place of more 
fragile graphite ones subsequently became widespread, but unexplained failures led many 
producers to revert to graphite tubes (e.g., Karbate). Then, forced-circulation vacuum 
evaporators became popular; the greater internal velocity provides better heat transfer and 
also helps to reduce scale deposition. One o f the developments has been the use o f 
evaporator-ciystallizers wherein most o f the scale-forming materials (principally calcium 
sulfate plus various fluorides and silicates) are precipitated as circulating crystals under 
controlled conditions (Meinfold et al., 1966). Hence they can be removed continuously 
fi'om the system with the product acid and do not build up in the evaporator or heat 
exchanger. In this way continuous operation over several weeks is made possible. As with 
other crystallization techniques, the key to successful operation is careful control of 
supersaturation (Bamforth, 1966), whereby precipitation takes place on circulating nuclei 
and not on equipment surfaces.
Although true multiple-effect evaporation is not undertaken in phosphoric acid systems 
because o f viscosity and corrosion limitations, parallel operation with series feed is used, 
whereby concentration is increased successively in three or more units, from about 30 to 
54 or 55% P2 O5 . Another feature of interest is the recovery o f fluorine compounds by
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means o f an integral scmbbing system (Stevens, 1961). In this way air pollution can be 
reduced and fluosilicates manufactured for sale (Hodges et al., 1959; Bennet and Dadert, 
1960).
Phosphoric acid concentration by direct means has also made progress, using submerged 
combustion or hot-gas spargers in conjunction with high-efficiency gas-scrubbing units 
(Weisman, 1961). Nevertheless, vacuum evaporation is by far the more common method. 
The usual availability o f by-product steam from the accompanying sulfuric acid plant is a 
factor favoring vacuum evaporation.
2-3 Evaporator Control
The evaporator control system has been designed with the objective o f minimizing steam 
consumption, water consumption, acid losses, and maintenance, while aiming for the maxi­
mum output from a given size o f equipment. A steady evaporation rate in the unit is 
maintained regardless o f fluctuations in feed concentrations and steam supply pressure. 
This is achieved by controlling the quantity o f steam fed to the heat exchangers to a fixed 
value, which is the maximum consistent with low acid losses from the flash chamber. The 
product acid concentration is monitored by a boiling point elevation controller, which 
adjusts the feed rate to the evaporator to maintain a constant product composition.
The evaporators are designed to use low-pressure steam, which has the following 
advantages:
1. The low temperature difference between steam and acid results in a reduction in scale 
formation on heat exchange surfaces.
2. Passout steam from turbogenerators can be used. This aiTangement results in a large 
saving in steam costs, as much o f the energy in the high-pressure steam generated can be 
recovered as electric power before using the steam for evaporation.
3. Low-pressure steam has a higher heat o f vaporization, and the steam consumption is 
therefore reduced.
To reduce the water consumption o f the unit, the vacuum is controlled solely by automatic 
adjustment o f the flow of cooling water to the condenser. No air bleed is used.
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Controls can be either simple or highly automatic, depending on the situation. Control o f 
product strength is obtained indirectly, usually by controlling the absolute pressure and the 
liquid temperature together. In a typical system (see Fig. 2.1), the operator will set the acid 
feed rate, absolute pressure, and recirculating acid temperature. Contr ols will hold the feed 
rate and absolute pressure constant. The acid temperature controller will operate the steam 
control valve to the heat exchanger. I f  the acid strength drops, the boiling point o f the acid 
will drop, reducing the acid temperature. The temperature controller will then open the 
steam valve to evaporate more water to bring the acid back up to strength. If  the acid 
exceeds the desired strength, the reverse will take place. Automatic cut off may be used to 
guard against the possibility o f overheating the acid leaving the heater. To maintain the 
best production rates and efficiencies, each stage of the evaporation should be controlled 
separately.
2-4 Evaporator Maintenance
Scale formation is the main maintenance problem in phosphoric acid evaporators. For 
many reasons this subject has been wr apped in a cloak of mystery. Since the salts involved 
have widely differing characteristics and are found in varying proportions in the acid, most 
past information on the subject has been contradictory and inconclusive.
Uncontrolled solids precipitation causes scaling o f the evaporators and increases the 
viscosity o f the acid, problems that are difficult but that are confined to the acid plant. 
When the manufacturers started shipping 54% P2O5 acid, however, the problem was 
transferred to the customers in the form o f sludge interfering with tank car unloading. This 
created a new urgency about the problem, and, if anything, heightened the secrecy and 
mystery , since whoever could produce a stable, clear 54% acid had a definite advantage in 
the market place.
The first effect of solids precipitation to receive much attention in tube-type evaporators 
was scaling. Recent installations are beginning to show some significant improvement as a 
result o f this attention. Scaling o f the heat-exchanger surfaces has been o f most concern 
because o f reduced heat transfer rates and breakage of the fragile impregnated-graphite 
tubes.
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The problems o f scaling are primarily economic. As scaling becomes more serions, 
maintenance costs and downtime increase, while the production rate decreases. Downtime 
can be the most costly o f these, particularly when it is unscheduled.
After a time in use, the internal surfaces o f equipment in contact with acid become covered 
with a deposit o f scale, which is removed by washing out with water at high velocity. This 
descaling action is partly by dissolution and partly by abrasion. The flash chamber, heat 
exchangers, and acid piping are the main items that require washing at regular intervals.
Scale formation in the evaporators is minimized by the following:
1. Boiling in the heat exchangers is avoided by positioning the exchangers well below the 
evaporator body. The hydrostatic pressure o f the liquid suppresses boiling until the liquid 
reaches the flash chamber.
2. A low temperature rise is maintained in the exchangers by providing adequate liquid 
flow.
3. A low temperature difference across the exchanger tube is obtained through the use o f 
low-pressure steam.
4. The velocity in the heat exchanger tubes is designed for the highest value, which will not 
cause abrasion of the tube walls.
2-5 Forced Circulation Evaporation
A forced circulation evaporator is essentially an evaporation circuit comprising the 
following integral components: heat exchanger, flash chamber, acid circulation pump, con­
denser, vacuum pump and associated connecting piping, as shown in Fig. 2.2. The forced- 
circulation evaporators o f the Razi Peti'ochemical Complex (R.P.C.) in Iran have been 
shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. The problems indicated previously, namely corrosion and 
scaling govern to some degree the design and operation o f the equipment used in the 
circuit. It must, for example, be simple and easy to maintain and clean.
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Fig. 2.2 Forced circulation evaporator for phosphoric acid concentration
Fig. 2.3 Photograph of the phosphoric acid concentration unit at R.P.C.
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Fig. 2.4 Photograph of the evaporator heat exchanger in service at 
phosphoric acid plant of R.P.C.
2-5-1 Shell and Tube Heat Exchangers
The harsh environment o f the phosphoric acid concentration process manifests itself, as 
mentioned before, particularly in the heat exchangers. This consequently necessitates the 
use o f cost effective corrosion-resistant materials that at the same time allow for a high 
heat transfer coefficient. As a result, heat exchangers used in phosphoric acid concentration 
circuits are oAen constructed from resin-impregnated graphite.
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In shell-and-tube heat exchangers a bundle o f graphite tubes is enclosed within a steel shell 
with phosphoric acid passing through the tubes and steam, typically from a neighbouring 
sulphuric acid plant, on the shell-side. Although the tubes are brittle and may easily be 
broken, either during start up due to thermal shock (this is ovecome by the positioning o f 
baffles within the shell) or during maintenance or cleaning, they are relatively easy to plug 
or replace if  they are damaged. With careful use it has been known for a shell-and-tube 
exchanger to be used continuously for over ten years without replacing a single tube. A 
plant heat exchanger and the graphite tubes are shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 respectively.
In almost all cases the tube size is 1 Vi in. The tubes are made standard with a wall 
thickness o f % in. and are mechanically quite strong. As this type o f heat exchanger is 
provided with tube supports, the tubes can be o f varying length (in different exchangers) 
but are normally between 20ft and 25ft. Carbon fibre reinforced graphite tubes are a recent 
improvement, but their use must be examined on a case-by-case basis to assess their cost 
effectiveness.
Fig. 2.5 Photograph of one of the phosphoric acid plant heat exchangers at R.P.C.
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Fig. 2.6 Photograph of the plant heat exchanger graphite tubes at R.P.C.
There have also been instances o f stainless steel tubes being substituted for existing 
graphite tubes but stainless steel tubes have found limited use in new units. There has been 
some unwillingness to accept conventional shell-and-tube designs using high alloy tubes 
for phosphoric acid duty. Some alloys are known to resist the corrosion problems 
encountered but overall corrosion resistance in practice is the result o f careful design not 
only o f the heat exchanger but also o f the concentration system as a whole. In particular, 
minimizing the risk of overheating is essential if failure is to be avoided.
When cleaning equipment, mechanical methods may be used with metallic tubes but not 
graphite, whereas when chemical cleaning is employed more care is required with metallic 
tubes.
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2-5-2 Flash Chamber
The function o f the flash chamber (vapour body), is to accomplish separation between the 
water evaporated from the acid and the recirculating acid. Basically it consists o f a large, 
usually rubber lined chamber. The liquid phase, which typically occupies 25-33% o f the 
total flash chamber volume, is fed into the chamber just below the liquid level through an 
inlet pipe coming from the heat exchanger outlet.
By feeding the incoming hot acid into the chamber close to the surface o f the liquid the 
risk o f foaming due to sub-surface boiling is minimized. Foaming can cause severe 
entrainment o f acid in the vapour leaving the vessel with the consequent loss of P2 O5 .
The level of the acid feed into the chamber is also important in minimizing short circuiting, 
which is caused when the liquid is introduced at a point where the hydrostatic head o f the 
liquid above the inlet is such that it prevents boiling and the acid is returned to the heat 
exchanger before it reaches equilibrium with the pressure in the chamber. To compensate 
for the short circuiting, if  it occurs, the overall temperature o f the acid must be increased, 
which results in rough boiling and high entrainment losses. An entiainment separator may 
be connected downstream o f the flash chamber.
The circulating acid generally exits the flash chamber through a conical bottom while the 
vapour exits thr ough the top. The cross- sectional area o f the chamber is governed by the 
“allowable” vapour velocity and this is determined by the pressure at which the chamber is 
operated. The design vapour velocity is such that acid droplets should settle against the 
vapour flow back into the liquid pool.
2-5-3 Acid Circulation Pump
The frmction o f the acid circulation pump is to circulate acid through the loop o f heat 
exchanger and flash chamber. The pressure drop experienced across the heat exchanger 
governs the type o f acid circulation pump installed. Depending on the production capacity 
and type of heat exchanger used, the circulation flow rate varies between 200 and 5,000 
m^/h. The total dynamic head may vaiy from 4-5 m o f liquid column in shell-and-tube
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exchangers. Usually low-head and large capacity axial flow pumps are used with shell- 
and-tube heat exchangers.
The pump is subject to severe corrosion as the acid concentration approaches 40% P2 O 5 at 
the operating temperature o f the evaporator since the corrosive chlorides and fluorides 
become more concentrated, and more active, at this level. For this reason stainless steel 
alloys or nickel-based alloys are normally preferred. This pump is the major consumer of 
electric power within the concentration circuit.
2-5-4 Condenser
A water-cooled condenser is usually engaged to condense the vapour removed from the 
flash chamber. Since this vapour is almost entirely steam, the condenser plays the role o f a 
vacuum pump while the actual vacuum pump, which is connected to the condenser, 
eliminates any non-condensable gases that could othem ise build up and reduce the 
vacuum.
Typically, a barometric condenser, which is a direct-contact condenser in which the vapour 
is condensed in a cuitain o f cooling water, is used. As a result, the cooling water will be 
contaminated by any impurities in the vapour.
In a barometric condenser it is possible to heat the water to within a few degrees o f the 
saturated vapour temperature in the flash chamber.
Normally a flash chamber operates with a liquid temperature o f approximately 85 °C. 
Assuming 54% P2 O5 in the flash chamber, the liquid would have a boiling point elevation 
o f approximately 42°C, which would give a saturated vapour temperature o f 43°C. The 
water leaving the barometric condenser would noimally have a temperature o f 
approximately 40°C. If  the vacuum is reduced for any reason evaporation stops and the 
temperature rises. It is then necessary to increase the vacuum veiy slowly in order to 
prevent general flashing and instantaneous boiling in the tubes. Steady supplies o f cooling 
water and ejector steam are therefore essential along with reliable and high quality, 
pressme control equipment.
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2-5-5 Vacuum Pump
The vacuum pump initially creates the vacuum necessary to initiate evaporation in the 
flash chamber and eliminates, during noimal operation, any non-condensable gases 
evolved. A vacuum pump o f limited capacity is adequate for this purpose since the amount 
of inert gas involved is small. However, non-condensables will include coiTosive 
components so the pump must be constmcted using corrosion resistant materials. Typical 
vacuum pumps used in the phosphoric acid industry are either steam ejectors or of the 
water-ring type.
2-5-6 Combining Evaporators
The high boiling point elevation of phosphoric acid and the temperature limitations of 
materials o f construction mean that phosphoric acid evaporators are designed as single­
effect evaporators. However, the amount o f water that is necessaiy to evaporate from the 
acid to produce the required concentration is, in many plants, generally higher than can be 
conveniently removed by one evaporator. Consequently multiple evaporators are normally 
installed and the option then arises whether to use the evaporators in series as a multi-stage 
unit or as single-stage evaporators operated in parallel.
Although the most expensive to install, the single-stage system is the easiest to operate and 
probably has the lowest overall maintenance cost. In this type o f system all o f the 
evaporators must operate at the final acid concentration (50-54% P 2 O 5 ) .  Under these 
conditions the lowest heat transfer coefficients can be expected and the flash chamber must 
operate at the lowest absolute pressure, which results in noticeably larger chamber 
diameters for a given rate o f evaporation. In addition, considerably more condenser water 
is required due to the lower temperature rise available.
Multi-stage systems commonly consist o f tluee evaporators; each operated at gradually 
lower pressure and gradually higher acid concentration, for example 39% P 2 O 5 ,  46% P 2 O 5  
and 54% P 2 O 5 .  In this way the first and second-stage evaporators, operating at lower P 2 O 5  
concentrations, are able to achieve better heat transfer coefficients than the third stage at 
54% P 2 O 5 .  Also, since the first two stages can operate at higher absolute pressures than the 
third stage, it is possible to achieve considerably more evaporation in a given size flash
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chamber than at the final stage conditions. Commonly the first-stage evaporator can handle 
twice the evaporation possible in the third stage. Muti-stage operation can handle up to 
twice the evaporation possible in parallel operation.
2-6 Process Description
The Prayon wet process phosphoric acid plant in the Razi Petrochemical Complex (Iran) 
has a nominal capacity o f 1000 metric tons o f P 2 O 5  per day. The basic raw materials for 
the phosphoric acid plant are ground phosphate rock and 98% sulfuric acid. The process 
consists o f digestioning phosphate rock with sulfuric acid at a temperature where calcium 
sulfate produced by the reaction crystallizes in the form o f CaS0 4 .2 H 2 0  (gypsum). 
Phosphoric acid is produced at a strength o f about 30%  P 2 O 5  and is separated from the 
gypsum on a Bird Prayon filter. This acid is concentrated to either about 40 or 54%  P 2 O 5  
depending on the process in which it is to be used. The flow diagram of the phosphoric acid 
plant is shown in Fig. 2.7.
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Fig. 2.7 The simplified flow diagram of wet-process phosphoric acid plant
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2-6-1 Reaction
The Prayon digestion system provided consists basically o f a nine-compartment, split-level 
ventilation and suitable raw material feed systems. Special care is taken in design o f the 
system to obtain maximum phosphate rock digestion efficiency and ease o f operation and 
to minimize scaling and coiTOsion o f the equipment.
The compartments are constmcted of reinforced concrete. The digestion tank top is 
constmcted o f reinforced concrete with a special acid and fume-resistant coating applied to 
the underside. Specially designed openings are made in the bottoms and tops o f the tank 
partitions so that the flow o f sluiTy can move from one compartment to another without by­
passing. The adjustment o f the slide gate between compartments 1 and 9 regulates the flow 
o f cooled slurry from No.9 to N o.l, and thus controls the reaction temperature in 
compartments 1 and 2. The remainder o f the cooled sluiry noiTnally overflows to 
compartment 8 .
The digestioning reaction occurs in the first four compartments. The next three 
compartments provide retention time for completing the reaction and inducing good crystal 
growth. The eighth and ninth compartments stabilize the crystals in the cool slurry fi*om 
the flash cooler so that crystallization o f the gypsum is as complete as possible to avoid 
supersaturation. The digestion tank is a split-level with the top o f compartments 1 ,2 , 3, 8  
and 9 about 4 feet above the level o f the remaining compartments. This split-level is 
dictated by the hydraulic gradient o f the sluriy flow tlirougli the digestion system. One 
agitator is placed in each o f the nine compartments o f the digestion tank. The agitators are 
driven, with speed reducers directly coupled with them, through gear boxes. The agitators 
are supported on reinforced concrete fiumework, which is part o f the digestion tank top. 
Openings in the digestion tank tops are large enough so that agitators may be removed, 
complete with shafts and turbines, without the necessity o f first removing the tuihine 
blades. Removable plastic covers are provided around the agitator shafts for the proper 
operation o f the ventilation system.
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2-6-1-1 Phosphate Rock Feed System
Phosphate rock is received in a ground rock bin in the digestion system. A 6  inches duct 
vents dust into the ground rock silo. The phosphate rock is fed from the rock hin to the 
rock weigh scale. Phosphate rock is weighed hy a batch weigh system which has an 
accuracy around ±0.5% . This scale discharges, at regular time intervals, an exactly- 
adjusted weight o f phosphate rock into a small hopper. The time intervals are fixed, and 
the weight is regulated by a weight-adjustment contiol.
A screw conveyor is located under the scale, which conveys the phosphate rock to the 
premixer, or to a chute which discharges it into the first compartment o f the digestion 
system. The chute is designed to prevent the introduction o f gases and vapors from the 
digestion tank into the feeder. Suitable high and low level controls and alaiins are provided 
in the rock feed system to insure proper operation.
2-6-1-2 Sulfuric Acid Feed System
Sulfuric acid is received from storage, and is controlled within ±0.5%  by a magnetic 
flowmeter-recorder-contioller. It is important to have accurate control o f the phosphate 
rock feed and the sulfuric acid feed so that the relative rates can be controlled to maintain 
the free sulfuric acid in the reaction sluiiy in the most suitable range for the specific rock 
used. Free H2 SO4  in the digestion tank should be maintained at approximately 1.6% - 2.2%. It 
has been found that maintaining a free H2SO4  content lower than 1 % gives rise to the 
formation of small ciystals and poor digestion whereas a high content causes the formation of 
long gypsum ciystals, which tend to break easily. Filterability of the slurry and overall 
recoveiy o f P 2 O 5  is affected by both cases.
Based on periodic sulfate analyses by the operators, the sulfuric acid feed is adjusted to 
maintain the desired conditions. Adjustment o f the sulfuric acid feed is used, rather than 
rock feed, because the sulfuric acid control system is more easily adjusted and does not 
change the plant capacity.
The sulfui'ic acid is diluted with process water to about 56% H 2 S O 4  . The dilution water is 
controlled to maintain a constant density o f the diluted acid. Dilution is accomplished in
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the dilution mixing chamber, and the subsequent diluted acid is cooled by water in a shell- 
and-tube heat exchanger to approximately 55 °C. Diluted and cooled acid will be 
distributed to the digestion tank by means o f a multi-valve manifold. The acid can be sent 
in various proportions to the first three compartments in the digestion tank.
The use o f dilute sulfuric acid is a distinct feature o f the Prayon process and provides many 
advantages. High concentrations o f sulfuric acid, which result in the coating o f unreacted 
phosphate rock with gypsum and in decreased efficiency, are minimized. The amount of 
heat to be removed from the phosphoric acid sluny is greatly reduced so that less handling 
o f abrasive material is required. This results in lower operating cost and less wear o f plant 
equipment.
2-6-1-3 Phosphoric Acid Feed System
Phosphoric acid filtrate flom the first filter wash has a concentration o f ahout 22% P2O5 
and is fed by a submerged pump to the rock-acid premixer or to the splitter box.
In the premixer, the 22% P2O5 recycle acid is mixed with all o f the rock feed and a 
controlled amount o f sluiTy from the digestion compartment No.8 . The premixer is used to 
precondition the rock before it enters the digestion tank. A large amount o f gas is released 
during the mixing which would otherwise cause excessive foaming in the compartment 
N o.l.
2-6-1-4 Slurry Recycle
The sluny is pumped from the compartment No.7 of the digestion system to the flash 
cooler where the heat o f reaction is removed. The flash cooler discharges directly to the 
compartment No.9 o f the digestion system through a vertical barometric seal leg. The 
sluny lines to and from the flash cooler, for all practical purposes, are vertical so that good 
operation can be obtained. In compartment No.9, it is possible to regulate the slurry flows 
to compartments N o.l or 3 hy means o f adjustable slide gates. The excess sluiTy overflows 
back into compartment N o . 8  from which it is pumped to the filter. Because o f this 
arrangement, great flexibility is obtained in the treatment o f various phosphate rocks. The 
control o f reaction temperatuie is maintained by regulation o f the vacuum in the flash
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cooler. The vertical filter feed pump is located in the No. 8  compaitment, so that cool slurry 
is fed to the filter, thereby minimizing scaling o f the filter cloth and increasing the filter 
operating cycle.
2-6-1-5 Flash Cooler
The flash cooler operates under a vacuum up to 700 millimetres o f mercuiy. The cooler is 
a vertical cylinder o f rubber-lined steel constmction with the bottom portion, which is in 
contact with the slurry, being lined with carbon brick. A sluiTy distributor constructed of 
special alloy is installed inside the cooler. A direct contact barometric condenser follows 
the flash cooler. Sea water condenses the water flashed from the sluny and removes the 
fluorides evolved during the cooling o f the sluny. A two-stage steam ejector system 
provides the required vacuum. Cooling of the slurry by this method is veiy reliable in 
performance and eliminates the scrubbing problems involved with such methods as air 
cooling. Close temperature control, which is extremely important in this process, is easily 
obtained. The sluny is sufficiently degassed at compartment No.7 so that proper operation 
o f the flash cooler centrifugal pump is obtained. Typical operation temperatures are 70 °C 
of sluny feed and 65 °C o f sluny discharge. The temperature difference is not allowed to 
exceed 5 °C.
The flash cooler has an Absolute Pressure Recorder Controller for the vacuum which will set 
the sluny discharge temperature as required to increase or decrease the overall digestion tank 
temperatuie. Since there is a considerable time lag of approximately fifteen minutes, the 
adjustment of the flash cooler absolute pressure will be accomplished in set increments so as 
to prevent excessive overcontiol. The Absolute Pressure Recorder Controller varies the 
quantity o f air bleeding into the vacuum system, thus contiolling the vacuum.
2-6-1- 6  Ventilation
A single exhaust duct fr om the digestion tank ventilates the entire tank through a properly 
designed scrubber for removal o f fluoride gases. The filtrate seal tank, the sluiTy feed 
section o f the filter, and the centrifuges are also vented to the scrubber. Duct work is 
constructed of polyester glass fiber material. The gases are washed with water so that the 
amount o f fluoride in the exit gases from the plant will be below 40 pounds o f fluorine per
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day. The gases from the scrubber are discharged through a stack extending approximately 
ten feet above the building.
2-6-1-7 Pumps
Vertical pumps feed the slurry to the flash cooler. The use o f these pumps eliminates 
valves in the suction lines, thereby saving on capital and maintenance cost.
2-6-1-8 Piping
All phosphoric acid slurry piping in the system is reinforced polyester or rubber-lined steel 
construction. The layout is such that slurry lines are pitched at steep slopes and minimum 
number o f fittings are necessary, thus minimizing scaling and plugging o f the lines. 
Electrical switch-gear is housed in a separate room from the control room.
2-6-1-9 Reagent Storage and Handling
Anti-foam reagent is fed, as required, to both the digestion tank and evaporators by 
separate metering pumps. Since this chemical reagent is fairly expensive, its use should be 
carefully monitored to prevent wastage. Also, using an excessive amount o f defoamer in 
the evaporators may result in premature deterioration of the rubber lining material.
2-6-1-10 Digestion Tank Temperature
Temperature control is another important factor in the digestion system. Excessive 
temperature in the digestion system will result in the formation o f calcium sulfate hemi- 
hydrate crystals. I f  temperatures are too low, the result will be slow ciystal growth, low 
filtration rates and poor washing efficiency.
The digestion tank temperature is controlled by recycling a large quantity o f slurry cooled 
approximately by 4 to 5 °C in a flash cooler to the compartments N o.l and No.3. Feed acid 
for the flash cooler is obtained fr om the No.7 compai tment o f the digestion tank at 71-74 *^ C. 
The slurry is cooled to approximately 65 °C to remove the heat o f reaction and to maintain the 
coirect temperatuie o f the slurry. The temperature in compartment No.2 should not exceed 71
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°C. The recycle slurry is split to maintain approximately 82 °C and 73 °C in the compartments 
N o.l and No.3 respectively. A slight temperature drop will occur in the remaining 
compartments bringing the temperature to approximately 73.5 °C in the No.7. In addition to 
providing cooling for the digestion tank, the sluny improves the gypsum ciystallization by 
carrying the crystal nuclei to the area where calcium sulfate is foimed. Homogenization of 
digestion conditions is created by tlie considerable flow o f already well-stabilized slurry.
Temperature sensors are provided in compartments No.2, No.4 and No.7 o f the digestion tank 
and in the flash cooler sluny retum. These temperatuies are recorded on the panel in the 
control room.
2-6-1-11 Retention Time
The digestion system provides approximately 8  hours holdup time which allows good 
reaction and permits maximum filtration rates and high recovery by good preparation o f 
the gypsum ciystals.
2 -6 -1 -1 2  Solids Control
Experience has shown that a sluiTy solids strength o f about 40% by weight and a 29 to 32% 
P 2 O 5  concentration in the liquid phase should be maintained. High stiength of solids in the 
first three compartments of the digestion tank aids in the formation o f the proper crystal size 
for optimum filtration. The solids content is controlled by the quantity o f the No.2 filtiate 
returned to the digestion tank compaitments N o.l., No.2, or No.3.
2-6-1-13 Crystal Formation
The type o f gypsum ciystal desired in the digestion system is a large rhombic type crystal 
where the length is approximately 2 to 3 times the width. This type o f ciystal filters at a 
reasonable rate and washes very readily. Since the size o f a ciystal is inversely 
proportional to the number, it is necessary to limit the formation o f crystal nuclei. This is 
accomplished by maintaining a low degree o f supersaturation in the digestion system by 
maintaining sulfate concentrations at the most favorable values. Supersaturation is kept at a 
minimum by maintaining a very large circulation o f unseparated or unfiltered slurry to
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provide the surface for the crystallization. The circulation rate also maintains the sulfuric 
acid diluted and at a low value throughout the system. In addition, the degree o f 
supersaturation is held to a minimum by maintaining an excess sulfuric acid at all points in 
the system so that at no time is there a substantial concentration o f unprecipitated ions. 
Dilution o f the sulfuric acid flom 98% to 56% also aids in maintaining the free sulfuric 
acid at any point in the digestion system at a low level. In addition to the high recycle, the 
agitation in the digestion tank is a veiy important factor. Good agitation minimizes the 
degree o f free sulfuric acid, reduces the degree o f supersaturation, reduces localized areas 
where high free sulfuric acid could occur, and promotes good crystal growth by 
maintaining good contact between the existing crystal and the new crystal surface forming.
Precipitation of gypsum from the solution containing excess calcium results in the 
formation of very small needle crystals. The crystals become smaller and thinner as 
concenti'ation o f Ca^^ in the solution increases. With decreased Ca^^ concentration and 
with increased concentration in the solution, the crystals grow in width and increase 
in size. The presence o f F e 2 0 3  and A I 2 O 3  in the solution favours the lateral growth of 
crystals and inhibits the longitudinal growth o f the needles, thus aiding rhombic crystal 
formation.
2-6-1-14 Extraction Losses
Losses in the digestion and filtration section will he either extraction losses occumng in 
the digestion system or water soluble losses occurring in the filtration section. There are 
two types o f extraction losses. The first is due to the undecomposed or unreacted 
phosphate rock. This may be due to insufficient grinding or insufficient contacting o f the 
phosphate rock with sulfuric acid. In addition, these losses may be due to the coating of the 
rock with gypsum, which occurs mainly when the sulfate content o f the reaction slurry is 
too high. Under these conditions, precipitation is so rapid that the calcium ions dissolved 
by the phosphoric acid do not have time to diffuse away from the rock/acid interface 
before being converted to calcium sulfate. The point at which this effect becomes serious 
varies with type o f rock, concentration o f acid, and other conditions.
The second type of extraction loss is in the form o f citrate soluble P 2 O 5  in tire washed 
gypsum. This loss is due to the formation o f a solid solution o f di-calcium phosphate
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(CaHP0 4 , 2 H 2O) in the gypsum. As the gypsum ciystallizes out, it does not do so as pure 
calcium sulfate, but HP0 4 '^ ions substitute for a certain percentage o f sulfate ions in the 
crystal lattice. This type o f P2O5 loss stems from the fact that di-calcium phosphate 
crystallizes in the same system as gypsum and has very nearly the same crystallization 
characteristics. This loss is greatest in solutions high in calcium oxide and low in sulfuric 
acid. To minimize this type o f loss, a slight but definite excess o f sulfate ions must be 
maintained throughout the digestion and filtration system.
2-6-1-15 Free Sulfuric Acid
The free sulfuric acid has significant effects on the following:
a. The rate and degree o f completion o f the rock decomposition.
b. The formation of large rhombic crystals which provide the highest filtration rates and 
washing efficiency.
c. The formation o f unstable hemi-hydrate crystals can be caused by a large excess o f free 
sulfuric acid.
d. Maximum digestion efficiency cannot be obtained without a small but definite excess 
of sulfuric acid in the sluny at all times.
e. The lack o f excess sulfuric acid results in the formation o f water insoluble di-calcium 
phosphate.
f. The filtration rate o f sluiTy which has insufficient free acid is reduced due to the 
precipitation o f silica. A dirty hrown deposit is formed, which plugs the pores o f the 
filter cloth.
2-6-2 Filtration
The purpose of the Prayon filter is to continuously separate the wet process phosphoric acid 
fr om the gypsum crystals formed in the digestion system. In addition, the filter provides weak 
acid for the digestion tank so that good conditions for sluny production such as solids 
concentration, temperatuie and acid strength control are provided. Successive counter-current 
washings o f the filter cake provide for higher recovery o f the acid.
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2-6-2-1 Filter
The filter is comprised of individual cells, airtight under high vacuum. Each cell is 
supported by bearings fastened to a rotating fi-ame. Cells are made o f 317 SS with 
neoprene rubber supporting grids. The cells are connected to a central distributor by rubber 
hoses. The use o f these hoses allows the cells to turnover and discharge the cake by torsion 
of hose. Cells move on the rotating fiame, pass successively beneath the slurry feeding 
trough and beneath the three wash troughs, respectively, for 12% acid, 5% acid, and water. 
The slurry fed to the filter is allowed to settle briefly in the cell before vacuum is applied. 
This operation allows the larger particles to cover the cloth, thereby giving a precoating 
effect and a better-clarified filtrate. The initial acid filtered will still contain small amounts 
o f gypsum. This acid goes to the filtrate compaitment No.2 o f the filter seal tank where it 
is returned to the digestion tank. This system provides for a clean product acid. 
After the water wash, with recycled cloth wash water, the cells turn over about 45 degrees 
by means of a guiding device; this ensures a full recovery of liquid on the bottom o f the 
cell. Finally, the cake is automatically turned over for cake discharge. During this 
operation, air is hlown by a fan to facilitate the cake discharge. The dewatered cake drops 
into a mbber lined steel hopper, in which it is slurried with sea water. The slurry flows by 
gravity to a gypsum tank fr om which it is pumped to the pond located beyond the battery 
limits. The cell, still in the inverted position, and still kept under the air counter-pressure, 
runs above water-sprays ensuring full cleaning o f the cloth. Fresh water is used for the 
cloth washing operation. After passing ahove the sprays, the cell turns back to a horizontal 
position. Simultaneously, a suction fan pulls the cloth onto the supporting mat and removes 
the residual moisture. The cell, with its fully clean cloth, then receives another charge of 
sluny and starts the filtiation cycle. The distributor valve consists o f a rotating head which 
is di'iven through a universal connection by the rotating fi-ame. Each rubber hose from the 
cell is connected to the rotating head. The head rotates on the stationaiy part of the 
distributor. This stationary part is divided into sectors, each corresponding to a part o f 
filtrate to be collected separately, with one sector for compressed air delivery and another 
for suction at cloth driving. During its rotation, each cell o f the distiibutor head, 
corresponding to a cell, mns over each sector of the stationaiy part; and each sector 
collects separately the four various filtrates: 30% acid, 22% acid, 12% wash acid and 5% 
weak acid. The filtrate receivers are constructed of rubber lined steel. The receivers are 
provided with a barometiic leg through which the filtrate flows into the seal tank located
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beneath the filtiate. These receivers are designed with quick-opening tops so that they may 
be inspected and cleaned with ease.
2-6-2-2 Vacuum Pumps
Two vacuum pump systems, complete with scrubbers, are provided. One system maintains 
a high vacuum on the washing zones o f the filter and the other provides the large volumes 
o f air required to dewater the cake before discharge. Sea water is used in the scrubbers.
2-6-2-3 Filtrate Seal Tank
The filtrate seal tank is constructed of mbher-lined steel with a 2 ^  carbon brick lining on 
the bottom. The tank is partitioned into four compartment with agitation provided in the 
first two to maintain any solids present in suspension. Vertical pumps are used in each 
compartment o f the seal tank for transfer of filtrates. The liquid levels aie automatically 
controlled in each o f the four compartments.
2-Ô-2-4 Slurry Feed
Slurry is pumped to the filter fiom the No . 8  compaitment. A flow control valve along with a 
stand-pipe anangement in the retum line to the digestion tank assures that the feed rate is held 
constant. The feed rate is adjusted as required to keep a constant level in the digestion tank.
A constant slurry feed to the filter is essential for efficient operation and for maintaining good 
washing conditions and characteristics o f the weak phosphoric acid recycle to the digestion 
tank. Frequent checks for cake thickness, number of flooded pans, holes in cloth, and pan 
cleanliness is necessary for good operation.
2-6-2-5 Wash Water and Filtrate Strength
Wash water requirements aie set by the washing efficiency o f the three sequential filter 
washes. The effectiveness o f the cake washing is detemiined each shift by the laboratory 
analysis of the discharge cake P2O5 and moisture content. Scheduled checking (approximately
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every hour) of the filtrate specific gravity indicates to the operator what quantity of water is 
actually passing through the cake. The apparent moisture content o f the cake as it is being 
discharged provides the operator with a visual check on water rate requirements. The quantity 
of make-up water to the system is automatically adjusted by the density conhol o f the No.4 
filti ate section. The normal concentration of the wash liquors should be as follows:
No.4 filtrate: 5% P2O5 - about 1.05 sp.gr.
No.3 filtrate: 1 2 % P 2 O 5  - about 1.11 sp.gr.
This will result in:
No . 2  filtrate: 2 2 % P2O5 - about 1.27 sp.gr.
2-6-3 Evaporation
Product acid (29% P 2 O 5 )  fiom the filter section is settled and stored. From storage it is fed 
continuously to three-two stage evaporators. The acid is concentiated from 29% to 42% in 
Stage I and then up to 53.5% in Stage II. Product acid (53.5% P 2 O 5 )  is pumped from the Stage 
II units to the claiification unit.
The evaporator system has a total capacity to concentrate 1000 metric tons per day from 29% 
to 53.5%. Each evaporator unit (consisting of a Stage I and Stage II evaporator) will 
concenti ate one-third o f the feed. Stage I units are the three Stiuthers units and Stage II units 
are thiee Swenson units.
Low pressure steam is used in the heaters, medium pressure steam in the ejectors and sea 
water in the barometric condensers. Condensate from the heaters is recovered and used for 
washing of the filter. Warm sea water overflows from hotwells (seal tanks) into tienches and 
is run by gravity to batteiy limits.
2-6-3-1 Control Factors
Process conti ol o f the evaporation system is dependent upon the following main factors:
a. Reliable and proper operating instruments.
b. Accurate contiol samplings, measuiement of specific gravity and laboratory analysis of 
P 2 O 5  stiength.
c. Recognition of process variables that affect the process.
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d. Intelligent operation o f the automatic conti'ols with any changes being made in veiy 
small increments, and with sufficient time between changes to allow the evaporators to 
reach equilibrium.
e. Good safety practices.
2-6-3-2 Evaporator Feed System
The phosphoric acid flow to the evaporators is automatically contiolled and recorded with 
electromagnetic flowmeter conti'ollers. The meters measuie the flow rate o f the acid to the 
evaporators and signal the contiol valves to open or close to the required position to maintain 
the desired flow. Control of the feed rates to the Stage I evaporators will be made fiom the 
main contiol room. With vacuum set to an absolute pressure corresponding to the desired 
strength, the feed rates to the evaporators may be slowly increased as required up to the 
maximum evaporation capacity of the units. When the steam feed contiol valve is wide open 
and/or the strength o f the acid begins to decrease and the temperatui e o f the acid decreases, 
the maximum capacity of the evaporator has been obtained. In practice this flow meter tends 
to scale rapidly and the flow rate is used as a guide to give relative changes in feed rate.
2-6-3-3 Vacuum Control
Vacuum for the first evaporators (Stage I) is produced by the barometric condenser and a 
single stage jet system. Vacuum for the other evaporators is produced by the barometric 
condenser and a two-stage ejector system. Control of the vacuum in tlie evaporator is 
provided by controlling the quantity of air bleeding into the jet and the condenser system. If 
an increase in vacuum is desired, the air-bleed valve will close and allow the vacuum in the 
evaporator body to increase. The concentiation o f the acid produced in the evaporator at a 
constant temperatuie is dependent upon the vacuum tliat is maintained. The higher the 
strength of the acid produced, the lower the absolute pressuie in the evaporator that must be 
maintained. The absolute pressure controller is located in the main control room.
2-6-3 4 Steam Flow Control to Evaporator Heat Exchangers
Each evaporator has a steam flow indicator-contioller. The temperatuies in the first stage 
evaporators will be maintained at approximately 82 °C by controlling the steam flow rates to
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the Karbate tube heat exchangers. The flow contiol sensor is located in the low pressure steam 
line to the evaporator heater and will operate the steam control valve to maintain the desired 
temperatuie of the circulating liquid. A high temperatuie alarm system is provided which will 
also close the steam control valve.Temperatures in excess of 93 “C may damage the mbber 
lining in the evaporator body.
2-6-3-S Condensate Removal System
The condensate fiom the Karbate tube heat exchangers di'ains by gravity into condensate 
receivers. From the receivers the condensate is pumped to the Filter Spray Water Tank. Each 
Condensate Pump dischaige is equipped with a level control valve, which is controlled by the 
level in the condensate receiver. In case o f evaporator tube failure, the condensate will 
become contaminated with phosphoric acid. A conductivity meter is provided to sense the 
activity o f the condensate, and activate the alarm. The operators should immediately direct the 
flow of condensate to the floor by means o f the block valves provided.
2-Ô-3-6 Acid Concentration Control
The operator will measure the density in the evaporators as required to maintain good control. 
The product density is used as a relative indication of product concentration. This is a quick 
quantitative method o f contiolling the evaporator concentration hut the actual P2O5 content 
should be confirmed, at least on a daily basis, by laboratoiy analysis.
Factors affecting specific giavity are: temperatuie, solids content, P 2 O 5  stiength, and fi'ee 
sulfuric acid content. The specific gravity will vaiy with changes in tlie above factors. The 
evaporator feed, and product will be sampled and anaytically checked for specific gravity and 
P 2 O 5 .
The evaporator absolute pressure will be adjusted as required to provide the desired acid 
stiengtli. I f  the acid strength is low, the absolute pressuie in the evaporator will be reduced 
slightly. In some cases, it may also be necessaiy to reduce the acid feed rate. If  the evaporator 
acid strength is high, a slight increase in absolute pressure should reduce the acid strength.
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2-6-3-7 Evaporator Heater Shell Side Pressure
When the heaters are new and the tubes aie clean, it will be found that the pressuie on the 
shell side of the heaters is veiy low, possibly down to 5 psig vacuum (-5 psig). As the units 
build up scale, the pressure will rise to a nonnal value of 5-8 psig. The operating pressure 
should never exceed 12 psig. When this pressure is reached, a boilout will be necessaiy. The 
pressure safety valve is usually set at 2 0  psig.
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Chapter 3 
Solubility Equilibria and Crystallization
3-1 Introduction
Sparingly soluble salts are formed in various hydiate forms and polymorphs in many ore 
conversion processes, for example, in the production o f alumina, zinc, phosphoric acid and 
fluoride.
The manufacture o f wet-process phosphoric acid which involves the dissolution o f the 
various compounds present in phosphate rock and the growth o f filterable calcium sulfate 
ciystals in impure phosphoric acid, presents several problems o f chemical nature. Since the 
calcium sulfate or other compounds foimed may coat the surface o f phosphate particles 
and isolate them fiom attack by the sulfuric acid, the rock does not dissolve easily. Growth 
o f large crystals with good filtering properties is difficult because o f the presence of 
impurities and because a uniform degree of supersaturation is difficult to accomplish. Also, 
the calcium sulfate ciystals produced in the system may take up phosphate into the crystal 
lattice, with consequent loss in phosphate recoveiy.
The simplified overall reaction o f the wet-process using sulphuric acid for production o f 
phosphoric acid is :
C a ^ P O J ;  + 3 H 2SO 4 + SxH^O 2 H 3PO 4 + 3C aS04.xH 20 (3-1)
where x may be 0, 0.5 or 2. Depending on circumstances, the calcium sulphate can 
precipitate out as anhydiite (CaS0 4 ), hemihydiate (CaS0 4  .0.5H^O) or dihydrate (CaS0 4  
.2H^O). These salts have veiy low solubilities. Since properties such as ciystal shape, 
crystal size distribution and their filterability, as well as the integration o f impurities in the 
crystals, can differ mainly for each hydiate form or polymorph, it is essential to predict 
which phase will be formed under specific process conditions. The developing hydrate not 
only depends on the operating conditions but also on the specific composition o f the ore 
used. These two factors impose their influence through the thermodynamics and the
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kinetics o f the crystallization process and, for effective control over the developing 
hydrate, the solubility equilibria and ciystallization should be understood in such terms. 
Solubility of calcium sulfate is very important with regards to the scaling problems during 
phosphoric acid concentiation.
3-2 Crystal Modifications of Calcium Sulfate
The chemistry o f wet-process phosphoric acid is essentially the chemistry o f calcium 
sulfate. Therefore, a logical intioduction to the subject is a discussion o f calcium sulfate 
and its behavior in aqueous phosphoric acid solutions. The literature survey on calcium 
sulfate and its crystal forms is highly confusing. Several varieties o f dihydrate, 
hemihydrate, and anhydrite were postulated to explain existing data. The excellent work by 
Kelley et al. (1941), however, has done much to explain the situation, and Kruis and Spath 
(1951,1975) have tried to eliminate obscurities in nomenclature.
From the crystallographic and thermodynamic points of view, only one form o f dihydrate 
or gypsum exists, even though the external geometric shape may vary (Slack, 1968). The 
hemihydrate exists in two foims, a  and p. The a-hemihydrate is formed by crystallization 
fi'om solutions or by slow dehydration o f dihydrate in a saturated water vapor atmosphere. 
Its lattice contains a system o f oriented channels o f sufficient size for water molecules, 
allowing continuous deviation in the crystal water content in both directions from the 
hemihydrate composition, so that from nearly zero to 2/3 mole o f  water can be held per 
mole o f calcium sulfate. The normal state, as found in phosphoric acid production, is an 
overstoichiometric content o f crystal water. The p-hemihydrate is microcrystalline (crystal 
size < 1 0 ^  cm) and voluminous, which is formed by rapid dehydration o f dihydrate in an 
unsaturated water vapor atmosphere, and is o f no interest in phosphoric acid production.
a-anhydrate III and p-anhydrate III (formerly called soluble anhydrite) are formed by 
atmospheric dehydration o f a-hemihydrate and p-hemihydrate at intermediate temperature 
(Slack, 1968). Their properties show many similarities to the conesponding hemihydrates. 
Under suitable conditions anhydrite II (formerly called insoluble anliydrite) is formed by 
dehydration o f hemihydrate or dihydrate, or by crystallization from solution. This low- 
reactivity variety is formed in some phosphoric acid processes. Anliydrite I is a high-
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temperature transformation, which is stable above 1195 °C, and is o f no practical interest. 
Therefore, in phosphoric acid processes there are three modification o f calcium sulfate to 
consider: dihydrate, a-hemihydrate, and anhydrite II. The wet phosphoric acid processes 
are named based on the calcium sulfate form, which appears during the process.
Dihydrate (gypsum) crystals have an specific gravity of 2,32, are colourless and belong to 
the monoclinic system. The crystals are@longd,t&(t and range up to 40 pm in size. 
Hemihydrate crystals have an specific gravity o f 2.71, are white in colour and belong to the 
rhombohedral system. The crystals are needle-like with sizes up to 20pm.
3-3 Solubility of Calcium Sulfate in Phosphoric Acid Solutions
Kelley et al. (1941) have given equations for the temperature dependence o f the free 
energy for all real and hypothetical reactions in the calcium sulfate-water system. In 
deriving their thermodynamic equations, they neglected the effect o f dissolved calcium 
sulfate on the water vapor pressure because o f its low solubility. Wet-process phosphoric 
acid, however, contains not only calcium sulfate but also an excess o f sulfuric acid and a 
series o f impm ities originating from the phosphate rock used. All these can be expressed as 
an equivalent amount o f phosphoric acid that gives the same change in water vapor 
pressure. Adding this to the amount o f phosphoric acid present and inserting the sum in the 
equilibrium diagram is a strictly valid method o f deteimining transition temperature. For 
zero free energy, equilibrium conditions between the two modifications o f calcium sulfate 
are obtained, the tiansition temperature being a function o f water activity. Combining this 
with water vapor pressure data o f phosphoric acid solution, Dahlgren (1960) obtained the 
thermodynamic equilibrium curves for the anhydrite - dihydrate -hemihydrate system as a 
function o f phosphoric acid concentiation (Fig. 3.1).
The equilibrium diagram for dihydrate-hemihydrate in phosphoric acid-sulfuric acid 
mixtures is shown in Fig. 3.2. The curve for pure phosphoric acid solution is the same as in 
Fig. 3.1. The other curves were prepared from data by Ikeno et al. (1958).
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Fig. 3.1 Equilibrium diagram for calcium sulfate in phosphoric acid solutions
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Fig. 3.2 Dihydrate-hemihydrate equilibrium in phosphoric acid- sulfuric 
acid solutions [Prepared from data of Ikeno et al. (1958).]
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The effects o f the liquid composition and temperature on the stability o f the different 
calcium sulfate modifications can be explained from the chemical potentials of AH 
(Anhydrite), HH (Hemihydrate), DH (Dihydmte) in the solid phase and in solution 
(Martynowics et ah, 1996).
The chemical potentials o f AH, HH and DH in solution are defined as:
M-aho) " P I^T[In(a^ 2 + " s^oT (^“^ )
M'hh(i) ~  M- + RT[ln(a^ 2 + ' s^o  ^ (3-3)
M-dh(I) ~  M- + RT[ln(a^ 2+ '^ gQZ- (3 -4 )
where a^^2+, and âg ^ represent the activities o f the different ions in solution, p® is
defined as the chemical potential under standard conditions of 25 °C and 1 bar, with the 
water activity, all the activity coefficients, and the concentrations [Ca] and [ S O 4 ]  equal to 
1. The p° value is consequently the same for all thiee modifications. At the solubility 
concentration of AH the chemical potential o f the solid, Pah(s)’ equals Pah(i)- So, 
( Pah(s) ~  M° ) ean be calculated fiom the thermodynamic solubility product, Kgp, given by 
• ^soT saturation, using the following equation:
P-AHCs) “ M-° I^TIn(Kgp^ j^j) (3-5)
Similar equations for the other hydrates can be presented. Because the solubility o f calcium 
sulfate in pure water is veiy low for all three modifications, the water activity is almost 
equal to 1 in a saturation solution o f calcium sulfate in water. All three thermodynamic 
solubility products can, therefore, be calculated fi om the solubilities o f AH, HH and DH in 
pure water (Marshall and Slusher, 1968) and their activity coefficients.
In Fig. 3.3 (Pg - p ° )  values for AH, HH and DH, calculated fiom Eq. (3-5) and similar 
equations, are plotted against temperature (Maitynowics et al., 1996).
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Fig. 3.3 Effect of tem peratu re  on ps-p” of calcium sulfate hydrates
The (p, -  p°) lines intersect at the temperatures where the phase transition occurs from
one calcium sulfate modification into another in pure water. DH is more stable than HH 
below the phase transition temperature, whereas HH is more stable than DH above this 
temperature. In pure water, the water activity is approximately 1, then both Phh(s) = Mdh(s)
and Phh(1) -  I^dh(1) • But, in concentrated phosphoric acid, the water activity strongly
deviates hom  1 and consequently, at the phase transition point, Phh(s) longer equals
Pdh(s) but, instead, this point has to be determined from the following equations:
M'HH(s) *”  P H H (I)
M-DHCs )  ~  P D H ( I )
Combining Eq's. (3-3), (3-4), (3-5), (3-6) and (3-7) leads to:
(3-6)
(3-7)
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H» + RTln(Ksp„„) = + RT[ln(â^^..
H“ + RTln(Ksp„„) = p" + RTHn(&^_..
This set o f equations can be simplified to:
(3-8)
(3-9)
K
K
sp»PH _  AT= o (^f phase transition temp.)
sp,HH
(3-10)
Because the solubility products of hemihydrate and dihydrate are only a function of 
temperature, Eq. (3-10) shows that the phase transition temperature is only determined by 
the water activity. The phase transition temperature as a function o f the water activity is 
shown in Fig. 3.4 (Martynowics et al., 1996). Other parameters, such as activity 
coefficients o f ions in solution, can not affect the phase transition temperature.
Phosphoric acid, therefore, affects the phase transition temperatures o f the calcium sulfates 
merely by changing the water activity. The water activity decreases at increasing
120
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Fig. 3.4 Effect of the water activity on the HH/DH phase transition temperature
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phosphoric acid concentration, because the absolute amount o f water decreases and 
because the water is coordinated by the phosphoric acid. This explains why the phase 
transition temperatures o f the different calcium sulfate modifications are a function o f the 
phosphoric acid concentration. In cases where the phosphoric acid solution contains an 
excess o f sulfuric acid, the effect o f this excess on the water activity can be accounted for 
by assuming 1 mole H 2 S O 4  to be equivalent to 1.4 mole of H 3 P O 4  (Slack, 1968).
The stability of a ciystal phase is related to its solubility; that is, the more stable phase is 
the less soluble one. Here, the solubility can be defined as (Martynowics et al., 1996) :
So lub ility = S = 7lCa^*].[SO f ] (3-11)
where the brackets refer to total molar concentrations. This definition o f the solubility is 
also applied to non-stoichiometiic calcium/sulfate ratios. The solubilities o f hemihydrate 
and dihydrate can be written as:
S „„= V [C a^"].[S O M  =
Ca' SO3 i K sp,HH*YsOÎ- (3-12)
S dh = 7[Ca^"|.[SOri =
Ca' soi
K sp,DII
C a ' SO
(3-13)
Here â indicates the activities o f the ions; y  the respective activity coefficients; and Ksp 
the theiinodynamic solubility product o f either HH or DH. Any complex fomiation o f the 
ions is included in their respective y values. Because phosphoric acid strongly influences 
the water activity as well as the y values o f the calcium and sulfate ions, the solubilities 
of the calcium sulfate phases are also a sti'ong function o f the phosphoric acid 
concentration. HH and DH solubilities as a function of phosphoric acid concentration at 90 
°C (Prepared fi'om data o f Taperova(1940) and Sullivan et al.(1991)) are shown in Fig. 3.5.
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Fig. 3.5 Effect of phosphoric acid concentration on HH and DH solubilities at 90 °C
At very low phosphoric acid concentration (0-0.1 mol (kg solution) H3PO4 ) the water 
activity is almost equal to 1 and the change in solubility o f all three calcium sulfate forms 
is explained by a decrease in the activity coefficients of the calcium and sulfate ions at 
increasing phosphoric acid concentrations. The activity coefficients o f calcium and sulfate 
can change due to complexation of calcium ions by phosphoric acid and by the Debye- 
Hückel effect. With a further increase in phosphoric acid concentration, the water activity 
decreases and consequently, the calcium sulfate solubility increases. At high phosphoric 
acid concentrations ( > 2  mol (kg solution) '*) the calcium sulfate solubility, however, 
decreases. Since the water activity still decreases at higher phosphoric acid concentrations, 
the decrease in calcium sulfate solubility can merely be explained by an overcompensating 
increase in activity coefficients of calcium and /or sulfate ions in equations (3-12) and (3- 
13).
An impurity can influence both the water activity and the activity coefficients. Both the 
solubility lines and the tiansition point can be shifted by changing the water activity. If,
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however, only the activity coefficients are influenced, the tiansition point remains 
unchanged. The solubilities o f dihydrate and hemihydrate as a function o f temperature for 
one particular acid liquor are shown in Fig. 3.6. The two solubility lines cross at the 
transition temperature. Above this temperature, the hemihydrate is the stable phase (has 
the lower solubility) and below, dihydrate (gypsum) is the stable phase.
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Fig. 3.6 Solubilities of dihydrate and hemihydrate for a specific solution as a 
function of temperature
Wliile there are a lot o f data on the solubility o f calcium sulfate in water, data on the 
solubility o f this compound in phosphoric acid solutions are limited. Data are given by 
Taperova (1940), Taperova and Shulgina (1945), Ikeno et al. (1958), Dahlgren (1960), 
Kurteva and Brutskus (1961), Linke (1965), Bevemzhanov and Kruchenko (1970), 
Zdanovskii and Vlasov (1971), Glazyrina et al, (1980) and White and Mukhopadyay 
(1990). Figure 3.7 shows some data from a number o f sources for the 
hemihydi*ate/dihydi*ate transition temperature.
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Fig. 3.7 Hemihydrate / dihydrate transition temperature as a function of 
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The solubility o f the various hydrate forms in phosphoric acid solutions have been studied 
by Taperova and Shulgina (1945, 1960) at a series of temperatures between 25 and 90 °C. 
The solubility o f calcium sulfate in phosphoric acid solution as a function o f P 2 O 5  
concenhation at different temperatures is shown in Fig. 3.8.
The solubility isothenns at 80 °C are shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. It should be noted that 
all calcium sulfate modifications possess a maximum solubility in the region o f 15 to 20% 
P 2 O 5 ,  independent o f the temperature within the range investigated. O f technical interest is 
the low solubility o f anhydrite at a concentiation conesponding to acid concentrated for 
shipping or use in making triple superphosphate.
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Fig. 3.8 Solubility of calcium sulfate in phosphoric acid as a function 
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Fig. 3.9 Effect of phosphoric acid concentration on the solubility of calcium sulfate 
hydrates at 80 °C [Prepared from data of Taperova and Shulgina (1945). ]
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Fig. 3.10 Effect of phosphoric acid concentration on the solubility of calcium sulfate 
hydrates at 80 °C [Prepared from data of Taperova (1940). ]
These data are valid when calcium and sulfate ions are presented in stoichiometric 
proportions, which is not the case in phosphoric acid production. Kurteva and Brutskus 
(1961) investigated the solubility o f calcium sulfate in mixed phosphoric acid-sulfuric acid 
solutions. After correlation the data, they derived the following empirical equation for the 
solubility o f calcium sulfate dihydrate:
^Ca’(^S04) ^ (3-14)
k = 0.460 —^2.40-lo g T ^0.912
r  ^' - ' P 2 0 5
J \ 100 (3-15)
where :
1 1 = 1 .25 -0 .01  T 
T = temperature in ° C
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C Ca = concentration o f Ca2^ in weight percent 
Cso4 = concentiation o f S0 4 ‘^ in weight percent 
Cp2 0 5 =concentration of P 2 O 5  in weight percent
This equation is valid for 25 < T < 70; 20 < Cp2 0 5  < 35 ; Cso4 < 10 ; C ca < Cso4 12A .  
Figure 3.11 shows the calcium sulfate interdependence based on the above relation at a 
phosphoric acid concentiation o f 30% P 2 O 5 .  A path parallel to the excess S O 4  lines is 
followed during precipitation.
0 % Excess SO4 "
0.3
/1%
0.2 , 2%
70 °C  
60 °C
0.1 50 °C  
40
30 °C 
25
20 °C
0 0.5 1 1.5 2.52 3 3.5
Total 8 0 /- ,%
Fig. 3.11 Solubilitiy of calcium sulfate dihydrate in phosphoric acid-sulfuric acid 
solution according to Kurteva and Brutskus equation at [ P 2 O 5 ]  = 30 wt%
3-4 Crystal Formation
3-4-1 Theory of Crystallization
It is possible to show that the laws governing the formation o f nuclei during ciystallization- 
from solutions, can be strictly derived from the general kinetic theory (Volmer, 1939). A 
nucleus is defined as a crystal that requires a maximum of work for formation from the 
noncrystalline phase (Volmer, 1939).
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Supersaturation ' f . - '
Fig. 3.12 Effect of supersaturation on the nucléation frequency according 
to the Volmer-Weber theory
Turnbull and Fischer (1949) have studied the nucléation problem based on the theory o f 
absolute reaction rates proposed by Eyring et al. (1949). Hirano (1954) used this work as a 
basis in investigating the influence on nucléation o f electiic charges on nucleus surfaces in 
electrolyte solutions and stated that these charges play an important role. The derived 
relations are particularly complicated and have not as yet been completely verified or 
rejected experimentally. Amsler (1942) has presented a partial verification.
In Fig. 3.12 the relation between nucléation ûequency and supersaturation is presented for 
two cases (Slack, 1968). Up to a certain critical supersatuiation nucléation is practically 
nonexistent. After this critical point is passed, the rate of nucléation increases rapidly. The 
transition almost has the character o f a knee on the curve. Thus it can be stated that the 
formation o f a new phase is impossible along and in the immediate vicinity of the 
coexistence boundary (equilibrium curve and solubility curve). For this fonnation to take 
place, the coexistence boundary must be exceeded to such an extent that a threshold value 
(the knee) is passed. This fact is an essential consideration in wet phosphoric acid 
processes.
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Crystal growth at low supersaturation can only be explained by the fact that crystals are not 
perfect. This conception was intioduced by Burton and Cabrera (1949) and Frank (1949), 
who proposed a mechanism according to which the ciystal surface remains step-formed 
iiTespective o f how far the step front advances. This theoiy was confirmed by extensive 
microscopic investigations by Veima (1953).
The dislocation theory o f crystal growth gives a relationship between rate o f growth and 
supersaturation which is linear above a certain supersaturation. This relationship is shown 
in Fig. 3.13 (Slack, 1968). In most technological applications the nonlinear portion o f the 
curve at low supersaturation need not be considered. According to the theory o f nucléation 
on the ciystal surface, proportionality is also obtained only above a certain supersatuiation, 
but at a higher level. Generally the rate o f crystal growth is proportional to the 
supersaturation at supersaturations much lower than the nucléation threshold value 
obtained by the theory o f two-dimensional nuclei. Based on these theoretical conceptions, 
Simon and Bienfait (1965) performed calculations o f the growth mechanism o f gypsum.
ill
1 !
Supersaturation
.Co - 1
Fig. 3.13 Relation between supersaturation and rate of crystal growth 
according to the dislocation theory
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3-4-2 Crystal Formation in Phosphoric Acid Processes
All phosphoric acid processes are achieved at conditions under which anliydrite II is the 
stable modification o f calcium sulfate. The crystals actually formed, however, are the 
metastable varieties, dihydiate and hemihydrate. Conversion o f these into stable anhydrite 
II, under the conditions predominant in the dihydrate and hemihydrate processes, is very 
slow. For formation o f a nucleus, the reacting ions and molecules must be brought to an 
activation energy adequate to cross a certain energy barrier. The activation energy for 
anhydiite nucléation is high. Increasing phosphoric acid concentration, supersatination, 
sulfuric acid concentiation and temperatuie increases the opportunity to exceed the energy 
ban'ier for anhydrite nucléation. Very few molecules or ions attain an energy sufficient to 
cross this bam er under the conditions o f the common phosphoric acid processes.
Under practical conditions the rate o f crystal growth o f a single crystal is proportional to 
the supersaturation. Furthermore, the solid deposited per unit o f time is proportional to the 
available ciystal suiface area. Thus, for a given quantity o f seed material, growth is 
proportional to the specific surface o f the crystal mass.
The solubility of dihydrate and a-hemihydrate as a function o f temperature at an arbitiary 
phosphoric acid concentration is shown in Fig. 3.14 (Dahlgren, 1960). Curves are also 
shown that indicate the supersatuiation necessary to start nucléation (supersolubility 
curves) o f dihydiate and a-hemihydrate. With increasing temperature the solubility curve 
o f dihydrate approaches that o f hemihydrate until they cross each other at the point of 
equilibrium Tr; at a still higher temperature they diverge. At temperatures lower than the 
equilibrium temperature, dihydiate is more stable than hemihydrate (but still metastable) 
and at higher temperatures hemihydrate is more stable than dihydrate (but also still 
metastable). Figure 3.14 is valid when Ca^^ and S0 4 '^ ions are present in stoichiometric 
proportions. If, however, these ions are not present in stoichiometric amounts, as is usually 
the case, there will be a coiresponding stoichiometric amount with the same nucléation 
action. Therefore, the subsequent heatment is valid for that case as well.
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Fig. 3.14 Calcium sulfate solubility and nucléation versus temperature in 
an arbitray phosphoric acid solution
If  a temperature lower than equilibrium temperature is chosen and the amount of calcium 
sulfate in solution increased, the dihydrate solubility curve c in Fig. 3.14 is crossed first. In 
the case o f dihydrate seeding, there will be crystal growth but no new dihydiate crystals 
will be formed. Nucléation will not occur until the thi'eshold limit for dihydrate nucléation 
(curve d) has been passed. With an additional increase in calcium sulfate, the hemihydrate 
solubility curve (curve a) is crossed. In the case o f hemihydiate seeding, the seeds will 
grow simultaneously with nucléation and growth of dihydrate. New hemihydrate crystals 
will not be formed until the threshold curve for hemihydrate nucléation (curve b) is 
exceeded. This means that at sufficiently high supersaturation hemihydrate will foim at a 
temperature far below the equilibrium temperature. In a dihydrate process such high 
supersaturations can not be allowed; process conditions must be kept between the curves b 
and d at the left in Fig. 3.14. The highest possible working temperature in a dihydrate 
process thus depends on the highest supersaturation in the reaction system. I f  all parts o f 
the reaction system as reported by Bigot (1957), have low supersaturation, it is possible to 
work at temperatures above the equilibrium temperature without any formation o f 
hemihydrate. The maximum temperature for a dihydrate process is the temperature Tul at
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the intersection point o f the two nucléation thi'eshold limit cui-ves. This is also the lowest 
theoretical temperature for a hemihydrate process. Under practical conditions, however, 
there will be a region on both sides o f the limiting temperatuie in which dihydrate as well 
as hemihydrate nuclei form. A hemihydrate process must be kept between the cui'ves b and 
d at the right in Fig. 3.14.
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Fig. 3.15 Solubility of hemihydrate and dihydrate at various temperatures and 
P 2 O 5  concentrations [Prepared from data of Taperova and Shulgina (1945).]
The curves in Fig. 3.15, prepared from solubility data by Taperova and Shulgina 
(1945,1960), show that at temperatures higher than the equilibrium temperature the 
dihydrate and hemihydrate curves diverge more sharply at 32% P2 O5 than at the two higher 
concentration, and that the least divergency is obtained at the highest concentration. This 
means that at low phosphoric acid concentrations the nucléation threshold value is reached 
with less increase in temperature over the equilibrium temperature than at higher
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concentrations. There is consequently a qualitative agieement between inferences gained 
horn solubility data and from thermodynamic equilibrium curve.
Within the transition region on both sides o f the limiting temperature, dihydrate nucléation 
will decrease with increasing temperatuie. At a certain temperature the supersaturation 
relative to dihydrate will not reach the thi'eshold value for dihydrate nucléation, and only 
hemihydrate will foi'm. In analogy with the above, it follows that the lowest possible 
working temperature for a hemihydiate process depends on the highest supersatuiation in 
the reaction system.
3-4-3 Effect of Impurities on the Crystal Habit
Dissolved inorganic and organic impurities influence the crystallization o f calcium sulfate. 
Such impurities may change the nucléation conditions, the crystal giowth rate, or the 
crystal habit. The activation energy for nucléation may be altered, and thereby the 
nucléation rate and the final crystal size (as affected by the number o f nuclei). If  there is 
adsorption o f impurities on crystal surfaces, the growth rate is decreased; and if  there is 
selective adsoiption on some crystal surfaces, the crystal habit is influenced.
No systematic study has been made o f the influence on crystallization o f the inorganic 
impurities originating from the phosphate rock. Sokolovskii (1936) reports that iron and 
aluminum favor the foi'mation o f rhombic ci'ystals and that a considerable amount of 
dissolved silica gives a needlelike foi'm. The effect o f iron has been confirmed by Frdchen 
and Becker (1959). Murakami et al. (1963) studied the hemihydrate-dihydrate 
recrystallization process and found that organic impurities and fluoride ions considerably 
impeded the growth o f seed gypsum and influenced the crystal habit. Conversion o f the 
fluoride into fluosilicic acid, by addition of calcium silicate, eliminated the adverse effect 
o f the fluoride. Sakomura et al. (1963) found that several metal salts and alkaline earth 
metals such as strontium modified the ci'ystal habit. Strontium was supplied by adding 3% 
o f Kola apatite.
The effect o f several inorganic impurities on crystallization was studied by Gilbert (1966). 
It was noted that a combination o f aluminum and fluoride caused dihydrate to form under 
conditions in which hemihydiate is the noi'mal form. At high levels o f aluminum, the
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crystal habit o f the gypsum was drastically altered; the crystals were much smaller and less 
elongated.
Although interfering organic matter can be eliminated by calcining the rock, this is seldom 
done when phosphoric acid is produced for fertilizer use. Murakami et al. (1963) used 
active silica to adsorb and inactivate organic impurities.
Ikeno and Kaji (1958, 1959) and Kaji (1960, 1961a, 1961b) studied the action of 
alkylbenzene sulfonic acid in the hemihydrate-dihydrate process. The rate o f the 
hemihydrate transition into dihydiate was thereby reduced and well-shaped crystals were 
obtained with a considerable gain in size. Leyshon et al. (1965) have also used surface- 
active agents in the régulai* gypsum process, with similar results.
The optimum type o f gypsum crystal is an individual rhombohedron with a length-to- 
width ratio o f 2 to 3 and with a reasonable thickness. Longer individual crystals are easy to 
filter, but they hold more water in the filter cake.
3-5 Phosphate Substitution in Phosphoric Acid Processes
In all phosphoric acid industrial plants in which sulfuric acid is used as the extracting 
agent, a filtration step is earned out to separate calcium sulfate and other solid matter from 
the liquid phosphoric acid phase. In the washed filter cake there may be losses resulting 
from incorporation o f P 2O5 in the calcium sulfate crystal lattice
Waggaman (1952) reported that the reason for this kind of loss was the substitution of 
HP0 4 ‘^ ions for S0 4 '^ ions in the calcium sulfate lattice. The problem was closely studied 
by Frdchen and Becker (1959), who found that all P2 O5 in the calcium sulfate dihydrate is 
present as HP0 4 ‘^ and verified by X-ray, thermogravimetric analysis, and differential 
thermal analysis that HPO4 "' does substitute for S0 4 ‘^ in the calcium sulfate lattice. The 
HPO4"' has veiy nearly the same geometric shape as the S0 4 ’^ ion but is slightly larger. 
Baynham and Raistrick (1960) compared the X-ray patterns o f pure gypsum, phosphate- 
substituted gypsum, and dicalcium phosphate dihydrate. The differences observed between
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the pure gypsum and the phosphate-substituted gypsum were similar to those that would be 
expected if  the gypsum were changing toward the dicalcium phosphate dihydrate structure.
Maki and Suzukawa (1963) found some additional infrared absorption bands in 
phosphogypsum, as compared to pure gypsum, which were interpreted as representing a 
solid solution o f CaS0 4 .2 H 2 0  and CaHP0 4 .2 H 2 0 . A discussion o f phosphate substitution 
phenomena and related aspects has been given by Dahlgren (1965).
It has long been known that the extent of the substitution decreases with increasing excess 
o f sulfuric acid and that it increases with increasing P2O 5 concentiation. An increase in 
excess sulfuric acid reduces the Ca^^ concentration. This, together with an increase o f the 
collision frequency between S0 4 ^' and the calcium sulfate lattice, decreases the 
substitution. Up to a certain limit the sulfuric acid excess reduces the supersaturation and 
thus the nucléation, giving improved ciystallization conditions. The degree of sulfuric acid 
excess also influences the ciystal habit.
Frochen and Becker (1959) found that the substitution also depends on the content o f 
solids in the suspension. This is shown in Fig. 3.16, along with the influence o f the P2 O 5 
content in the liquor. The substitution decreases as the solids content is increased, 
substantially at first and then to a lesser degree. In practice the solids content normally is 
between 20 and 40 wt%. Within this range, variation in solids content has little effect on 
the degree o f substitution. An increase in the content o f solids (seed) in the suspension 
increases the available crystal surface for growth by deposition and consequently increases 
crystal growth. As a result, supersaturation and nucléation are decreased, since the sum of 
growth and nucléation tends to balance the addition o f reactants.
3-6 Effect of Impurities in Phosphoric Acid Production
In the production of phosphoric acid, some o f the inorganic impurities in phosphate rocks 
may form veiy tiny crystals that blind the filter cloth or decrease the permeability o f the 
filter cake. In both cases the filtering and washing operations are perfoimed more difficult 
and more expensive. Such impurities are barium, which forms sulfates, and sodium and
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Fig. 3.16 Substitution of P2O5 in gypsum at 70 °C as a function of the solids 
concentration and the momentary concentration of P2O5 in the liquor 
[Prepared from data of Frochen and Becker (1959).]
potassium, which form fluosilicates. The solubility o f the fluosilicates in phosphoric acid is 
such that difficulties may or may not arise, depending on temperature and acid 
concentration (Morris et al., 1937). The complex compound Ca4 S0 4 SiF6Alp6 0 H .I2 H 2 O 
may form, causing blinding in the cloth and elsewhere in the filter system.
All impurities influence the viscosity, density, and other physical properties o f phosphoric 
acid liquor. Viscosity is increased, which renders material transport more difficult and 
leads to local overconcenti'ations of extended duration during the reactions. This in turn 
results in an increase in nucléation frequency. Thus a greater number o f smaller crystals 
are obtained and the filtiation properties are adversely affected. Moreover, the filtration 
rate is inversely proportional to the viscosity o f liquid phase, with all other factors
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constant. Hence the increase in viscosity caused by impurities affects filtration adversely in 
two ways, one direct and one indirect.
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Chapter 4 
Boiling and Non-Boiling Heat Transfer to Phosphoric Acid 
Solutions
4-1 Introduction
The major operating cost in most chemical and petrochemical plants such as the phosphoric 
acid production plant is the cost o f energy. The reliable prediction of heat transfer coefficients 
is very important for the overall plant design. Accurate prediction o f clean heat tiansfer 
coefficients is also a prerequisite for any in-depth study on fouling in the phosphoric acid 
process, because of the stiong influence of suiface temperature on the deposition rates.
4-1-1 Subcooled Flow Boiling
Wlien the heat flux fi’om the heating surfaces is increased above a certain value, the 
convective heat transfer is not large enough to prevent the wall temperature from rising above 
the saturation temperatui e o f the flowing liquid. The elevated wall temperatuie superheats the 
liquid in contact with the wall and activates nucléation sites, thus generating vapour bubbles 
at the heat tiansfer surface. These bubbles condense in the cold liquid away from the heat 
transfer surface resulting in no net vapour production. At high heat fluxes the onset of 
subcooled boiling is already encountered at high degrees o f subcooling (T* - Tb), and the 
vapour bubbles may grow and collapse while still attached to or even sliding along the heat 
transfer surface. At first, nucléation occures only locally along the heated surfaces while 
forced convection persists inbetween. As the heat flux is increased more nucléation sites are 
activated until, at fully developed nucleate boiling, the complete surface is in nucleate boiling. 
In flow boiling, heat is transferred from the heated surface to the liquid by several 
mechanisms (Tong, 1975):
1. Heat tr ansfer by the latent heat o f bubbles.
2. Heat tr ansfer by continuous evaporation at the root of the bubble and condensation at
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the top of the bubble, while the bubble is still attached to the wall.
3. Unsteady state heat transfer caused by bubble disturbance o f the boundary layer.
4. Heat transfer by single-phase convection between the bubble growth zones.
4-1-2 Pool Boiling
Nucleate boiling is a process where the liquid phase changes at preferred nucléation sites 
on a hot surface. A large amount of heat can be removed with a relatively low thermal 
driving force by this mode of heat transfer. Nucleate, transition and film boiling are the 
three mechanisms of boiling which exist as shown in Fig. 4.1 (Holman, 1996).
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Figure 4.1 Boiling curve for water at atmospheric pressure
Before the applied superheating is high enough to activate the nuclei for generation of 
bubbles on the surface, heat is transferred by the mechanism of free convection (line AB in 
Fig. 4.1). In the nucleate boiling region, bubbles are formed at specific points on the hot
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surface named active nucléation sites. In this region, the generation o f vapour bubbles 
causes a periodic agitation of the boundaiy layer, followed by a flow o f colder liquid to the 
surface, and beat transfer is increased (line BC in Fig. 4.1).
During transition boiling, the beat flux from the hot solid wall to the boiling liquid 
decreases with increasing the temperature difference. This type o f boiling represents a 
transition fi'om nucleate boiling to film boiling and is unstable (line CD in Fig. 4.1). In the 
film boiling beat transfer region, a stable film o f vapour coats the hot solid surface (line 
DE in the Fig. 4.1). The surface temperatures required to maintain stable film boiling are 
high, and once this condition is achieved, a significant proportion o f the beat is lost by the 
surface due to thermal radiation. The upper limit o f the film boiling region is fixed by the 
melting point o f the beating wall metal (point B in the Fig. 4.1).
4-2 Literature Review
4-2-1 Forced Convective and Siibcooled Flow Boiling
A large number of correlations for the prediction of forced convective beat transfer 
coefficients can be found in the literature (Holman, 1996). The data upon which these 
empirical equations are based are most often taken under laboratory conditions for simple 
liquids such as pure water. The validity o f these correlations for highly complex liquids such 
as phosphoric acid liquor has not been verified.
The first investigators of subcooled boiling were Mosciki and Broder (1926) who studied the 
heat tiansfer fi-om an electrically heated vertical platinum wire, submerged in water, at 
atmospheric pressure. They found that the wire temperature at the highest obtainable heat flux 
was essentially independent o f the water temperature. Local heat transfer coefficients 
considerably greater than the values predicted for non- boiling conditions were found by both 
McAdams et al. (1941) and by Davidson et al. (1943). Both research teams suggested the 
occurrence of subcooled boiling as possible explanation for this discrepancy.
Knowles (1948) studied subcooled boiling o f river water on an electrically heated stainless 
steel tube centrally located in an outer glass tube. His experiments, although plagued by
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deposition o f scale on the heating element, gave the first quantitative data on the subcooled 
boiling curve and showed that high heat fluxes can be tiansfened by the subcooled boiling 
mechanism under conditions o f forced convection. Experiments with similar geometry but 
purer water aie reported by McAdams et al. (1949).
Kreith and Summerfield (1949, 1950) studied subcooled boiling o f water in both horizontal 
and vertical electrically heated tubes. They also found that the surface temperature in 
subcooled boiling was constant and independent of subcooling. Their experiments covered a 
wide range of operational condition: velocities from 1.8 m/s to 4 m/s, pressures hom  1.4 bar 
to 14 bar, tube diameters o f 13.6 mm and 14.9 mm, and heat fluxes from 1.14 MW/m^. 
Additional experiments were performed for sub cooled boiling of aniline and n-butyl alcohol 
in the same set-up. In the fully developed subcooled boiling region, these data show similar 
tiends as the results for water. Rohsenow and Clark (1951) reported data for water flowing in 
an electiically heated nickel tube, indicating that the governing temperature difference in 
fully developed subcooled boiling is the wall superheat (T^ - T"^ ) rather than the overall 
temperatuie difference (Tw - Ty). The data were coiTelated using the superposition model 
o f Rohsenow (1952, 1953).
Jens and Lottes (1951) summarized experiments on subcooled boiling of water flowing 
upwards in vertical electrically heated stainless steel or nickel tubes, having inside diameters 
ranging from 3.63 mm to 5.74 mm. System pressures ranged from 7 bar to 172 bar, water 
temperature from 115“C to 340°C, mass velocities from 11 kg/m^s to 1.05x10'* kg/m^s, and 
heat fluxes up to 12.5MW/m^. These data were coiTelated by a dimensional equation valid for 
water only.
It has generally been assumed that the fully developed region o f the boiling curve in forced 
convection coincides with the extrapolation o f the pool boiling curve. This suggestion would 
appear reasonable, at least for low flow velocities. Experiments were carried out by Bergles 
and Rohsenow (1963) designed to compaie directly data for pool boiling and forced 
convection boiling. It is apparent from their data that forced convection boiling cannot be 
considered as a simple extrapolation of pool boiling. However, it appears that the general 
form of the equations found suitable for the correlation of pool boiling data is also suitable for 
the representation o f forced convective, fully developed, subcooled boiling data.
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An early attempt to establish the mechanisms o f heat transfer in subcooled forced convection 
boiling was the excellent photographic study carried out by Gunther (1950, 1951). The test 
section was a transparent channel o f rectangular cross-section, with an electiically heated 
ribbon suspended lengthwise to divide the channel into two flow passages. The study showed 
tliat at high subcooling the vapour bubbles grow and collapse whilst still attached to the 
heating suiface. The giowing bubbles simultaneously slide downstream along the heat 
tiansfer surface with a velocity approximately 80% of the bulk liquid, increasing somewhat 
for larger bubbles. Recently, Del Valle and Kenning (1990) perfoimed forced-convection 
subcooled nucleate boiling experiments under conditions similar to those of Gunther (1950, 
1951) but with rather different results. They found that vast majority of bubbles grew and 
collapsed at their own nucléation sites. The reasons for this discrepancy are unknown.
The mechanisms o f subcooled nucleate boiling have been the subject o f much debate. 
Gimther and Kreith (1950,1951) using measurements from their photographic study, and also 
Clark and Rohsenow (1951), found tliat the rate of visible vapour evolution in subcooled 
forced convection boiling could only account for a very small fr action (1-2%) o f the total heat 
flow. Latent heat transport within the bubble was also shown to be veiy small if  it is assumed 
tliat the bubble is suirounded by a stagnant liquid layer (Gunther, 1951). However, Bankoff 
and Mikesell (1959) pointed out that if  tui'bulent and convective heat transport dominates in 
the flow of heat fr om the condensing bubble sui faces, the picture is considerably changed and 
latent heat transport might indeed be significant. Ellion (1955) studied the influence o f flow 
velocity, pressure and temperature on subcooled boiling heat tiansfer and measuied bubble 
radii and radial velocities in subcooled water and carbon tetrachloride using high-speed 
photographic methods. Plesset and Prosperetti (1978) came to the conclusion that latent heat 
transport may be significant in satumted, or slightly subcooled, boiling but decreases in 
significance as tire subcooling is increased, owing to the exposure time. Most recently, Tsung- 
Chang and Bankoff (1990) have shown that the sliding of the bubble results in augmentation 
o f microlayer evaporation under the bubble by a factor of two or more over a stationary 
bubble with a continuous microlayer. Therefore, the latent heat transport mechanism may also 
be dominant at larger bulk subcoolings.
While a great amount of effort has been devoted so far to clarify the boiling phenomena and 
to correlate the experimental data for heat tiansfer duiing subcooled boiling of pure liquids.
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the results have not been satisfactory because of the complexity and the poor reproducibility 
of the phenomena. This may be caused by the fact that many parameters such as surface 
condition, presence of impur ities and the deposition o f foreign materials on the heat transfer 
surface are inherent factors that influence bubble generation (Müller-Steinhagen and 
Jamialahmadi, 1990), Although the general shape of the characteristic boiling curve is known 
for various combinations of liquid and surface conditions, there is still considerable 
disagreement about the exact shape and location of the curves.
The feed liquid to many heat exchangers and boilers in the chemical and petrochemical 
industries are complex mixtures of many components. While considerable efforts have been 
spent on convective and subcooled boiling of pure fluids (Tsung-Chang and Bankoff, 1990 ; 
Nishikawa and Fujita, 1990), much less work has been devoted to the convective boiling heat 
transfer o f mixtures, despite their obvious importance. Published results for mixture boiling 
are scarce and incomplete. For electr olyte solutions, the lack o f experimental evidence is even 
more pronounced (Jamialahmadi and Müller-Steinhagen, 1990).
4-2-2 Pool Boiling
Nucleate boiling is the most common type of boiling and has received much attention in 
the past. Nukiyama (1934) submerged a thin platimun wire in water at 100 °C and heated 
the wire electrically to produce boiling. The rate o f heat transfer fr om the wire to the water 
increased steadily as the wire temperature was increased until the wire temperature reached 
about 150 °C  and an unexpected event happened. The wire temperature jumped suddenly 
to about 980 °C and a further increase in the wire temperature resulted in a continuous 
increase in the heat transfer rate. Nukiyama investigated the transition region between 150 
and 980 °C and concluded that at least two types o f boiling occur and a third form might 
exist.
Rohsenow (1952) and Forster and Zuber (1954) presented two new approaches. They 
assumed that during nucleate boiling heat flows from the hot solid into the liquid and then 
to the vapour bubbles. The contiolling resistance to heat transfer is taken to be a "stagnant" 
film around the vapour bubbles.
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Rohsenow and coworkers (1952) developed an equation based on the assumption that the 
movement o f bubbles at the instance of detachment from the surface is o f prime 
importance. They assumed that the release o f bubbles into the suiTounding liquid provides 
considerable disturbance, improving the convective currents and decreasing the thickness 
of the stagnant film thiough which the heat is conducted. The foim o f their equation is 
affected undoubtedly by the tiaditional equations for non-boiling liquids.
E x p e r i m e n t a l  d a t a  f o r  f o r c e d  c o n v e c t io n  h e a t  t r a n s f e r  f i-o m  a  s o l id  to  a  s u iT o im d in g  n o n ­
b o i l i n g  l i q u id  a r e  u s u a l l y  c o r r e l a t e d  i n  t h e  f o i i n  o f :
Nu = (const)(Re)”(Pr)‘’ (4-1)
which results from dimensional analysis. The coefficient and exponents aie found
experimentally. For the forced convection regime, the Reynolds number is defined as
pVD/p and for the free convection regime, the Nusselt number is a function o f Grashof 
and Frandtl numbers. Rohsenow modified Equation (4-1) for boiling conditions. The 
Reynolds number in the case o f boiling was taken to be the Reynolds number o f a bubble 
just after it breaks loose from the solid. Jakob (1949) experimentally found that the 
velocity o f a released bubble is constant for a short time. It was shown that the diameters of 
the released bubbles of water or carbon tetrachloride are inversely proportional to the 
frequency of emission o f bubles:
f.Db = C j (4-2)
The following correlation which was developed by Fritz (1935), was used by Rohsenow 
for the average diameter o f a bubble at the instant of break-off:
2cy (4-3)
_g(Pi  - P v ) .
He assumed that the bubbles are spherical and that they leave the solid from n points per
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unit area. Thus, the estimated bubble velocity V is:
V = fnTiDb / 6 (4-4)
Consequently, the bubble Reynolds number is calculated:
Re = DbVpg C jpfnpgD ^
P i Pi
2ct
g(Pi  -  Pv)
(4-5)
Eliminating the bubble diameter by the assumption that the product o f mass o f vapour 
fonned per unit time and latent heat o f vaporization is equal to the heat tiansfer rate 
Q=MAhv gives the following equation:
Re =_ C.Pq
.g (P l-P v ),
(4-6)
Combining the Nusselt number, aDb/X-i, with Equation (4-3) gives;
Nu = f  ^1 g(Pl  - P v ) . (4-7)
The Prandtl number based on liquid properties is defined as:
The equation (4-1) then becomes:
Pr = (4-8)
a g i
V ^1 y
a
g ( P l - P v ) .
= (const.) ( 4 L ) ( ÿP i Ah, g ( P i - p , )  _
^PIPI (4-9)
By incorporating p in the constant and after some manipulations the final correlation is
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derived:
c„ .q
Ah„a = (const.) (—PiAh, g ( P i - p . )
*
.  J
(4-10)
Experimental data for five systems was used by Rohsenow to obtain the coefficient and 
the two exponents (0.33 and 1,7), The exponents were constant but the coefficient varied 
fi'om one system to another. The value o f the constant was found to be 0.013 ± 20%.
A different approach was used by Forster and Zuber (1954). They assumed that the motion 
o f well - developed (lai ge) bubbles is o f little importance and took the key parameter as the 
vapour-liquid interface motion o f a growing bubble while the bubble is still attached to the 
surface. The linear velocity o f this interface is significantly higher than the velocity used 
by Rohsenow. Both equations are claimed to describe the same nucleate boiling 
phenomena.
Stephan and Abdelsalam (1979) used regression analysis to establish correlations for 
natural convection boiling heat transfer. They used the 5000 available experimental data 
for water, hydrocarbons, cryogenic fluids and refrigerants. Based on their work, the 
following equation for water was obtained:
Nu = 0.246.10" '  (4-11)
where:
X - A P l  X -  Y -  ^  _  Pi ^Pv r4 12^
A-iTj a a p,
The Nusselt number is defined as aDb/A,i.
This equation was further modified by Stephan and Preuper (1980) to improve the 
reproduction of measurements. They specifically adjusted the new correlation for a 
reduced pressure Pr=P/Pc=0.03.
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Nu = = 0.0871
0.674 /  \  0.156
\ P i /
A h X 0 .3 5 /  _  N -0.162
J
(4-13)
where thermal diffusivity a = A.i/piCpj, n f/s.
The Stephan-PreuPer and Stephan-Abdelsalam correlations are veiy sensitive to the bubble 
departure diameter which is difficult to predict. In these correlations the bubble departure 
diameter is calculated using the following equation:
Du =0.014853.p. 2. a
^g(P l-P v)
(4-14)
where p is the contact angle which is a function o f the polarity difference between the heat 
transfer surface and the test liquid. The contact angle for water on stainless steel is about 
45°.
Cooper (1984) reviewed the existing correlations for prediction o f pool boiling heat 
tiansfer coefficients and concluded that there is no agreement on the problem of relating 
heat flow to diiving temperature difference. He stated that most correlations predict a 
strong dependence of heat transfer rate on certain properties o f the fluid. These properties 
may include the nucléation o f bubbles or the flow o f latent heat to maintain bubble growth, 
or the fluid flow effects.
He concluded that the particular quantities Pr, Tr, (1-Tr), (-log Pr) can be used to simplify 
direct analysis o f the raw experimental data o f boiling heat transfer. He developed a 
conelation for the prediction of heat transfer coefficient which is based on heat flux, 
reduced pressure, surface rouglmess and molecular weight of the fluid. He took into 
account that the variations o f individual properties with reduced pressure are similar for 
different fluids, based on the "law o f coiTesponding states". The final form o f the 
conelation is as follows:
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a
( Q / A) 0.67 (4-15)
Several points have been considered in this conelation:
1) The value of 0.67 for the exponent o f tenn (Q/A) is the average value detennined from 
all data sets, and it is significantly higher at lower ?r for some data sets.
2) Increasing the system pressure increases a/(Q/A)™ roughly as Pr°'^, but more strongly 
near the critical point, perhaps by a factor o f 6 as Pr rises from 0.1 to 0.9.
3) The heater roughness has a greater effect at lower pressure and can not be expressed as a 
simple multiplier applied to a/(Q/A)™.
4) This conelation is applicable to horizontal flat plates. The effect o f heater shape is not 
well established by the data, but there is some evidence that for horizontal cylinders 
equation (4-15) should be multiplied by 1.7.
Gorenflo (1997) developed a conelation based on the same theoiy, which is a function of 
heat flux, reduced pressure and pipe roughness. He introduced a heat transfer coefficient at 
reference pressure and reference heat flux which is calculated using other correlations or 
determined experimentally. In the Gorenflo conelation the effect o f roughness is applied as 
a multiplier.
The Gorenflo (1997) conelation is in the fomi of:
a  = a .
r . \ n ( P r )q
J
F(Pr)
R. 2 /1 5 A,pc
s.^oPo^o J
M / 4
(4-16)
where:
n(Pr) = 0*9-0.3Pr 0.3 (4-17)
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and
F (p ,) = 1 .2 p /"  + 2.5p, + p, /(I -  p j  (4-18)
The reference heat tiansfer coefficient ao is calculated for a reference heat flux q =20,000 
W/m^ and a reference pressure o f Pr=0.1 using the correlation suggested by Stephan and 
Preuper or to be measured.
Ciyder and Gilliland (1932) and Cryder and Finalboro (1937) have reported experimental 
data for electrolyte solutions under pool boiling conditions and heat fluxes below 50,000 
W/m^. They found decreasing heat tiansfer coefficients with increasing salt concentiation 
for Na2 S0 4  solution, but the reported heat transfer coefficients were extremely high. 
Knowles (1948) studied subcooled boiling o f river water on an electiically heated stainless 
steel tube centrally located in a glass tube but his experiments were plugged by deposition 
o f scale on the heating element.
Tolubinsky and Ostrovsky (1966) investigated sodium chloride solutions. They concluded 
that the mechanism o f bubble growth in aqueous solutions was affected only by the 
properties o f pure water. Such a conclusion does not seem justified after taking into 
consideration results of Jamialahmadi and Müller-Steinhagen (1990) and Ceumem- 
Lindenstjema (1997) on tlie influence o f surface tension on bubble size. Najibi et al. (1996) 
studied pool boiling of salt solutions and reported that the heat tiansfer coefficient decreased 
considerably with increasing salt concentiation at low heat fluxes and that the heat transfer 
coefficient o f electiolyte solutions containing salts with negative solubility could be 
significantly improved by increasing the ionic strength o f the solution. Also, they showed 
that the Gorenflo correlation could be used to predict boiling heat transfer coefficients of salt 
solutions.
Hardly any work has been devoted to the pool boiling heat transfer o f mineral acids such as 
phosphoric acid solutions, despite their obvious importance. Published results for these 
solutions are scarce and incomplete.
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4-3 Experimental Equipment
4-3-1 Forced Convective and Subcooled Flow Boiling Test Rig
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the photograph and the schematic diagram of the test apparatus used 
for the present investigations. The liquid flows in a closed loop consisting of temperature 
controlled storage tank, pump and test section. The flow velocity o f the liquid was measured 
with a calibrated magnetic flowmeter. The fluid temperature was measured by thermocouples 
located in two mixing chambers, before and after the test section. The pressure inside the rig
could be adjusted by connecting the supply tank to pressurized air. A pressure relief valve was 
installed for safety reasons. The complete rig was made from stainless steel.
m
Fig. 4.2 Photograph of the test apparatus used for forced convective and suhcooled 
flow boiling experiments
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Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram  of the test appara tu s used for forced convective and 
suhcooled flow hoiling experim ents
The test section of the test rig is shown in Fig. 4.4. It consists of an electrically heated 
cylindrical heating rod made o f stainless steel, which is mounted concentrically within the 
surrounding pipe. The dimensions o f the test section are:
Outer diameter of annulus 25.4 mm
Inner diameter o f annulus or heating rod diameter 10.67 mm
Hydraulic diameter o f annulus 14.73 mm
Total length of annular section 380.0 mm
Length of heated section 99.10 mm
Entrance length to heated section 216.0 mm
Entrance length to thermocouple location 298.6 mm
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Fig. 4.4 Photograph of the test section
4-3-1-1 Test Heater
The test heater used in forced convection and subcooled flow boiling measurements was 
manufactured according to specifications by Heat Transfer Research Inc. (HTRI). It is a 
cylindrical stainless steel rod with a diameter o f 10.67 mm and a heating length of 100 mm 
which is shown in Fig. 4.5. Figure 4.6 shows its schematic diagram.
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The test heater was equipped with four E type thermocouples located in one plane, 82.6 mm 
after the beginning o f the heated section. One thermocouple was connected to a temperature 
controller to avoid overheating of the test heater. The cut-off temperature was set to 220 °C. 
The local wall temperature o f the heater was measured with the three remaining 
thermocouples. The thermocouples were calibrated to give the surface temperature according 
to the following equation:
T  = T  - A,/s (4-19)
The ratio o f A,/s was determined with a Wilson plot technique. The average surface 
temperature of the heater is then calculated as:
^  1=1 T « ,.- (4-20)
using the reading of all three thermocouples.
Fig. 4.5 Photograph of the rod heater used in heat transfer experiments
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Fig. 4.6 Schematic diagram of the rod heater used in heat transfer 
experiments
4-3-1-2 Data Acquisition System
All temperatures, flow velocity, heat flux, and heat transfer coefficient were recorded with an 
IBM compatible personal computer, in connection with an Axiom 16 channel high speed A/D 
converter board (AX5411: Multifunction analog/digital input/output board, 16 single-ended 
analog input with 12-bit resolution) and an Axiom 16 channel amplifier/multiplexer panel 
(AX752: 16 channel signal conditioning/multiplexer panel designed to accommodate 
thermocouples). The data acquisition electronic board is shown in Fig. 4.7. Figures 4.8 and 
4.9 show the control panel and the power control box of the test rig respectively. The power 
supplied to the test heater could be calculated from the measured current and voltage. A 
menu-driven program was written in Quick Basic for real time data acquisition, display and 
analysis on computer.
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The heat transfer coefficient was defined as:
a  = T . - T , (4-21)
The local bulk temperature at the wall thermocouple plane was calculated as follows;
No.l 8 2 « 6  No.2 rjp No.2 Vb=Tb - T ,  ) (4-22)
which assumes that the bulk temperature increases linearly from Tb*^ ° in mixing chamber 1, 
to Tb^°^, in mixing chamber 2. For constant heat flux boundary conditions this is a valid 
assumption.
Fig. 4.7 The data acquisition electronic board of the test rig
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Fig. 4.8 Photograph of the control panel Fig. 4.9 Photograph of the control box
4-3-2 Pool Boiling Test Rig
The complete pool boiling test rig is shown in Fig. 4.10 and the schematic diagram of this 
test rig is shown in Fig. 4.11. The apparatus consists o f a thick-walled cylindrical tank, 
containing 40 liters o f test solution, and a vertical condenser to condense and recycle the 
evaporated water. The test section is mounted horizontally within the tank and can be 
observed and photographed through observation glasses in the front and back o f the tank. 
Tank and condenser are heavily insulated to reduce heat losses to the ambient air. In order 
to keep the test liquid at precisely the saturation temperature during the experiment, the 
power supply for the band heaters covering the entire cylindrical outside surface is
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Fig. 4.10 Photograph of the test apparatus used for pool boiling experiments
regulated by an electronic temperature controller and a variable transformer. Before re­
entering the tank, the condensate is heated to the saturation temperature o f the solution by a 
separate heater. The bulk temperature o f the liquid is measured with an E type 
thermocouple located just below the test heater. The test heater is connected to a separately 
adjustable power supply. The heat flux o f the test heater can be altered between 1000 
W/m^ and 400000 W/m^. The pressure in the apparatus is monitored continuously and is 
manually regulated through the flow rate o f cooling water in the condenser. A pressure 
relief valve is installed for safety reasons. All wetted parts of the apparatus, with the 
exception o f the observation glasses, are made o f stainless steel.
4-3-2-1 Test Heater
Measurements o f the local heat transfer coefficient in the pool boiling apparatus were
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performed using identical test heater used in the flow boiling apparatus. The rod heater used 
in this equipment is described in detail in section 4-3-1-1. For flow boiling, the heater was 
installed in a vertical annulus, whereas pool boiling occurred on the outside of a horizontal, 
heating rod.
Exhaust smitty vaKc pqqI BoiUng Tcst Rig
Hot water out Boiler
Control BoxCold water in
Electncal power
Fig. 4.11 Schematic diagram of the pool boiling test rig
4-3-2-2 Data Acquisition System
The microcomputer-controlled data acquisition system o f the flow boiling apparatus was 
reinstalled in the pool boiling apparatus. The computer program was modified for measuring 
the surface temperature, the bulk temperature and heat flux. The heat transfer coefficient a  
was calculated using the same equation used for forced convective and subcooled flow 
boiling measurements.
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Figures 4 .12 -4 .15  show different parts o f the pool boiling test rig.
Fig. 4.12 Solution tank of the pool boiling test rig
Fig. 4.13 Photograph of the control box
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Fig. 4.14 Power regulators of the rod heater and band heaters
Fig. 4.15 The computer and the printer used for data acquisition
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Boiling hysteresis is generally defined as a discrepancy in a boiling curve obtained with 
increasing and decreasing heat fluxes. When the heater is started from a non-boiling state, 
this may result in problems in the bubble nucléation o f the startup period. The bubbles are 
formed at pits, cavities and grooves in the heating surface.
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4-4 Experimental Procedure
4-4-1 Forced Convective and Subcooled Flow Boiling
Flow velocity and heat flux were varied while the subcooling was kept constant. All 
measurements were taken after the system had reached steady state conditions. All runs were 
started with the highest heat flux to eliminate hysteresis effects due to bubble site activation. 
The range of the experimental parameters is shown in the following table:
Table 4.1 Range of parameters in flow boiling experiments
Flow velocity 0.1 m / s  < u < 3.5 m / s
Heat flux 8500 W / m ^  <q< 450000 W / m ^
Bulk temperature 30° C  < T b <90 T
Concentration 0 < C < 42 . 5% H 3P 04
4-4-2 Pool Boiling
Saturated pool boiling experiments with pure water and phosphoric acid solutions at 
different concentrations were performed at different bulk temperatures, surface 
temperatines, and different heat fluxes. For each heat flux, photographs o f the heat transfer 
surface were taken. Also, video equipment was used during the experimental runs to record 
the formation and growth o f bubbles at the heat transfer surface. The range of experimental 
parameters used in these measurements is given in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Range of parameters in pool boiling experiments
Heat flux 1000 W/m^ <q< 400000 W/m^
Bulk temperature 100 ° C < T b <109 ' " C
Concentration 0< C < 45% H 3P 04
Pressure 1.0 7 - 1.1 bar-
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All runs were performed under saturated pool boiling conditions according to the following 
procedure: Initially, the test section and tank were cleaned. Then, the observation windows 
were closed and the system was connected to a vacuum pump. Once the pressure o f the 
system reached approximately 0.1 bar, the test solution was introduced. Then, the tank 
band heaters and condensate preheater were switched on and the temperature o f the system 
was allowed to rise to the saturation temperature of the solution. Meanwhile, the system 
was de-aerated several times and then left at saturation temperature and atmospheric 
pressure for about five hours to obtain a homogeneous condition throughout. Then, the 
power was supplied to the test heater and kept at a predetermined value. The temperatures, 
pressure, and heat flux were measured simultaneously using the data acquisition system. 
The data acquisition system was adjusted to read and average 50 data for each data point. 
Also, visual information were recorded by a camera and video equipment. All 
experimental runs were carried out with decreasing heat flux. The experiments were 
earned out in an arbitrary sequence. Some mns were repeated later to check the 
reproducibility of the experiments, which proved to be excellent.
4-5 Experimental Results and Discussion
4-5-1 Forced Convective and Subcooled Flow Boiling
4-5-1-1 Influence of Heat Flux on the Heat Transfer Coefficient
Figures 4.16-4.19 show measured heat transfer coefficients as a function of heat flux for 
phosphoric acid (15.94%) at different bulk temperatures. Two distinct regimes can be 
observed:
I. At low heat fluxes, heat transfer occurs by convection and the heat transfer coefficient is 
almost independent of the heat flux. The small increase o f the heat transfer coefficient with 
heat flrrx is due to superimposed natural convection cruTcnts and due to changes in the 
physical properties o f the fluids, both as a result o f the increased wall superheat. Natural 
convection is a result o f density differences and is, therefore, most prominent at higher heat 
fluxes (high wall superheat) and low velocities.
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II. At higher heat fluxes, the wall superheat leads to the formation o f bubbles at the heat 
transfer surface. When boiling has been initiated, only few nucléation sites are operating and a 
proportion of the heat will still be tiansfened by single-phase forced convection. The number 
of active nucléation sites increases with increasing heat flux, improving the heat transfer 
coefficient because of the intense mixing of the boiling heat tiansfer mechanisms. Fully 
developed boiling is reached once the total heat transfer suiface is covered with bubbles and 
the single-phase forced convection component is reduced to veiy low values. For developed 
boiling, the influence of heat flux is strong, while flow velocity and subcooling, which have a 
sti’ong influence on single-phase heat transfer, have little or no effect on the surface 
temperatui’e and, therefore, the heat transfer coefficient.
Both, forced convective heat tiansfer coefficients and suhcooled boiling heat transfer 
coefficients for phosphoric acid are lower than the corresponding values for pure water. This 
must be attributed to the difference in physical properties.
4-5-1-2 Effect of Flow Velocity on the Heat Transfer Coefficient for Forced Convection
The j-factor makes use o f the fact that most heat tiansfer phenomena can be expressed in the 
following form:
Nu 
P r ‘j -  Factor = -  = f(Re) (4-23)
as long as the flow geometry does not change. Hence a plot of the j-factor versus the 
Reynolds number should produce a single cuiwe. Three regimes of heat transfer, namely the 
laminar, transition and turbulent regime can be distinguished: For Reynolds number below 
2300 the flow is laminar and the following equation applies:
j -  Factor oc Re (4-24)
The turbulent regime occurs for Reynolds numbers greater than approximately 5000. For this 
regime, the Reynolds number exponent is liigher and the following proportionality seems 
reasonable in this range of data:
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Fig. 4.16 Heat transfer coefficient of 15.94% H 3 P O 4  as a function of heat flux 
and velocity at Tb= 30 °C
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Fig. 4.17 Heat transfer coefficient of 15.94% H3 PO4  as a function of heat flux
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Fig. 4.18 Heat transfer coefficient of 15.94% H 3 P O 4  as a function of heat flux 
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Fig. 4.19 Heat transfer coefficient of 15.94% H3 PO4  as a function of heat flux
and velocity at Tb= 90 °C
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j -  Factor oc Re0.8 (4-25)
Between the laminar and turbulent flow regimes exists a transition regime. Here, the 
Reynolds number exponent is not constant:
j -  Factor oc Re" (4-26)
with n between 0.333 and 0.8. Figure 3.10 shows j-factor as a function o f Reynolds number 
for heat transfer to phosphoric acid solution.
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Reynolds Number
Fig. 4.20 j-factor as a function of Reynolds number for heat transfer to 
phosphoric acid solution
4-5-1-3 Effect of Acid Concentration on the Heat Transfer Coefficient
Figures 4.21-4.25 show measured heat transfer coefficients as a function o f heat flux for pure 
water and phosphoric acid at constant bulk temperature and different concentiutions. Figures 
4.26 and 4.27 show measured heat transfer coefficients as a function o f concentration for 
phosphoric acid at constant bulk temperature and different heat fluxes. As concetration 
increases, the heat transfer coefficient decreases. This must be attiibuted to the difference in 
physical properties.
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Fig. 4.21 Heat transfer coefficient of pure water as a function of heat flux 
and velocity at Ti,= 40 °C
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Fig. 4.22 Heat transfer coefficient of 5.32% H3PO4 as a function of heat flux
and velocity at Tb= 40 °C
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Fig. 4.23 Heat transfer coefficient of 10. 63%  H 3 P O 4  as a function of heat flux 
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Fig. 4.24 Heat transfer coefficient of 21.25% H3PO4 as a function of heat flux
and velocity at Tb= 40 °C
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Fig. 4.25 Heat transfer coefficient of 42.5% H 3 P O 4  as a function of heat flux 
and velocity at Tb= 40 °C
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4-5-2 Pool Boiling
4-5-2-1 Heat Transfer Coefficient
Figure 4.28 shows heat transfer coefficients as a function o f heat flux for phosphoric acid 
solutions o f various concentrations. The results are compared with those obtained for 
distilled water under identical operating conditions. The results show that the heat transfer 
coefficients drop rapidly with the addition of phosphoric acid to distilled water. The 
reduction at any composition increases as the heat flux increases. This effect is more 
pronounced at higher concentrations. The degradation in the boiling heat transfer 
coefficient must be attributed to several phenomena, which occur simultaneously in the 
vicinity of the vapour bubbles at the heat transfer surface. Changes in physical properties, 
formation o f less and larger bubbles, which in turn reduces the interfacial area for heat and 
mass transfer, and preferential evaporation o f the more volatile component in the liquid 
phase suiTounding the bubbles are some of the reasons. The evaporation o f the more
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volatile component results in the formation o f a mass diffusion shell around the bubbles. 
The concentration o f water, which is more volatile than acid, at the bubble interface 
reduces and as a consequence the local bubble point temperature rises, which reduces the 
superheat driving the evaporation process.
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Fig. 4.28 Measured heat transfer coefficients vs. heat flux for pool 
boiling of various phosphoric acid solutions
The effect o f phosphoric acid concentration on the heat tiansfer coefficient is further 
demonstrated in Fig. 4.29 for heat fluxes ranging from 20 to 352 kW/m^. Two different 
stages can be observed: (1) at dilute concentrations the heat transfer coefficient decreases 
only moderately with increasing concentration; (2) above about 25%, a marked decrease in 
the heat transfer coefficient occurs. These results also show that the effect o f concentration 
is more pronounced at high heat fluxes. In region (1), the physical properties o f the 
solutions especially boiling point, viscosity and diffusion coefficient o f the acid change
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Fig. 4.29 Variation of heat transfer coefficient with phosphoric acid 
concentration at various heat fluxes
slowly with increasing concentration; therefore, the heat transfer coefficient decreases also 
only moderately. This may explain the first part o f the cui*ve o f heat transfer coefficient 
versus concentration. However, when the concentration o f phosphoric acid increases, a 
more marked decrease in the heat transfer coefficient is observed. This could be due to the 
association o f phosphoric acid molecules and the related sharp increase in viscosity and 
boiling temperature o f the solution and the reduction of the difftision coefficient o f the acid 
in the diffusion shell formed around the vapoui* bubbles.
Pool boiling heat transfer is generally divided into two mechanisms (Jamialahmadi et al., 
1991; Blôchl, 1986), namely, convection due to bubble growth and departure, and natural 
convection. Both mechanisms occur in parallel on separate zones o f the heat transfer 
surface. At high heat fluxes, due to the activation o f more nucléation sites, heat transfer by 
bubble convection is the dominant mechanism and natural convection is negligible. The 
local reduction o f the composition o f the more volatile component at the bubble interface
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relates directly to the rise in local boiling temperature and the changes in physical 
properties. Hence, the higher the evaporation rate, the larger is the concentration gradient 
established at the diffusion shell to transport the more volatile component to the vapour 
phase. The rise in the local boiling temperature must, therefore, be a function o f heat flux.
4-S-2-2 Nucléation Sites and Bubble Size
In Figure 4.30, bubble growth at the heat tr ansfer surface during boiling o f phosphoric acid 
solutions is compared with that for pure water under identical conditions. It is apparent that 
the number o f active nucléation sites is greatly reduced and that the bubble departure 
diameter is considerably increased due to the presence of the phosphoric acid. Only few 
active nucléation sites can be seen, and distinctive bare areas are visible on the surface of 
the heating element. While the bare areas were certainly hotter than the boiling liquid, the 
existing superheat was too low to activate the nucléation sites that were present in these 
areas during the experiments with pure water. This result can be attributed to the increased 
surface tension and viscosity o f the phosphoric acid solution.
4-6 Correlation of Data
4-6-1 Forced Convective Heat Transfer
Flow velocities on the tube-side of shell and tube heat exchangers in the phosphoric acid 
process are generally high enough to provide fully turbulent flow. Therefore, only turbulent 
flow is considered in the following discussion. If  laminar flow occuies, refer to Branch et al. 
(1991).
The Dittus-Boelter Correlation
Dittus and Boelter (1930) suggested the following correlation for forced convective heat 
transfer;
N u  =  0 . 0 2 3  R e " ®  P r " ^  ( 4 - 2 7 )
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Fig. 4.30 Comparison of bubble formation during pool boiling of (a) phosphoric 
acid solution and (b) pure water at heat fluxes of 32 ,177 ,356  kW/m^
The Gnielinski Correlation
Prandtl (1944) correlated turbulent flow data with the following equation:
Re Pr
Nu =
l + 8 .7 j ? ( P r - l )
(4-28)
V8
where f  is the friction factor which is a function of the Reynolds number. A number of 
improved modifications of Eq. (4-28) have been suggested in the literature, being summarized
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by the following equation (Gnielinski, 1986):
Nu =
—RePr 8
kj +k
(4-29)
1)
Petukhov and Popov (1963), for example, have suggested that k i= l, k2=12.7 and n=2/3 in 
Eq.(4-29).
By comparison with a vast number o f experimental data on heat tiansfer in tubes with 
numerous published conelations, Gnielinski (1986) found that the Petukhov and Popov 
conelation (1963) gave the best agreement between predicted and measured values. However, 
since Eq. (4-29) is based on a model for fully developed turbulent flow, it does not account for 
entiance effects and it is not applicable in the transition range between laminar and fully 
developed turbulent flow, i.e. for Reynolds numbers between 2300 and 5000. To overcome 
these disadvantages, Gnielinski (1986) modified Eq. (4-29) by replacing Re by (Re-1000) and 
by multiplying it with an enhance correction factor derived by Hausen (1943). Tliis resulted 
in the following equation:
Nu =
-(Re-lOOO)Pr
1 +12.7 J - ( P r  3 -1 )V8
■ d (4-30)
Eq. (4-30) provides an integrated average heat hansfer coefficient over the length L, To 
predict local heat transfer coefficient during turbulent flow in annuli, the Gnielinski equation 
is in the form of;
Nu = - 8
(Re-lOOO)Pr
1 + 12.7
Pr
Pr
0.11
w y
/  , \-.016^
0.86
A y
(4-31)
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The friction factor for turbulent flow in technically smooth pipes is to be calculated according 
to Filonenko (1954):
f  =  (1.82 log,„ R e - 1.64)"" (4-32)
Some researchers, for example Taborek (1990) criticised the modifications suggested by 
Gnielinski (1986) and recommend using Eq. (4-29) in its original form. As a result of 
extensive experimental and numerical reseaich in the Auckland University Heat Transfer 
Fouling Reseaich Laboratory, Müller-Steinhagen et al. (1992) suggested to use Re instead of 
(Re-1000) in Eq. (4-30).
While the contr ibution o f natur al convection is usually small it can easily be incorporated into 
the correlation for vertically upward flow if  the Reynolds number is calculated following a 
recommendation by Schlünder (1975):
/  0.5
Re = (^Re f + — J (4-33)
where Rcf and G r are fire forced convection Reynolds number and the Grashoff number, 
respectively. Physical property variations are mainly due to the variation in viscosity, which 
can change by orders o f magnitude for relatively small changes in temperatur e. To modify 
heat transfer equations, corTection factors are used. For turbulent flow, Petukov (1963) 
recommends:
0 =
/  \  0.11 
Pb (4-34)
and Grrielinski (1986) suggests:
0 =
For heating conditions, 0 is always greater than one.
(4-35)
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Petukov (1963) also provides a way o f modifying existing tubular flow equations to be 
applicable to annuli. For this study the following modification has been used:
= 0.86. (—)"■“ (4-36)
N«T.b. R
Excellent agreement between measured data and the predictions o f the modified Gnielinski 
model (Eq. 4-31) has been found for Bayer liquor, Kiaft pulp black liquor (Branch et al., 
1991), liquid mixtures (Wenzel and Müller-Steinhagen, 1991) and for pure hydrocarbons 
(Müller-Steinhagen et al., 1986).
The Kavs and Crawford Conelation
Kays and Crawford (1980) suggested the following heat transfer correlation for tube flow 
with liquids having Prandtl numbers greater than 1.
Nu = 5.0 + 0.015 Re® Pr" (4-37)
where:
a = 0 .88 ----------------------------------------------------- (4-38)4.0 + Pr
b = 0.333 + 0.5 6 "**'" (4-39)
and
Pr = ; 0.1 < Pr < 10* (4-40)
R e  =  ;  1 0 *  < Re < 1 0 *  ( 4 - 4 1 )
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The Whitaker Correlation
Whitaker (1972) suggested the following conelation.
Nu = 0.015 Re" Pr"
V - J
0.14
(4-42)
Comparison with Measui'ed Data for Forced Convective Heat Transfer
Typical experimental results for phosphoric acid are compared with values predicted from 
vai'ious correlations. Fig. 4.31 shows that the modified Gnielinski correlation and the 
Petukhov and Popov conelation fit the experimental results for forced convective heat 
tiansfer to phosphoric acid better than the other three conelations.
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Fig. 4.31 Comparison of measured forced convective heat transfer coefficients of 
phosphoric acid with the predictions of the main published correlations
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4-6-2 Forced Convective Subcooled Flow Boiling
Many correlations for flow boiling recommended in the literature are based on the general 
relationsliip suggested by Kutatelaze (1961):
1
l  + (_nL)n 
V a ,  V (4-43)
Rohsenow (1953) recommended n= l, which means the addition of both heat transfer 
coefficients over the whole range of temperature difference, whereas Kutatelaze (1961) 
suggests n=2. Poor agreement is reported between the computed values for an, with n=l or 
n=2 and the experimental results by Lemmert and Chawla (1977).
Most investigators divide the total heat transfer surface into two parts where heat transfer is 
governed by different mechanisms: the area affected by active nucléation sites, Ab and the 
remaining heat transfer ai*ea, A c, contiolled by the forced convection mechanism ( Lorenz et 
al., 1974; Mikic and Rohsenow, 1969; Blochl, 1986 and Shoukii and Judd, 1987). Both 
mechanisms occur in parallel on separate zones o f the heat transfer surface.
Chen (1966) has developed a correlation that has been generally accepted as one of the best 
available for pure fluids under saturated and subcooled conditions (Schrôder, 1988). It has 
been shown recently that it can also be used to predict heat transfer coefficients for subcooled 
liquid mixtures if  the appropriate boiling correlations are used (Wenzel and Müller- 
Steinhagen, 1991). The Chen Model is an additive method, combining the convective and 
nucleate boiling contributions to flow boiling heat transfer. In its basic form, it is expressed 
as:
(X,b = a f , F  + a ,„S  (4-44)
ttfc is the convective heat transfer coefficient which would be found for the liquid phase 
flowing alone and anb is the nucleate pool boiling heat transfer coefficient depending on the 
wall superheat. The parameter F  accounts for the effective increase in liquid velocity due to 
the presence of the vapour phase and is a function of the Martinelli parameter (Chen, 1966).
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The Gnielinski equation (Gnielinski, 1986) is used to calculate cCfc and the Gorenflo 
coiTelation (Gorenflo, 1988) is used to calculate a,ib.
F  is used to modify the Reynolds number in existing forced convection heat tiansfer 
correlations.
RCtp = R e . ( l - x ) . F 1.25 (4-45)
The suppression factor S is defined as the ratio o f the mean superheat around the growing 
bubble to the wall superheat and is a function o f the two-phase Reynolds number, Retp. 
This factor accounts for the fact that apb is found from pool boiling correlations which are 
claimed to over-predict nucleate flow boiling due to the thinner boundary layer and the 
lower effective superheat in the bubble surrounding (Chen, 1966).
Collier (1984) has given the following equations for calculating F  and S :
F=1 for X. ^0 .1 (4-46)
F  = 2.35. X + 0.213
0.736
for X > 0.1 (4-47)
S = l  + 2.53.10-*.R e,p '" (4-48)
Xu = 1 - x
/  \  0.5
V X y
/  \
\ P i /
0.1
(4-49)
The local vapour mass quality x , is defined as:
m
X = vop
m  vap +  m iiq
(4-50)
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For subcooled flow boiling, Schrôder (1988) has suggested that x can be estimated from 
the following empirical equations:
= p h -p h „ .ex p  — 1 (4-51)Vph„ /
ph = (4-52)Ah..
phn is the phase change number at the tiansition from region "subcooled nucleate boiling" 
to region "saturated nucleate boiling". This parameter is a function o f the boiling number. 
Bo, and the Peclet number, Pe.
Ph„ = - ; = = = = =  (4-53)
'' 4SS + 0.0065'V pey
The phase change number can also be related to the boiling number and a characteristic 
length that gives the distance fr om where ph = 0 .0  to any position o f interest, as follows:
ph — —4. Bp.—— (4-54)
"h
The phase change number at the beginning o f the heated section can be calculated from Eq. 
(4-52). Then, the characteristic lenth, AL , is calculated from Eq. (4-54). Subsequently, the 
length coordinate for the thermocouple position can be calculated, using the following 
equation:
AL, = A L -X , (4-55)
Finally, substituting AL, into Eq. (4-54) gives the phase change number at the 
thermocouple location and consequently, Eq. (4-51) gives the vapour quality.
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Equation (4-44) implicitly suggests the following relationship between the contributions of 
forced convective and boiling heat transfer.
q = 4fc + Àb (4-56)
For Eq. (4-56) to be valid for subcooled flow boiling the nucleate boiling heat transfer 
coefficient must be redefined. The nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient is defined 
when the liquid bulk is at saturation temperature:
“ „b = (4-57)
s sot
For the case o f subcooled flow boiling, Eq. (4-57) should be modified such that Eq. (4-56) 
is applicable. Hence the following equation is used for calculating the subcooled flow 
boiling heat tiansfer coefficient:
fT - T  f« . b = «.b ;  ' (4-58)
Comparison with Measured Data for Subcooled Flow Boiling Heat Transfer
Measui’ed heat transfer coefficients under subcooled flow boiling are compared to the 
corresponding predictions o f the modified Chen model in Fig. 4.32. The average absolute 
eiTor of 9.5% is an indication that the agreement between measured and predicted heat 
tiansfer coefficients is satisfactory and it is concluded that the Chen model and associated 
conelations are suitable for the prediction of subcooled flow boiling heat tr ansfer coefficients 
for phosphoric acid liquor.
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Fig. 4.32 Comparison of measured subcooled flow boiling heat transfer coefficients 
of phosphoric acid solutions with the predictions of the Chen model
4-6-3 Pool Boiling
In Figure 4.33 measui'ed heat transfer coefficients for pure water under pool boiling 
conditions at atmospheric pressure are compared with the prediction o f the main published 
conelations which were described in section 4-2-2.
In this figure it is shown that, except for the Cooper conelation, the prediction of all 
conelations is acceptable. While the slope o f the a  - q  line o f all equations except 
Gorenflo (1997) are nearly the same in the log-log scale, the Gorenflo conelation predicts 
a higher slope at this condition which fits the experimental data better. Overall, the 
Goerenfio conelation performs best. It predicts the experimental data very good, is 
straightfoiivard and needs only heat flux and pressuie for prediction o f heat transfer 
coefficients.
In Figure 4.34 measured heat transfer coefficients for pure water and 35 wt% phosphoric 
acid solution under pool boiling condition at atmospheric pressure are compared with the
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prediction o f the Gorenflo correlation.
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Fig. 4.33 Comparison of measured pool boiling heat transfer coefficients of 
pure water with the predictions of the main published correlations
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Fig, 4.34 Comparison of measured pool boiling heat transfer coefficients for pure
water and phosphoric acid with the predictions of the Gorenflo correlation
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In this figure it is shown that, this correlation predicts the experimental data for pure water 
very good. However, the absolute mean error for the prediction o f pool boiling heat 
tiansfer coefficients of phosphoric acid solutions is more than 2 0 %.
4-7 Modeling of the Pool Boiling Heat Transfer Coefficient
In this section, applying the actual temperature driving force (T^-T;) instead of (T^-Tb), a 
model is proposed, which permits the prediction of pool boiling heat transfer coefficients 
of phosphoric acid solutions with good accuracy.
4-7-1 Brief Review of the Phosphoric acid Physical Properties
To understand the processes involved in boiling of weak electrolyte solutions it is 
necessary to be able to predict the physical properties o f the solutions accurately. Fig. 4.35 
shows the boiling temperature and specific gravity of phosphoric acid solutions as a 
function of acid concentration at atmospheric pressuie. The boiling point data were fitted 
witkexcellent accuracy to the following polynomial equation over a wide range of acid 
concentration:
T, = 100.04 -  O.OIC + 0.012C" -  0.000326C' + 0.00000331C" (4-59)
Two distinct regimes can be observed: At acid concentration less than 35 wt%, the boiling 
point o f the solution increases slightly as the acid concentration increases. At higher acid 
concentiations, the influence o f concentration is much stronger. This abnormality in 
boiling temperature and other physical properties o f phosphoric acid solutions is related to 
the tendency o f phosphoric acid to dimerize (Ivakin and Voronova, 1973), The first part of 
the curve can be explained by the dissociation o f phosphoric acid, according to the 
equilibrium:
H 3 P O 4  < = >  H + + H 3 P O ;  ( 4 - 6 0 )
and the equation:
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Fig. 4.35 Variation of boiling temperature and specific gravity of the solution 
with phosphoric acid concentration
where K = 7 .1 2 1 x l0   ^m ol/11-y (4-61)
At infinite dilution, there is complete dissociation o f acid. When the concentration o f acid 
is higher than 35 wt%, the interaction o f H 2PO4 ' with H 3PO 4  becomes important. 
According to Pitzer and Silvester (1976), this indicates a tendency towards association to 
foim HsPzOg' and even higher degrees o f association. It can be re-presented by the 
following equilibria:
2 H 3 P O 4 O  HgPjOg K , = 1.1 X10 = [h a o .][H 3 P 0 J
2 H .P 3O , O  H .jP .O ,.
(4-62)
(4-63)
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2 H „ P A 6  O  H „ P ,0 „  K 3 = 8 x 10’ = Æ Æ ^'-24'-8'^ 32 (4-64)
The rapid increase o f phosphoric acid solution viscosity with concentration, as being 
illustrated in Fig. 4.36, can also be a sign o f the association.
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Fig. 4.36 Variation of viscosity and diffusivity of the solution with phosphoric 
acid concentration
Diffusion o f weak electiolytes takes place in a wide range o f chemical processes. Since 
these components are transported in solution as molecular and ionic species, in proportions 
that vary with concentiation, their difhisional properties are more complicated than those 
observed for either strong electiolytes or non-electrolyte solutions. Ruiz-Bevia et al. (1995) 
used hologiaphic interferometiy method and measured diffusion coefficients o f phosphoric 
acid in solutions over a wide range o f concentrations. Their results are plotted as a function
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of concentration in Fig. 4.36. The diffusion coefficient remains almost constant for 
concentrations between 5 and 35 wt%. For this range o f concentration, the following semi- 
empirical conelation for the prediction o f diffusion coefficient is proposed:
D = (4.65)
2 - y
The degree of dissociation, y, must be calculated from equation (4-61) and the values of 
the parameters D3 ® and D±® are given as 1.6x10'^ and 0.84x10'^ m^/s respectively. When 
acid concentration is higher than 35 wt%, the difftision coefficient can be calculated from 
equation (4-66), which is a modification o f equation (4-65) introducing the effect o f the 
molecule association:
^ ^ 2 ( l - y ) D : % - P . )  + y P :
2 - y
Pm and Po are the percentages of phosphoric acid, which are present in the solution in the 
form of monomer and H2 4P 8O32 respectively. These parameters must be calculated from 
simultaneous solution o f equations (4-62), (4-64) and (4-65).
4-7-2 Correlation of Experimental Data
When phosphoric acid is vaporized, the concentration o f water at the vapor-liquid 
interface, x |, , is lower than its concentration in the bulk, x ^ . As a consequence, there is
back-diffusion o f the phosphoric acid away from the interface into the bulk liquid. 
Schlünder (1983) and Schmitt (1987) have shown that the vaporization process can be 
divided into two consecutive stages. In the first stage, nucleate boiling occurs with bubble 
growth at the heat transfer surface. Heat flows through the liquid layer, from the heating 
surface to the bubble interface. The temperature driving force (T^-T;) is available for this 
purpose. In the second stage, the bubbles detach fr om the heat transfer surface and rise to 
the strrface of the liquid, where their temperature falls from Tj to Tb. Schlünder (1983) 
assumed that this process takes place adiabatically. In addition to the latent heat of 
vaporization, which is required to form the bubbles, a certain proportion o f the total heat
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supplied is generally ti'ansferred directly by convection to the boiling liquid. It can be
assumed that the temperature gradient contiolling this transfer is also (Tw-Ti). For both
processes, the heat transfer resistance is due to the sublayer o f liquid and the actual heat 
flux should be defined as:
q = a ;(T ,,-T ;) (4-67)
For practical purposes, the heat flux is usually expressed in tenns o f temperature difference 
(Tw-Tb) and a heat tiunfer coefficient a, as:
q = a ( T „ - T J  (4-68)
Combination o f equation (4-67) and (4-68) yields:
+  ^  (4.69)a  a , q a, q
tti may be considered as the heat transfer coefficient of a hypothetical fluid with the same 
physical properties as the solution, but without diffusional mixture effects (Wadekar et al., 
1997). The general approach of the calculation o f a . is to use a pure fluid boiling 
correlation with physical properties o f the mixture. In this investigation, % was predicted 
using the coiTelation suggested by Gorenflo (1997), which was discussed in section 4-2-2.
For distilled water the reference heat transfer coefficient ao for a reference heat flux q  ^ = 
20 kW/m^ and a reduced pressure Pr=0.1 is 6 kW/m^K (Najibi et al., 1996). For the 
phosphoric acid solutions used in the present investigation, the reference heat tiansfer 
coefficient, tto, in the Gorenflo coiTelation can be calculated using the correlation 
suggested by Stephan and PreuPer (1980), which was also discussed in section 4-2-2.
Surface tension values o f phosphoric acid solutions, which are needed for using this 
correlation, were obtained experimentally by the pendant drop method.
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4-7-3 Calculation of Temperature Degradation, AT;
The general approach for the calculation o f temperature degradation is first to calculate the 
interfacial concentration from mass transfer principles and then to estimate the interfacial 
temperature fr om boiling point data. When a vapor bubble is foimed in phosphoric acid 
solution, the volatile component (i.e. water) hoils off while phosphoric acid does not. As a 
result a concentration gradient will be set-up across the diffusion shell causing water 
molecules to diffuse towards and phosphoric acid away from the interface. The 
relationship between the local interface concentration of water, Xw‘, and the liquid bulk 
concentration, Xw*’, can be obtained from the Stefan-Maxwell equations in combination 
with the film theory (Schlünder, 1983; Schmitt, 1987);
_ _ - e
**w
f -  = (4-70)
where
and
(4-71)
+ " p
e  = — „ (4-72)
P
where
P i = —  (4-73)
Substituting equation (4-73) into equation (4-72) gives:
0  = (4-74)p r „ .D
The value o f is approximated by assuming that all the heat flow from the heat transfer 
surface passes into the bubbles in the foim o f latent heat. The thickness o f the diffusion 
shell, Zf, is about lO'^m (Taylor and Krishna, 1993). Hence equation (4-74) reduces to:
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e =----^5-3-— (4-75)p r „ D A h ,
Since phosphoric acid does not evaporate, Up is zero and equation (4-71) gives =1. 
Hence equation (4-70) reduces to:
1 - x "
l - x *
For phosphoric acid concentration, equation (4-76) gives:
r  = e“® (4-76)
- 5- = e“ (4-77)
Substituting equation (4-77) into equation (4-59) gives the interfacial temperature as a 
function o f bulk concentration:
T. = 100.04 -  O.OlC e^® + 0.012Cje'® -  0.000326C2e'® + 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 ( 4 - 7 8 )
Equations (4-77) and (4-78) can be used to calculate the interfacial concentration and 
temperature respectively. The temperature degradation, AT;, can also be obtained by 
subtracting equation (4-59) from equation (4-78):
AT, = 0.01Cp(l -  e®) -  0 .0 1 2 C j(l-e ^ )  + 0.000326C® (1 -e®®) -  0.00000331Cj(l -  e"®)
(4-79)
Finally, the heat transfer coefficient o f phosphoric acid solutions for any concentration and 
heat flux can be predicted from equation (4-69) in conjunction with equation (4-79).
4-7-4 Discussion of the Model
Equation (4-69) may be written in tenus o f thermal resistances:
R , = R „ + R „  (4-80)
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where
R. = a " ‘ ■ 5 : q (4-81)
The overall resistance, Rt, takes into account the ideal heat transfer resistance, Rh, and the 
additional resistance caused by mass transfer, R,,,. Since the relative magnitude o f these 
two resistances varies greatly with heat flux and concentration, there is a whole spectrum 
o f possibilities. As long as the concentiation o f acid stays below 20 wt%, the diffusion 
resistance is negligible in comparison to the heat transfer resistance o f the solution in the 
absence o f mixture effects. For concentrations higher than 40 wt%, the mass transfer 
resistance is dominant. When the concentiution of acid is between 20 and 40 wt%, the 
overall resistance is governed by both mechanisms. The reason for this behaviour is 
illustrated in figures 4.37 and 4.38 where the interfacial concentiation and temperature are 
plotted as a function o f heat flux for acid concentration o f 5 and 45 wt% respectively.
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Fig. 4.37 Variation of interfacial temperature and concentration with heat flux 
for 5 wt% phosphoric acid solution
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Fig. 4.38 Variation of interfacial temperature and concentration with heat flux 
for 45 wt% phosphoric acid solution
Both Figui'cs show that interfacial concenti'ation increases as the heat flux increases and 
that this effect is more pronounced at higher heat fluxes. However, for the low acid 
concentration (Fig. 4.37), the interfacial temperature is almost independent o f heat flux 
while at high concentration (Fig. 4.38), the temperature increases strongly. Comparing 
these results with the boiling point curve o f phosphoric acid solutions in Fig. 4.35 shows 
that for acid concentrations less than 35 wt% the boiling temperature o f the solution is 
almost independent o f acid concentration. Doubling the interfacial acid concentration, 
therefore, has only a negligible effect on the temperature at the vapour/liquid interface. At 
higher acid concentrations, the boiling temperature increases shaiply and a small increase 
in the interfacial concentration already has a significant effect on the local temperature 
change.
Heat transfer coefficients predicted with the suggested model are compared with the 
experimental data in Fig. 4.39 for distilled water and phosphoric acid concentrations o f 10, 
30 and 40 wt%. The absolute mean average error of 10.8% shows that excellent agreement
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exists between the experimental heat tiansfer data and the model.
100
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X Cb=40 wt% 
  ModelI
0.1
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Heat flux, q (kW/m )
Fig. 4.39 Comparison of measured and predicted pool boiling heat transfer 
coefficients of phosphoric acid solutions
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Chapter 5
Fouling Measurements and Mathematical Modelling 
5-1 Introduction
Fouling is defined as a phenomenon that occurs with or without a temperature gradient in 
many natural, domestic and industiial processes. A surface is “fouled” when undesirable 
materials build up on it. In heat exchangers, the fouling layer reduces more and more the 
ability of the apparatus to transfer heat. In addition the pressure drop increases because of 
the reduced flow area and the roughness o f the fouling layer (Fischer et al., 1975; Epstein, 
1983; Müller-Steinhagen, 1994).
The overall heat transfer resistance for fouled tubes with reference to the outer surface of 
the tube is calculated by the following equation (Mtiller-Steinliagen, 1994).
I^ foul
( s - i )d| a„
where Rf,i and Rf,o are the fouling resistances on the inner and the outer surface o f the 
tube. If  fouling is found only on one side o f the tube, the resistance can be calculated with 
equation (5-2).
(5-2)
foul - clcnn
According to the key physical/chemical processes the following five primary categories of 
fouling can be identified: 1) crystallization, 2) particulate, 3) chemical reaction, 4) 
coiTosion and 5) biological fouling (Epstein, 1983; Müller-Steinhagen, 1994).
1) Ciystallization fouling can be subdivided into precipitation - that means ciystallization 
from solution o f dissolved substances onto the heat transfer surface and solidification
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fouling - i.e. freezing o f a pure liquid o f the higher melting constituents o f a 
multicomponent mixture onto a subcooled surface.
2) Particulate fouling stands for the accumulation o f finely divided solids suspended in the 
process fluid onto the heat transfer surface.
3) Chemical reaction fouling represents the deposit formation at the heat transfer surface 
by chemical reactions in which the surface material itself is not a reactant.
4) Corrosion fouling means the accumulation of indigenous coiTOsion products on the heat 
ti'ansfer surface.
5) Biological fouling stands for the attachment o f macroorganisms and/or microorganisms 
to a heat transfer surface, along with the adlierent slimes often generated by the latter 
(Epstein, 1983; Müller-Steinhagen, 1994).
For all the above categories the usual consecutive events are as follows:
a) Initial phase: During the initiation period conditions that promote subsequent fouling are 
established, e.g. the formation of crystal nucléation sites on the heat exchanger surface 
(GaiTet-Price et al., 1985).
b) Mass tiansfer: To form a deposit layer on the heat transfer surface the solids have to be 
transported from the bulk fluid to the heating surface. This mass transport is usually driven 
by diffusion due to the concentr ation gradient o f the foulants or their constituents (Müller- 
Steinhagen, 1994).
c) Deposition: When the fouling solids have reached the heating surface they are attached 
by Van der Waals forces, electrostatic forces and the surface energy o f the heat transfer 
surface (e.g. particulate fouling, CaCO] growth) or they are bound by chemical reactions 
(Müller-Steinhagen, 1994).
d) Removal / Autoretardation: Possibly from the beginning o f the fouling process, removal
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of the deposit layer occurs. It can be caused by spalling, erosion and dissolution. The 
removal rate depends on the shear stiess o f the fluid and the strength o f the deposits 
(Garret-Price et. al, 1985). In addition there are different mechanisms which do not remove 
the deposit layer but slow down its formation e.g. the decrease o f the deposit/fluid interface 
temperature (Müller-Steinhagen, 1994).
e) Ageing: Once the deposit has been laid down on the heat transfer surface it undergoes an 
ageing process, which may strengthen or weaken the deposit (Epstein, 1983; Müller- 
Steinhagen, 1994).
5-2 Fouling Resistances and Fouling Trends
Figure 5.1 shows fouling layers on both the inner and outer sides o f  the heat transfer wall.
wo
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x X X X X X X X
T^ Wl
Fouling Layer
Heat Exchanger Wall
Fig. 5.1 Temperature profile in a fouled heat exchanger wall
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For a plane heat transfer surface, the total heat transfer is expressed as:
Q = A a ,( T ^ .- T g )  = A ^ ( T j .  - T ^ , )  = A ^ ( T ^ ,  - T ^ „ )
fi m
(5-3)
Q = - V  = -^ b o >  = - ^ b o )fo
The clean overall heat tiansfer coefficient Uc, is defined as:
1 1 X 1
—  = — + -B L  + —  (5-4)
XJ a .  X  ac 1 m 0
and the overall heat transfer coefficient in fouled condition is expressed as:
—  = — + ^  + ^  + — + —  (5-5)Uf ttj A.Q ^ni ^fo ^0
When fouling occurs only on one side o f the heat transfer surface. Equation (5-5) reduces 
to:
J _  = J L + 2 ^ . + ^ l + J _  (s-b)
(^ 0
The fouling resistance is defined as :
Figuie 5.2 shows different fouling curves for different cases. The shape o f each curve is 
indicative o f the phenomena occurring during the fouling process.
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Fig. 5.2 Typical fouling resistance-time curves
A linear relationship (cui've A) indicates that the deposition rate is constant and there is no 
removal or that the difference between deposition rate and removal rate is constant. A 
falling rate (curve B) shows that the rate o f solid deposition is decreased with increasing of 
time. This type o f fouling curve may be obtained even though there is no removal, due to 
slowing mechanisms that increase as the deposit forms. An asymptotic curve (cuiwe C) is 
generally characteristic of fragile deposits, which can be obtained if  the deposition rate is 
constant and the removal rate is proportional to the thickness o f the deposit. The 
“sawtooth” curve (curve D) brought about by periodic changes o f conditions (such as 
temperature) and occurs when all or part o f the deposit is suddenly removed. Subsequent 
growth o f deposit results in a sawtooth pattern.
Figure 5.2 also shows three different phases. Phase I: induction, phase II: transition, phase
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III: fouling. The phases I and/or II need not necessarily occur. Occasionally, particularly 
with new surfaces, a delay time is obseiwed before deposition occurs. During this time 
nuclei are forming on the surface. In the tiansition period, the curve shows negative values 
for the fouling resistance. This implies an enhancement o f heat transfer, which is observed 
due to increased roughness of the surface.
5-3 Previous Investigations
The mechanisms of crystallization fouling have been studied by many investigators. 
Numerous papers and patents have been published in the field o f scale formation on heat 
exchanger surfaces under forced convective heat transfer. Detailed information can be 
found in the review books o f GaiTett-Price et al. (1985), Melo et al. (1987), and Bott 
(1995), and the review papers o f Hasson (1979), Epstein (1987), Somerscales (1988) and 
Müller-Steinhagen (1989). But, hardly any research work on fouling o f phosphoric acid 
solutions can be found in the literature. In what follows, only crystallization fouling of 
calcium sulphate is reviewed:
Growth rate and phase tiansfbimation o f calcium sulphate dihydrate and hemihydrate were 
studied by Nancollas et al. (1978). It was observed that the growth rate o f  calcium sulphate 
dihydrate crystals was independent o f the fluid dynamics o f the system. Hence, they 
concluded that the rate is not diffusion controlled but depends on the surface reaction.
The kinetics o f growth of calcium sulphate crystals on heated metal surfaces was studied 
by Gill and Nancollas (1980), They developed a kinetic model for calcium sulphate crystal 
growth and concluded that the rate constant is independent o f surface area during the 
growth process.
Ritter (1983) studied the fouling o f calcium sulphate on the surface o f electrically heated 
tubes under constant heat flux conditions. He observed that unlike cooling tower water 
fouling, pure crystallisation fouling was characterised by an induction period, followed by 
fouling at a constant rate. He concluded that induction period and fouling are both 
functions of the supersaturation o f the solutions and the mass tiansfer coefficient. Also, he 
reported that calcium sulphate fouling follows a mass tiansfer controlled mechanism.
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Bohnet et al. (1987) used a test rig with an annular test section to investigate crystallisation 
fouling o f saturated aqueous calcium sulphate solutions under forced convective 
conditions. They found asymptotic fouling resistance curves, contrary to other 
investigators. Bohnet and co-workers did not use filters in their experimental set-up; 
therefore, the presence o f suspended solids in the test solution may have caused a 
combination o f crystallisation and particulate fouling. The presence o f particulate fouling 
lowers the strength o f the deposit and increases the removal rate, and consequently causes 
the fouling resistance curves to show asymptotic tiend.
Palethorpe and Bridgwater (1988) studied the effect of surface finish on the formation o f 
calcium sulphate deposit. They found that during both static and dynamic conditions, air 
bubbles at the heat transfer surface could significantly the fouling rate.
Jamialahmadi and Müller-Steinhagen (1989-1993) studied the effects o f scale deposition 
on nucleate pool boiling heat transfer over a wide range o f heat fluxes for various solution 
concentrations. They observed that the clean heat tiansfer coefficient at the beginning of 
each experiment increased with increasing heat flux. The general shape o f the heat transfer 
coefficient was characterised by a sharp decrease to a minimum, followed by an increase to 
a maximum and a subsequent gradual decrease towards an asymptotic value. However, the 
the strong effect of the adjusted process conditions on heat transfer coefficient was 
observed.
Najibi et al. (1997) performed many experiments on calcium sulphate scale deposition 
during subcooled flow boiling in a vertical annulus. They have shown that the deposition 
rate is controlled by different mechanisms, depending on flow velocity and surface 
temperature. They obseiwed different trends for conditions where convective heat transfer 
or nucleate boiling prevails. For the investigated range o f flow velocity, a linear increase in 
fouling resistance with time has been observed which is the result o f pure crystallisation 
fouling.
Sheikholeslami (2000) has investigated the co-precipitation of calcium sulphate and calcium 
carbonate under various operating conditions. The results have been compared with 
crystallisation results of single salts. She has pointed out that induction period and kinetics
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of co-precipitation o f these salts follow that o f pure calcium carbonate. Calcium sulphate 
was precipitated in form o f dihydrate and had a needle shape structure, while calcium 
carbonate had a spiral growth and was precipitated in form o f Calcite. Sheikholeslami 
concluded that the relationship between the theimodynamic concentrations o f Ca^ """ for pure 
calcium sulphate and calcium carbonate solutions depended on the pH o f the solution. The 
precipitate structure was affected by co-existence of salts.
More recently, Helalizadeh et al. (2002) performed many experiments to investigate scale 
formation from solutions o f calcium sulphate/calcium carbonate mixtur es. Depending on flow 
velocity and surface temperature, the deposition rate was foimd to be controlled by both mass 
transfer and chemical reaction. Scanning Electron Microscopy and X-ray analyses showed 
that deposits included a mixture o f crystals of the two dissolved salts and had an adhesion 
strength which was approximately between that o f CaS0 4  and CaCO]. The results of the 
measurements at different conditions were used to develop a mechanistic model for 
deposition from salt mixtures. It was assumed that the deposition o f calcium 
sulphate/calcium carbonate mixtures on the heat transfer surface during convective heat 
transfer and sub-cooled flow boiling takes place in two successive steps. The proposed 
model includes transport and reaction processes and was developed based on forced 
convection data. The boiling effect was considered by inclusion of an enhancement factor, E. 
The advantage o f this conelation is the simplicity in form and the need for less parameters in 
comparison to other correlations. In addition, experiments were performed to study the effect 
of sur face energy on fouling behavior. Treated heat transfer surfaces were tested successfully 
to reduce calcium sulphate, calcium carbonate and calcium sulphate/calcium carbonate 
mixtur e fouling, as a mitigation technique. The fouling runs on surfaces modified by Müller- 
Steinhagen and Zhao (1997, 1999) demonstrated that the treatment o f the surface leads to a 
reduction o f scale formation at the same operating conditions, due to a reduction o f the 
surface energy. It was also observed that deposits formed on low energy surfaces were less 
adherent and less dense than for untreated surfaces.
5-4 Fouling Models
Crystallization fouling is a complex phenomenon and involves the nucléation of crystals on 
the heat transfer surface, the chemistry o f the two/phase solid-liquid interface, the local
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chemical thermodynamics and the hydrodynamics o f local flow. Thus, mathematical 
modeling o f this phenomenon is difficult. Bott (1995), has pointed out that it is possible to 
integrate all effects together in terms o f a chemical reaction.
Most o f the models that have been proposed only consider some o f the variables such as, 
velocity, time, concentration, and temperature whereas other parameters, which are very 
difficult to evaluate, are neglected. These parameters include: simultaneous action o f 
different fouling mechanisms, surface roughness, heterogeneous nature o f fouling layer, 
changes in physical properties, fluctuations in operation and aging.
Almost all of the available models have been developed based on the general material 
balance equation:
where:
dRf/dt  = net rate o f fouling accumulation 
ih^ = deposition rate
ihr = removal rate
Deposition rate depends on the type and mechanism o f fouling while removal rate depends 
on both the hardness and adhesive force of the deposition and the shear stress which is a 
result o f the flow velocity. The wide range o f possible combinations results in the great 
variety o f possible final foimulations. Some o f the important fouling models are briefly 
discussed as follows:
M cCabe-Robinson M odel (19241
This investigation was the first publication on fouling which deals with scaling o f heat 
exchanger surfaces in steam generators. The solid mass deposited per unit surface area was 
correlated as:
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riid = a q  (5-9)
No explanation o f the physical meaning of a was given and no function for the removal 
mechanism was considered.
K ern-Seaton M odel (19581
Kern and Seaton experimentally observed that fouling curves followed a pattern in which, 
after an initial period o f fast fouling build-up, the fouling resistance tended to remain 
constant. This behavior could be described by the following equation:
R, = R ; ( l-e -® ')  (5-10)
where Rf* is the asymptotic fouling resistance for t==oo, and 0 is a coefficient representing 
the inverse o f a relaxation time.
They developed this model for particulate fouling taking into account removal o f deposits 
and suggested that the net fouling rate is the result o f two opposing rates, a deposition rate, 
(|)d and a removal rate, (|)r, i.e.:
^  = (5-11)
(|)d is independent of time, whereas (|)r depends directly on the value o f Rf:
dRf
I. <*t
«^ r =
under these conditions, the integration o f Eq. (5-11) yields:
(5-12)
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R t = ^ [ l - e x p ( - e t ) ]  (5-13)
Most o f the fouling models that have appeared later in the literature, are based on this 
model, which predicts asymptotic fouling behavior with Rf* being the fouling resistance 
after an infinite time o f operation.
Taborek et al. Model (19721
Taborek et al. used the Kem and Seaton model in its basic form and developed conelations 
for deposition and removal terms. They introduced into the deposition term the probability 
o f adhesion o f deposit to the solid wall, an undefined water quality Q  and the activation 
energy E, which is linked to the gas constant R  and the surface temperatme Tg according to 
the Aii'henius relationship. They also assumed that the shear stress Xg on the surface o f the 
fouling layer is responsible for the removal o f solids, and attempted to describe the 
strength o f the fouling layer by an empirical structure parameter T . Hence, the deposition 
and removal terms were defined as follows:
ih^ =
(5-14)
rii, = a s t X  / V
where P is an empirical exponent.
Watkînson and Martinez Model (19751
Watkinson and Martinez (1975) proposed a mathematical model based on the Reitzer 
(1964) and Kem and Seaton (1958) models including the removal teim. The basic form of 
this model is :
R , = R ; ( l - e - '“ ) (5-15)
where, the parameter B is unknown and should be obtained from experimental data and Rf*
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is the asymptotic value o f the fouling resistance. For second order crystallization fouling 
reactions, Rf* is defined by the following equation:
(R:X ^  g
a? (a,v)*
a , is the inside heat transfer coefficient and v is the flow velocity.
Hasson et al. M odel (1968-19811
Hasson et al. expressed the rate o f crystallization fouling o f CaCOa per unit interfacial area 
based on the reaction-contiolled mechanism as follows:
m ,= k ,d C a * * J ,[ c o ; - J - K ^ )  (5-17)
The bracketed parameters are the interfacial concentrations and Kgp is the solubility 
product o f CaCOa at the deposit-water interface.
After eliminating the interface concentiations and some mathematical manipulations, the 
fouling rate is found by the solution o f the following equation:
(5-18)
where K i and K 2 are the first and second dissociation constants, Kgp is the molar solubility 
product and kr is the reaction rate constant, which are given as the following equations:
logK , =  — -  215.21 logT  + 0.12675T + 545.56 (5-19)
logK j = ^ -  0.023791T + 6.498 (5-20)
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logK ,, = -0.01183(t  -  273 .2 )- 8.03 (5-21)
k, = exp (5-22)
After some simplifications, Eq. (5-17) reduces to:
0.5Pb[ca“ ] f l  + ^ j  - 1
(5-23)
where
1  4 K ,k J c a ^ i  
K,p (5-24)
 ^ [C O j I 4K ,k jH C O ;] I K „ k ,[ C 0 j  
[Ca^n K,p p[Ca“*] (5-25)
and
c =.  K,k,[HCO;l K,,k,[coJK,P[Ca'+] P[Ca“ ]2 + i 2 (5-26)
p is the mass transfer coefficient, which is calculated using the following equation (Hasson 
et al., 1968):
0.85 O . .0.33P = 0.023 Re" Sc D
eq
(5-27)
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Ritter Model (1983)
In a study on fouling during forced convective heat transfer, Ritter considered all possible 
parameters in correlating both the induction period and the fouling rate o f calcium 
sulphate. He showed that induction period and fouling rate are primaiily functions o f the 
supersaturation of the solution and that tlie secondary conelating parameter is the mass 
transfer coefficient. The conelating equations for calcium sulphate data are, therefore:
For the induction period: 0 =  ^ — -  (5-28)
and for the fouling rate: dR, 1.9xlO"’prC K -C *'''dt (5-29)
In this model the induction period, 0, is in hours and the fouling rate is in m^K/Ws. Ritter 
has not described the type of solution and also the operating conditions under which these 
results were obtained.
Nancollas Model (1983)
Nancollas studied fouling o f sparingly soluble salts such as calcium sulphate and calcium 
carbonate and suggested that the fouling mechanism was reaction-controlled. He 
detennined activation energies for crystal growth, which are considerably higher than 
those to be expected for simple bulk diffusion. Nancollas also pointed out that fluid 
velocity has little effect on the crystallisation rate, which suggests that diffusion is not the 
controlling mechanism. He stated that the rate of ciystallisation o f a salt with the 
generalised formula MaX* is given by the following equation:
Rate = = -k_ S a" (5-30)dt
where
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Ksp= solubility product 
n= order o f reaction 
v= a + b
S= some function o f the surface area 
and
1 /  V SP (5-31)
Also, it was stated that for a reaction-controlled process, the activation energy would be of 
the order o f 40 J/mol as compared to 12 J/mol for a diffusion-controlled process (Bott, 
1995).
Bohnet Model (1987)
This model is probably the most detailed model available in the literature on crystallisation 
fouling. It was developed using experimental results on calcium sulphate deposition in a 
constant heat flux exchanger. Both deposition and removal rates have been taken into 
account to determine the rate o f deposit foimation. During crystallisation fouling the 
deposition rate can be diffusion controlled, reaction controlled or a combination o f both. 
The proposed rates based on the controlling mechanism are:
1- Diffusion rate:
m ,= P ( C ,- C ,) (5-32)
2- Reaction rate:
(5-33)
Cb, Ci, and C are bulk, interface, and satuiation concentration, respectively and n is the 
order o f reaction. By eliminating the interface concentiation in equations (5-32) and (5-33) 
and using the value of 2  for n, the deposition rate becomes:
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m . = P 1 ' P '2 kV r / k - c ' ) . k - c )
(5-34)
In this model, the nature of the deposit has been incorporated into the removal rate 
equation. Bohnet (1987) suggested that the removal rate is directly proportional to the fluid 
shear stress and inversely proportional to the deposit shear strength. The shear strength of 
the deposit layer depends on layer thickness Xf, inter-ciystalline adhesion force P, linear 
expansion coefficient of deposit ô, number o f fault points in the layer Nf, temperature drop 
in the layer AT, and equivalent ciystal diameter dp.
cr, = a. N fX f(l + 0AT)d^ (5-35)
The removal rate was defined as:
= » 6 — P f(— yGf  p (5-36)
Replacing the shear stress in Eq. (5-36) by pv^, and combination with Eq. (5-35) results in 
the following equation:
«r = y P t ( l  + 5AT)d^(pWX,V (5-37)
The number o f fault points Nf in the fouling layer has been incorporated into the parameter 
a?. For second order reaction and by combining deposition and removal rates, the fouling 
resistance can be expressed by Eq. (5-10) as a function o f the asymptotic fouling resistance 
and a time constant. The asymptotic fouling resistance Rf and the time constant 0 are 
expressed as:
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r ; = p p
Pf2,,a,(l + 5AT)d„(pVg)’ v'
+ P
\ ^ r j
( C b - C )
(5-38)
0 = -^ -(l + 5AT)dp(pVgrv^ (5-39)
values for a?, P, ô and Nf are given in (Bohnet, 1987).
This model is very advanced in terms o f considering the properties o f deposits. However, it 
is veiy difficult to measure the variables such as P, ô and N f .  In this model, ô is the linear 
expansion coefficient o f the fouling layer and is considered to be 1 0 '^
C han and  Ghassem i M odel (1991)
Chan and Ghassemi tried to model forced convective crystallisation fouling o f heat transfer 
surfaces by calcium carbonate based on conservation equations. In this model, the 
deposition is assumed to occur by mass transport and crystallisation reaction at the heat 
transfer surface. Under steady state condition and when there is no reaction in the bulk o f 
the solution the continuity equation for cylindrical coordinates is reduced to:
v , ( r ) ^  = D,
0Z i,eff
l A
r  9r
" 6 C /r— -  
ÔV )
(5-40)
z and r  are z-axis and r-axis in cylindrical coordinates. Equation (5-40) is solved 
numerically with the following boundaiy conditions:
(5-41)
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8 Cat r = R : — t = Q (S-42)5r
at z = 0 : C| = Cf (5-43)
The fouling rate is calculated from the numerical solution o f Eq. (5-40) in conjunction with 
the following equation:
(5-44)dC,dr y
Naiibi et al. Model (1997)
Based on experimental results, Najibi et al. (1997) developed a mechanistic model for 
prediction o f crystallisation fouling rates o f calcium sulphate and calcium carbonate during 
sub-cooled flow boiling. This model is developed based on the initial deposition rate and 
the removal rate is ignored. The heat tiansfer surface is divided in two parts: the area 
affected by vapour bubbles and the remaining area where forced convective heat transfer 
occurs. Najibi et al. (1997) proposed the following equation for the overall fouling rate:
^ ( P A ) =  NBF . rii„, + (l -  NBF). m , ,  (5-45)
where NBF is the Nucleate Boiling Fraction, defined as the fraction o f the total heat 
transfer affected by bubble formation and detachment. With increasing the heat flux, the 
number o f active nucléation sites increases and Eq. (5-45) shows that the fouling rate 
increases. The Chen (1966) model is used to calculate NBF:
N B F = ^ ^  (5-46)
Because o f the high level o f turbulence due to the depaiture o f the vapour bubbles, it is 
assumed that crystallisation fouling in the boiling zones is reaction-controlled and second
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order, as follows:
(5-47)
where y is the concentration effect in the microlayer beneath the vapour bubble. A value of 
1.5 was obtained for this parameter.
For the non-boiling area, it is assumed that deposition takes place in two steps. In the first 
step, the ions are transported to the surface by molecular diffusion through the boundary 
layer formed between the crystals and the solution and in the second step, the ions will 
react at the surface to form the deposit. Based on this model, the fouling rate during forced 
convective heat transfer is represented by the following equation:
(5-48)
where
K., = K 2 ^ 0  exp (5-49)
The parameters and physical properties o f calcium sulphate and calcium carbonate, which 
are used in this model, are given in the following Table.
Table 5.1 Parameters and physical properties used in the Najibi et al. (1997) model
^?^">s^Parameters Ki,o K 2 ,0 E Pd A,d
(m'‘/kg.s) ( mVkg.s) (kJ/kmol) ( kg/m^) (W/m.K)
Calcium sulphate 2.9x10^° 5.7x10^^ 112517 2165 2.23
Calcium carbonate 9.8x10*^ 9.8x10^^ 122150 2705 1.942
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A linear fouling trend is predicted by this model, which for the investigated range o f 
parameters, agrees with the measured data. The removal rate is not included in the Najibi 
et al. model and is probably the reason why this model somewhat overpredicts the fouling 
rate during sub-cooled flow boiling.
H elaiizadeh et al. M odel (2002)
Najibi et al. model ignores the variation o f heat flux due to formation o f fouling layer on 
rod heaters. Also, the effect o f boiling in the micro-layer is assumed to be independent of 
heat flux. To modify this model, Helaiizadeh et al. (2002) considered quasi-steady state 
conditions and variation of heat flux according to the following equation:
q»A. (5-50)At+At
where
qt - heat flux at time t 
qt+A/ = heat flux at time t+At 
At =heat transfer area at time t 
At+A/ =heat transfer area at time t+A^
Also, they obtained the effect of heat flux on concentration effect from non-linear 
regression analysis o f their experimental data, resulting in the following equation:
y = 1 + 3.875 xN B F  (5-51)
Helalizade et al. model predicted falling rate hend and shows a better agreement than the 
Najibi et al. model, which predicted linear fouling behavior. They concluded that the 
nucleate boiling fraction, NBF was the major parameter in the fouling process and 
influenced strongly on the type of fouling curve.
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5-5 Side Stream Test Rig Fouling Measurements 
5-5-1 Experimental Equipment and Procedure
Figure 5.3 shows the photograph o f the test rig used for the present investigations. The 
schematic diagram of the test rig, indicating its location in the industrial plant is shown in 
Fig. 5.4. All interfacial parts in the test apparatus were stainless steel. The test rig was 
connected to the main sti eam at the discharge o f the transfer pump which transfers product 
acid from first stage to the second stage evaporation unit. The piping o f the pilot plant was 
well insulated to prevent energy losses from the system. Phosphoric acid liquor entered the 
apparatus, passed through the heating section and returned to the main stream. The flow 
velocity of the liquid was measured with a calibrated magnetic flowmeter. The fluid 
temperature was measuied witli theimocouples located in two mixing chambers, before and 
after the test section. The pressure in the test section was measured with a gage. Two 2" 
valves were installed in the pilot plant to allow flushing the whole system with water after 
each experimental run, for reducing o f the coiTosion effects o f the crude phosphoric acid 
which is highly corrosive due to its high content of chloride and fluoride ions.
Power regulator, amperemeter, voltmeter, and temperature indicators were calibrated and 
tested to ensure that all o f them are in good operating condition. The magnetic flowmeter 
was calibrated frequently because the detector electrodes have a tendency to scale.
The test section shown in Fig. 5.4 consists of an electrically heated cylindrical heating rod, 
which is mounted concentrically within the suiTounding pipe. The dimensions o f the test 
section are:
Outer diameter o f annulus 50.80 mm
Inner diameter o f annulus or heating rod diameter 10.67 mm 
Total length of annular section 380.0 mm
Length o f heated section 99,10 mm
Enhance length to heated section 216.0 mm
Entrance length to thermocouple location 298.6 mm
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For the heat transfer for fluids flowing in non-circular ducts, such as annular sections, the 
equations developed for circular pipe may be used if  an equivalent diameter is used in 
place of diameter. In developing equations for the film heat transfer coefficient in the 
annulus, one of the difficulties is the selection the best equivalent diameter. Usually, it is 
suggested to use the hydraulic mean diameter dj, = do-di in the fluid mechanic and heat 
transfer equations.
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Fig. 5.3 Photograph of the side stream fouling test rig at RPC
5-5-1-1 Test Heater
The test heater used in fouling measurements was manufactured by Ashland Chemicals 
according to specifications by Heat Transfer Research Inc. (HTRI). It is a cylindrical stainless 
steel rod with a diameter of 10.67 mm and a heating length o f 99.1 mm which is shown 
schematically in Fig. 5.5. It was located concentrically within the surrounding vertical pipe 
and the test liquor was flowing through the annulus in upward direction.
The test heater was equipped with four E type thermocouples located in one plane, 82.6 mm 
after the beginning o f the heated section. One thermocouple was cormected to a temperature 
controller to avoid overheating of the test heater. For safety reasons the fouling runs were 
terminated once the surface temperature o f the heater exceeded 220 °C.
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Fig. 5.4 Schematic diagram of the side stream fouling test rig at RPC
The local wall temperature of the heater was measured with the three remaining 
thermocouples. The thermocouples were calibrated to give the surface temperature according 
to the following equation:
X  s (5-52)
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Fig. 5.5 Schematic diagram of the test heater
The ratio of X/s was determined with a Wilson plot technique. The average surface 
temperature of the heater is then calculated as:
T,.., - X,/s, (5-53)
using the reading of all three thermocouples.
5-5-1-2 Data Acquisition System
All temperatures, flow velocity, heat flux, and heat transfer coefficient were recorded every 
10 minutes with an IBM compatible personal computer, in connection with an Axiom 16 
channel high speed A/D converter board (AX5411: Multifunction analog/digital input/output 
board, 16 single-ended analog input with 12-bit resolution) and an Axiom 16 channel 
amplifier/multiplexer panel (AX752: 16 channel signal conditioning/multiplexer panel 
designed to accommodate thermocouples). The power supplied to the test heater could be
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calculated from the measured cuiTent and voltage. A menu driven program was written in 
Quick Basic for real time data acquisition, display and analysis on computer.
The heat transfer coefficient was defined as:
a  = T .- T , (5-54)
The local bulk temperature at the wall thennocouple plane was calculated as follows:
rwi rri No.l . 8 2 * 6  N0i2 rmn N o.lv (5-55)
which assumes that the bulk temperatur e increases linearly from Tb^° \  in mixing chamber 1 , 
to Tb^°' ,^ in mixing chamber 2. For constant heat flux boundary conditions this is a valid 
assumption.
Liquor samples were analysed using the facilities o f the Razi industrial laboratory. Scale 
samples were analysed in the Razi Petrochemical Complex laboratory and also in the 
Bandar Imam Petrochemical Complex laboratory.
The range of the experimental par ameters is shown in the following table: 
Table 5.2 Operating conditions in the side stream test rig
Flow velocity (m/s) 1 . 3 - 1 . 8
Bulk temperature (°C) 7 3 -7 8
Surface temperature (°C) 102 -129
H 3PO4 Concentration (wt%) 5 6 -5 9
CaS0 4  Concentration (wt%) 1 .4 -1 .8 5
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5-5-2 Experimental Results and Discussion
A series o f experiments was designed to investigate tlie effects of operating parameters such 
as fluid velocity, surface temperature, and bulk concentration on the fouling rate. The effect of 
operating conditions on the rate of fouling must be determined by isolating one parameter at a 
time. Therefore, it was necessary to conduct experiments under controlled conditions, where 
certain parameters can either be constant or where the effects o f these parameters are 
minimised. It should be noted that in tlie present investigation, conducting such experiments 
was not a simple task. After the construction and commissioning o f the test rig, due to the 
operational conditions o f the industrial plant and flequent problems, it took more than a 
year to perfoim many experiments to allow selecting among them, the desired runs, where 
certain parameters were constant.
5-5-2-1 Fouling Curve
A fouling curve represents the relationship between the fouling resistance and the time. The 
shape of fouling curves shows the phenomena occurring during the fouling process. In the 
present investigation, the fouling resistances were calculated flom the measured heat transfer 
coefficients at the beginning of each experiment and the actual heat transfer coefficients after 
a certain time, according to the following equation:
Rf  -----------------------------  (5-56)
“ foulW = 0 )
The shape of the fouling curves may be linear, falling rate, asymptotic or saw-tooth. In this 
investigation, measuied fouling curves showed an almost linear increase in fouling resistance 
with time. A linear relationship is generally characteristic of hard and adherent deposits and 
indicates that the deposition rate is either constant and there is no removal, or that the 
difference between deposition rate and removal rate is constant.
5-5-2-2 Effect of Flovy Velocity
As the velocity is increased, the heat transfer coefficient is also increased. Thus, for a given
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temperature difference, the heat hansfer area and hence the capital cost is decreased with 
increasing the velocity. On the other hand as the velocity is increased, the pressure drop is 
also increased. However the optimum velocity for acceptable pressure drop may not be the 
same as that required for minimising the occun ence o f fouling.
Many investigations have been accomplished to determine the effect o f flow velocity on 
deposit foimation during forced convective heat transfer. Different effects o f the fluid 
velocity have been reported in the literature. High velocities can sometimes reduce fouling 
(Hasson and Zahavi, 1970), while in other cases they increase fouling (Hatch, 1973). This 
depends on the thickness o f the laminar sub-layer and on the mechanism which contiols 
deposition. Fouling can be controlled by molecular diffusion tlirough the laminar sub-layer, 
by chemical reaction at the heat transfer surface or by both mechanisms. If  the fouling process 
is not mass transfer-controlled, then the deposition rate should be independent o f the flow 
velocity as long as the surface temperature remains constant.
Tthe deposition process generally depends on the transport process and on the 
formation/attachment reaction. These two processes are thought to act in sequence, involving 
a mass transfer coefficient, p, and a reaction rate constant k .^ I f  the formation/attachment 
reaction can be assumed to be a first order reaction, the rate o f deposit formation, is 
defined by the following equation:
C —C* (5-57)
-  + —P K
where Cb and C* are the concentration o f fouling solute in the bulk o f the liquor and the 
saturation concentiation respectively.
Obviously, the relative magnitude o f the mass transfer coefficient and reaction rate constant 
will deteimine whether one or both o f these processes will control the rate of deposition. 
Since the mass transfer coefficient depends on the fluid velocity, when mass tiunsfer is slower 
than the formation/attachment reaction, then the rate of fouling will be affected by fluid 
velocity. If  the formation/attachment reaction is slower than the transport processes, then the
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rate of foimation will be susceptible to a vaiiable other tlian fluid velocity, such as the surface 
temperature. Therefore, if  the fouling process mechanism is not mass transfer-controlled, 
the fouling rate should be independent o f the flow velocity if  the surface temperature 
remains constant. In certain circumstances tliis prevalence o f one process over the other may 
change with time and/or operating parameters.
Ritter (1983) proposed that crystallisation fouling of calcium sulphate under forced 
convective conditions is mass transfer-controlled. However, Hasson and Zahavi (1970) 
claimed that crystallisation fouling o f calcium sulphate is reaction-controlled.
Increasing the fluid velocity increases the fluid shear stress, which may cause the removal of 
the deposits. This may yield lower ultimate values of the fouling resistance. For weak 
deposits, increasing the flow velocity may even completely eliminate fouling. For stronger 
deposits, increasing the flow velocity up to a particular point may not decrease fouling 
significantly. For veiy strongly adhering deposits like CaS0 4  and CaCOs, increasing the flow 
velocity may have small effect on the fouling process.
The effect of fluid velocity on the fouling resistance is shown in Fig. 5.6 for constant solution 
concentiation, initial surface temperature and bulk temperatuie. Since the surface 
temperature has a significant effect on fouling conditions, it was decided to run all tests 
with an initial surface temperatiue o f 107 °C to allow a better comparability. The liquor 
velocity ranged from 1.3 m/s up to 1.8 m/s. Under plant conditions, it was not possible to 
conduct reliable experiments at lower velocities.
It is obseiTed that the fouling resistance decreases slightly with increasing liquor velocity. 
This must be attributed to the velocity effects on the surface temperature. It should be noted 
that at constant heat flux conditions, velocity affects the deposit surface temperatuie. For a 
given heat flux, the level o f turbulence increases with increasing velocity, and hence the 
heat transfer coefficient also improves with increasing velocity. Therefore, under constant 
bulk temperature and constant heat flux conditions, the surface temperature and 
consequently the deposition rate are decreased.
As discussed earlier, the mechanism o f fouling on the heat transfer surface can be
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controlled either by molecular diffusion or by chemical reaction at the heat transfer surface 
or by both mechanisms. Therefore, based on the above discussions, these results prove that
♦  V = 1.3 m/s 
o V = 1.5 m/s 
A V = 1.8 m/s
o0
1 IO)£3O Tb = 75 °C T, = 107 ° C  
IH3P04]=57 wt% 
[CaS0 4 ]=1 .5  wt%
200 400 600 800 
Time (min)
1000 1200 1400
Fig. 5.6 Effect of liquor velocity on the fouling resistance
the controlling mechanism is chemical reaction at the heat transfer surface, otherwise the 
fouling resistance would have increased with increasing flow velocity if the deposition were 
mass transfer controlled.
5-5-2-3 Effect of Surface Temperature
The variation in fouling resistance with surface temperature for phosphoric acid solutions at 
constant velocity, bulk temperature and solution concentration is shown in Fig. 5.7. As it was 
expected, the fouling resistance depends on the heat transfer surface temperature. As the 
temperature of the heat transfer surface increases, reaction rate constant increases approaching 
the Arrhenius relationship and this effect is more pronounced at higher surface temperature. 
Therefore, the fouling resistance due to crystallisation increases.
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5-5-2-4 Effect of Solution Concentration
The effect o f solution concentration on the fouling resistance at constant bulk temperature, 
surface temperature and fluid velocity is shown in Fig. 5.8. The results show that the bulk 
composition has a strong effect on the fouling rates.
The fouling curves for all concentrations show an almost linear fouling curve, with fouling 
for the higher concentration being considerably more severe than for the lower 
concentration.
The important factor relevant to crystallisation fouling is the degree of supersaturation o f the 
deposit forming species, rather than the molar concentration. Hence, the extent of 
supersaturation will generally determine the rate o f the crystallisation or deposition process. 
Supersaturation leads to the nucléation and consequently to the crystal growth. Regardless of
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the mechanism o f fouling, the effect o f concentration is strong and that it is more 
pronounced under reaction-controlled conditions.
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Fig. 5.8 Effect of liquor supersaturation on the fouling resistance
5-5-3 Experimental Error Analysis
Error is expressed either as an absolute or a relative quantity; both forms o f expression are 
commonly used. An absolute error has the same dimension as the measurement to which it 
relates, while a relative error is dimensionless. When mathematical manipulations are 
carried out upon numbers which are the result o f quantitative measurements, it is always 
desirable to know the error o f the calculated result. The error in the calculated result will 
depend upon the errors in the measurements from which the result is calculated. Since the 
error o f a calculated result should not be less than the error in the least accurate number 
used in the calculation, it is assumed that errors always increase or propagate. The rules for 
propagation o f error in arithmetic operations are as follows:
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1) Wlien two values are added or subtracted, the absolute error o f the calculated result is
the sum of the absolute errors o f the values.
2) When two values are multiplied or divided, the relative eiTor o f the calculated result is
the sum of the relative eiTors o f the values.
Since the results o f multiplication and division have different units from those o f the 
original values, the relative eiTors must be used in these operations.
In tliis study, the experimental error for the measured heat transfer coefficients or fouling 
resistances may be due to the effectiveness o f thermal insulation, the amount of heat lost to 
the ambient and errors o f the measurement of the heat flux, bulk temperature, flow velocity, 
solution concentration and the surface temperature o f the heaters. The heat transfer coefficient 
is also dependent on tlie surface texture of the heat transfer surfaces. It was assumed that all 
suifaces were comparable in roughness. Repeating some fouling runs confirmed this 
assumption because similar fouling cui*ves were obtained.
The error of the adjusted heat flux is due to eiTors in the measuiements o f electrical cmTent 
and voltage. It was observed that the power delivered by the heater boxes showed small 
fluctuations depending on the time o f the day. It is clear that this phenomenon affects the 
values o f heat transfer coefficients and subsequently the fouling resistance, i. e. as the heat 
flux decreases, the fouling resistance increases due to a reduction in heat transfer 
coefficient.
It is assumed that 1% of the heat is lost into the insulation material. The variation o f the 
deposit surface temperature when the fouling layer formed was assumed to be negligible. The 
fluid temperatures were measured with Æ-type theimocouples located in mixing chambers 
before and after the test sections. These thermocouples were initially checked against a 
quartz thermometer with an accuracy of about 0.02 K,  The inaccuracy in temperature 
measurements is due to the calibration o f theimocouples which leads to a deviation of 
approximately ±0.2 K.
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The flow velocity was measured with a magnetic flow meter that had an estimated 
measurement accuracy o f 3% o f the reading. The fluid pressure was measured with strain- 
gauge sensors having a factory calibrated accuracy o f about 0 .8 % of the operating range, 
which was adequate for the fouling experiments.
The largest experimental enors for the heat transfer coefficients and fouling resistances would 
be expected at high heat fluxes with a small temperature difference between heat transfer 
surface and bulk of the liquid at high flow velocities. For fouling resistance measurements, 
the inaccuracy changes during the test run due to the change in temperature differences 
between the surface temperature and the bulk temperature. In this investigation, the maximum 
temperatuie differences for heat transfer coefficient measurements were 18 °C. Thus an enor 
of 3.35% is expected for the evaluated heat transfer coefficients:
± j (0 .0 1 ) '+ (— )^+(0.03)' =±0.0335  
\  18
The eiTors are greater when the temperature differences are lower. For example, for the 
temperature difference of 3 °C, the estimated error in the evaluated heat transfer coefficient is 
equal to 7.38%:
± J(O.Ol)' + + (0.03)" =±0.0738
5-5-4 M athem atical Modelling
A reliable scale prediction model would be very useful to investigate the possibility and 
severity o f scale deposition before heating or cooling o f process fluids. It could be an 
effective tool to make decisions about the types of treatment which may be applied to 
prevent scaling problems. On the other hand, the lack of a reliable tool to predict the fouling 
process and its severity sometimes may lead to serious operational problems.
Since the fouling is a time-dependent phenomenon, using a constant value for the fouling 
resistance at the design stage, which is common practice in designing heat exchangers, it is
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possible to estimate what may happen to the heat exchanger performance but not when it will 
happen. In order to provide a satisfactoiy surface area for an acceptable period o f operation, 
it is therefore, necessary to be able to predict the dependence o f fouling resistance on both 
time and operational parameters. The ability to cany out such mechanistic description would 
also help to deteimine optimum cleaning cycles and the interactive effects o f physical and 
chemical parameters.
The motivation for this study came fr om the need to identify the potential o f the scales which 
can be deposited on heat transfer equipment surfaces of phosphoric acid concentration 
plants. This section presents tlie development of a model for predicting the scale formation 
of calcium sulphate which, is the dominant foulant in phosphoric acid concentration 
systems. In this model, the effects o f important parameters on the scale formation 
phenomenon such as surface temperatiue and concentiation have been considered. 
Therefore, the proposed model represents the physical and chemical steps o f the overall 
fouling process, and will help us to accomplish the important tasks, such as:
a) Prediction o f the fouling trend
b) Determination of the effects o f operating variables on the fouling rate
In the next section, the formulation o f a basic model for prediction o f the fouling rate, 
which can be used to identify the rate-controlling mechanism, will be explained. The 
analyses have been used for determination of the local rate o f fouling for a given set of 
bulk conditions and wall temperatures.
It should be noted that the complex nature o f the deposition process and the need for a 
multidisciplinary approach are the principal reasons generally stated by investigators for 
simplifying the mathematical modeling o f the fouling phenomenon. In the present 
investigation, the following assumptions have been considered in order to simplify the 
fouling process and to develop a mathematical model for ciystallisation fouling:
1. It is assumed that a negligible amount of deposits is re-dissolved since the solution is 
supersaturated.
2. In the present investigation, it is assumed that the bulk fluid concentration remains 
constant and equal to the initial value during the course o f an experiment. This is a valid
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assumption, since phosphoric acid liquor enters the test rig and exits continuously. 
Therefore, the properties o f the fluid mixture do not change significantly during the 
formation o f deposits.
3. The deposit layer is homogeneous across its thickness and porosity.
4. The bulk temperature is constant.
5. The ageing process will not be considered, because it could be specific to the system and 
it requires a separate set o f laboratoiy experiments to study the long-term kinetics 
associated with ageing.
5-5-4-1 Development of the Deposition Model
A segment o f the heat section o f the test rig is shown in Fig. 5.9. The equation o f heat 
conduction in cylindrical coordinates is written as follows:
S"T 1 ST 1 S"T S"T q 1 S I  „  „
For steady-state one dimensional heat flow, the above equation is simplified to:
—.— (A..r — ) = 0 (5-59)r dr dr
Considering Fourier’s Law, the rate at which energy is conducted across the cylindrical 
surface is:
dTq , = - Z , , A  —  (5-60)dr
or
dXq^  -  -27crLA,j —  (5-61)dr
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Annulus Rod Heater Deposit
|CaS04|out
ICaS04l
Fig. 5.9 A segment of the heat section of the test rig
with the boundary conditions :
The solution to Eq. (5-61) is:
T = T, at r = r,
T = T, at r  = r^
(5-62)
27iX ,L ( T ,- T ,)
ln(r^/r,)
q _ ^ d ( T . - T j
A. r, In
(5-63)
Therefore, the thermal resistance for heat conduction through a cylindrical layer o f deposit, 
which is identical to the scale resistance in this case, can be written as:
Rf =_ r,ln (r,/r ,)
d, In
I X . (5-64)
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The thickness o f scale deposited can be predicted from the following calcium sulfate mass 
balance for an incremental cross-sectional volume of the heated section:
—  ( M c a S 0 4 , to t  C a S 0 4 +  ^ ( M c a S Q , , b  )  ( 5 - 6 5 )
=  A j  ( C c a S 0 4  -  C * C a S 0 4  ^  +  V . K ^  ( C c a s o ^  ^  J  ( 5 - 6 6 )
where Mcaso4 is the mass o f calcium sulfate precipitated, Ccaso4 is the calcium sulfate 
concentration o f the liquor, and C*caso4 is the saturation calcium sulfate concentration. 
The saturation calcium sulfate solubility at different temperatures and phosphoric acid 
concentrations is calculated from the appropriate correlation derived using the solubility 
data. The reaction rate o f the calcium sulfate crystallization is o f second order with respect 
to the supersaturation (White and Mukhopadyay, 1990).
Kw is the rate constant for surface deposition and is evaluated at surface temperature,T®. 
All calcium sulfate precipitation described by the first term o f Eq. (5-66) is assumed to 
adhere onto the tube wall. Only calcium sulfate precipitation contributed from this term 
results in fouling on the heater surface. The second rate constant, Kb, is the volumetric rate 
constant for the bulk reaction, and is evaluated at Tb. All calcium sulfate precipitation 
predicted by the second term in Eq. (5-66) is assumed to nucleate in the bulk and remain in 
the liquor. The rate o f change of scaled diameter with time is described in the following 
equation:
( 5 - 6 7 )
2K
Pdfr— (CcnSO.
where fra is the average value for the mass fraction o f the calcium sulfate in the deposit, 
which was obtained using the results o f the analyses of the scale samples.
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Solving Eq. (5-67) with initial boundaiy conditions (da(0)=di) gives the scaled diameter as 
a function o f time as follows:
dd (t) =  ^ (C c a S 0 4  ”  C:*CaS04 t + dj
P d “ d
(5-68)
Substitution o f Eq. (5-68) into Eq. (5-64) gives the time-dependent fouling resistance for 
scale:
In
R f(t)  = dj.-
2 —-^-(CcaS04 -C^CaSO^) ,t + d,
Pd**’d
(5-69)
The surface reaction rate constant kw is assumed to obey the AiThenius equation:
k„ = kg.exp " - E g / (5-70)
Fouling resistance data for all measurements were regressed to fit the model given in Eq. 
( 5 - 6 9 ) .  Appropriate values o f scale thermal conductivity, scale density, and calcium sulfate 
fraction were used ( À d = 0 . 7 9  W/m.K, ffd = 0 . 8 7 ,  pd =  2 6 5 0  kg/m^). The value o f thermal 
conductivity has been confimied from measurements using a thermal conductivity 
apparatus in the Bandar Imam Petrochemical Complex (BIPC) laboratory. An average 
value for ffd was obtained using the results o f the analysis of the scale samples in the Razi 
Petrochemical Complex (RPC) laboratory.
The results o f the regression analyses o f all measurements with different calcium sulfate 
concentration and Ts were plotted. The predicted Kw values collapsed to a single function 
o f Ts. This confirms the dependence o f the reaction rate constant on the square o f the 
calcium sulfate supersaturation. The natural logarithm of the rate constant was regressed as
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a function o f 1/Tg and the AiThenius temperature dependency was determined. The 
Anhenius dependence o f the surface reaction rate constant for the selected experimental 
mns is shown in Fig. 5.10. The activation energy evaluated for the surface reaction o f the 
deposit formation is found to be 56,829 J/mol which, is in good agr eement with 64,000 
J/mol obtained from phosphoric acid crystallization data (Wliite and Muldiopadyay, 
1990). The fi'equency factor (Kq) is deteiinined to be 35,444 (kg/m^.min.wt%^).
0.00249 0.00252 0.00255 0.00258 0.00261 0.00264 0.00267
Tb = 75 °C 
V = 1.5 m /s  
[H3P0 4 ]= 5 7  wt% 
[CaS04]=1.5 wt%
" 6.8
^  -7.2 c
-7.4
-7.6
-7.8
Fig. 5.10 Arrhenius dependence of surface reaction rate constant (K^)
S-5-4-2 Validation of the Proposed Model
The main objective o f mathematical modelling is to evaluate the fouling resistance and to 
investigate the effect o f operational parameters on this process. It is possible to analyse the 
relative effects o f these parameters on the rate of fouling by the suggested fouling model, 
and to compare the predicted values with the experimental data. In this section o f the 
present investigation, several series o f experiments were selected to consider the validation 
o f the suggested model.
The effect o f the surface temperature on the fouling resistance based on the model 
predictions for different surface temperatures at constant bulk temperature, velocity and
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liquor concentration is shown in Fig. 5.11. The initial surface temperature is directly 
related to the heat flux for a given fluid velocity and bulk temperature. The predicted 
results show the fouling resistance as a function o f surface temperature, without being 
influenced by other parameters.
To consider the effect o f surface temperature, the fouling model was used to predict the 
fouling resistance at four surface temperatures. Because o f the effect o f fluid velocity and 
bulk temperature, one set o f results at fluid velocity o f 1.5 m/s and bulk temperature o f 75 
is shown in Fig. 5.11. It is clear that there are significant changes in the fouling 
resistances as the surface temperature is increased from 103 to 119 °C. In development 
o f the model, it was assumed that the chemical reaction takes place at the surface; 
therefore, the surface temperature has a significant effect on the rate o f fouling, as can be 
seen in Fig. 5.11.
Also, the effect o f liquor supersaturation on the fouling resistance for different liquor 
concentrations at constant bulk temperature, surface temperature and liquor velocity has
ScSI
.1 *■3o
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Ts = 103 C 
Ts = 107 C 
Ts= 114 C 
Ts = 119 C
0.00016
0.00014
0.00012
0.0001
0.00008
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Tb = 75 °C 
V  = 1.5 m/s IH3P04]= 57 wt% lCaS0 4]=1.5 wt%
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0
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Fig. 5.11 Effect of surface temperature on the fouling resistance based 
on model predictions
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been predicted in Fig. 5.12.
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Fig. 5.12 Effect of liquor supersaturation on the fouling resistance based 
on model predictions
supersat. = 0.4 wt% 
supersat. = 0.5 wt% 
supersat. = 0.7 wt% 
supersat. = 0.85 wt%
Tb = 75°C  
T, = 107 °C 
V = 1.5 m /s  
[H3P04]=57wt%
The predicted fouling resistances are compared with the experimental data in Fig. 5.13 for 
two surface temperatures at constant bulk temperature, velocity and liquor concentration. 
This figure clearly shows that the fouling trend is predicted with reasonable accuracy and 
that the results are encouraging.
The model predictions and experimental data shown in Fig. 5.14 represent the effects o f 
liquor concentration on the fouling resistance. Other parameters including fluid velocity, 
surface and bulk temperatures were kept at predetermined constant values. According to 
the proposed model, the effects o f liquor concentration are reflected by supersaturation and 
reaction processes. The results prove that the effect o f liquor concentration is strong and 
that a good agreement exists between the experimental data and the model predictions.
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Fig. 5.13 Comparison of measured and predicted fouling resistances at 
different surface temperatures
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Fig. 5.14 Comparison of measured and predicted fouling resistances at different
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5-6 Industrial Plant Fouling Measurements 
5-6-1 Evaluation of the Field Data
The inlet and the outlet temperatures (Ti„ and Tout) of the acid, the mass flow rate o f the 
steam (Mst) , the shell side pressure (Psheii) and the shell side temperature (Tsheii) were 
measured on the plant every 4 hours. The overall heat transfer coefficient in the plant, 
including both film resistances, is therefore calculated by a simple energy balance:
^st^l^st(Psiiell)u = — - y — (5-71)
with
AT,„ = 3  (S-72)
In_b! i!i_
Tst -  T„„t
Since no fouling will occur on the steam-side o f the heat exchanger, the fouling resistance 
on the liquor side can be calculated hom:
(^ 7 3 )
where Uo is the overall heat tiansfer coefficient at the beginning and U is the coefficient 
some later time when fouling has taken place. The physical properties used in all 
calculations were estimated from expressions derived for phosphoric acid.
5-6-2 Results of the Field Data Evaluation
During plant operation, the steam temperature (i.e. pressure) is not constant and increases 
continuously in order to maintain a constant heat flow rate. The surface temperature is 
calculated using the following simplified procedure:
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1) The initial (clean) temperature at the interface between tube wall and process liquid is 
calculated including the heat tiansfer resistances on the condensation side and o f the 
tube wall.
2) This temperature (on the inside surface) is not constant with time, because the steam 
temperature increases. As the flow velocity and the surface roughness increase during 
scale foiination, we have assumed that the temperature at the interface between deposit 
and liquor (surface temperature) remains constant at the value o f the clean heat ti ansfer 
surface.
Typical heat transfer coefficients for different surface temperatures are plotted against time 
in Fig. 5.15. The corresponding fouling resistances are plotted against time in Fig. 5.16. 
The results show an almost linear increase with respect to time. A linear relationship is 
generally characteristic of tough, hard, and adherent deposits. The deposit foiuiation rate 
increases with increasing surface temperature and calcium sulfate concentration. It should 
be noted that the extiemely low thermal conductivity of the scale causes a large reduction 
in heat transfer rate, even for small deposit thickness.
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Fig. 5.15 Variation of heat transfer coefficient versus time at different 
surface temperatures
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Fig. 5.16 Variation of fouling resistance versus time at different surface 
temperatures
The variation in fouling resistance with suiface temperatuie for phosphoric acid solutions at 
constant velocity, bulk temperature and solution concentiation is shown in Fig. 5.17. As it 
was discussed previously, the fouling resistance depends on the heat transfer surface 
temperature. As the temperature of the heat transfer surface increases, reaction rate constant 
increases. Therefore, the fouling resistance due to crystallisation increases. Because o f the 
effect o f fluid velocity and bulk temperature, one set of results at liquor velocity o f 1 . 8  m/s 
and bulk temperature o f 73 is shown in Fig. 5.17. It is clear that there are significant 
changes in the fouling resistances as the surface temperature is increased from 9 4 . 5  to 
104 °C.
The surface temperature has a strong effect on the fouling rate. Its main effect on a chemical 
reaction-conti'olled system is thr ough the reaction rate constant o f the process, approaching 
the Arrhenius relationship and this effect is more pronounced at higher surface temperature.
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Fig. 5.17 Effect of surface temperature on the fouling resistance
5-6-3 Modeling of the Field Fouling Data
The field data have been modeled similar to the modeling of the experimental fouling data, 
which was discussed in the previous sections. A segment o f heat exchanger tube is shown 
in Fig. 5.18. It can be analyzed as a cylindrical one-dimensional system with negligible 
temperature gradients in axial direction. For steady state conditions with no heat 
generation, the appropriate cylindrical heat equation is:
1 .— (A..r— ) =  0  r dr dr (5-74)
Considering Fourier’s Law, the rate at which energy is conducted across the cylindrical
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surface is:
liquordeposit tube
Fig. 5.18 A segm ent of heat exchanger tube
d r (5-75)
or
dT
d r (5-76)
with the boundary conditions :
The solution to Eq. (5-76) is:
T  -= Ti at r  = r
T = T, at r  =  r.
(5-77)
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I n O i / r J
(5-78)
_q _ ^ d ( T , - T J  
A, r. In
Therefore, the thermal resistance for heat conduction through a cylindiical layer o f deposit, 
which is identical to the scale resistance in this case, can be written as:
dj ln_ r i l n ( r , / r , ) _
'  K
' A '
. A , (5-79)
The thickness o f scale deposited can be predicted from the following calcium sulfate mass 
balance for an incremental cross-sectional volume of the heated section:
dt ~  (^CaSO .^b) (5-809)
= Aj .K„ (Cc„so, -  C V a S O ,  +  V.Kb (Cc„so, “  C * C a S o , J  (5-81)
The rate o f change o f scaled diameter with time is described in the following equation:
d t '
- C ' c s o . )
Pd“ d
•^(McaSO,,>v) -
(5-82)
where fi d is the mass fraction o f the calcium sulfate in the deposit.
Solving Eq. (5-82) with initial boundary conditions (dd(0)=d;) yields the scaled diameter as
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a function o f time:
dd (t) = d, -  (CcaSO, -  C^ CaSO, ^  t 
Pdl**d
(5-83)
Substitution o f Eq. (5-83) into Eq. (5-79) gives the time-depended fouling resistance for 
scale:
in
R f(t) = di.
d,
d , - 2 - ^ ( C e , s . . - C - c . s o J . t  
Pd**d
I X .
(5-84)
The surface reaction rate constant kw is assumed to obey the Anhenius equation:
=k(,,exp y (5-85)
5-6-4 Results of the Fouling Modeling
Fouling resistance data for all plant measurements were regressed to fit the model given in 
Eq. (5-84). Appropriate values o f scale thennal conductivity, scale density, and calcium 
sulfate fraction were used (^d=0.73 W/m.K, fi'd = 0.86, pd = 2500 kg/m^). The value of 
thermal conductivity has been confirmed from measurements using a thermal conductivity 
apparatus in the Bandar Imam Petrochemical Complex (BIPC) laboratory. An average 
value for fi*d was obtained using the results o f the analysis o f the scale samples in the Razi 
Petrochemical Complex (RPC) laboratory.
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The results o f the regression analyses of all measurements with different calcium sulfate 
concentration and Tg were plotted. The predicted Kw values collapsed to a single function 
o f Ts. This confirms the dependence of the reaction rate constant on the square o f the 
calcium sulfate supersaturation. The natural logarithm of the rate constant was regressed as 
a function o f 1/Tg and the Anhenius temperature dependency was determined. The 
Arrhenius dependence of the surface reaction rate constant for the selected plant 
measurements is shown in Fig. 5.19. The activation energy evaluated for the surface 
reaction o f the deposit formation is found to be 57,024 J/mol. It is interesting that this 
value is veiy close to the activation energy obtained from the experimental measurements 
(56,829 J/mol), indicating the validity o f the proposed model. The fr equency factor (Ko) is
deteimined to be 43,368 (kg/m .min.wt%^).
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Fig. 5.19 Arrhenius dependence of surface reaction rate constant (Kw)
Again, the magnitude o f the activation energy confnins that the fouling mechanism is 
surface reaction controlled. The fouling resistance values calculated using the proposed 
model are compared with the typical maesured values in Fig. 5.20 for different surface 
temperatures. It is shown that the developed model predicts the measured fouling rates 
with reasonable accuracy.
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Fig. 5.20 Comparison of measured and predicted fouling resistances at 
different surface temperatures
5-6-5 Deposit Analysis
The elemental composition o f deposits was obtained with a S-3200n SEM energy- 
dispersive X-ray spectrometer system. Samples o f the deposits were mounted in the 
desired orientation (upper or lower surface or cross-section) and placed under vacuum in 
the scanning electron microscope. The EDAX system is able to distinguish between 
different elements present in a sample by analyzing the energy o f the X-rays given off. The 
technique is atomic weight sensitive, therefore, errors are more pronounced for the low 
atomic weight elements. The EDAX system is able to detect all the elements down to 
sodium. Results for atomic weights below sodium are not reliable. The major elements 
identified are: calcium, sulphur and oxygen. The analysis indicated that the deposits 
contain mainly calcium sulphate. A typical elemental analysis o f the deposits is shown 
along with its respective scanning electron micrograph in Fig. 5.21.
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Fig. 5.21 Typical elemental analysis of the deposits along with its respective 
scanning electron micrograph
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Chapter 6
Computer Simulation of Plant Heat Exchangers 
6-1 Introduction
Numerical modeling and computer simulation o f industrial heat exchangers, are cunently 
the subject o f considerable research and practical interest. In practice, the most severe 
limitation on heat exchanger performance is the formation o f fouling deposits on the heat 
tiansfer surfaces, which impede heat transfer. This is particularly tme in phosphoric acid 
concentration plants in which fouling is relatively rapid and plant shutdown is often 
required to permit regular cleaning o f the heat exchanger tubes using hot dilute sulfuric 
acid.
The ultimate objective o f this chapter is to develop a numerical model for computer 
simulation o f shell and tube heat exchangers used in the evaporation system o f the 
phosphoric acid plant at Razi Petrochemical Complex (R.P.C.) using the fundamental heat 
transfer concepts, the fouling model developed in the previous chapter and the 
comprehensive physical property bank, which was prepared using the numerous data for 
phosphoric acid and steam collected from experimental measurements, appropriate 
references and industrial plant documents.
The validity of this model is confinned by comparing the results o f computer simulation 
with the industrial plant measurements. Then, this model can be used with confidence to 
optimize the design and operation o f plant heat exchangers with respect to heat transfer 
and calcium sulfate deposition, which occui s on the internal surfaces o f the graphite tubes.
6-2 Phosphoric Acid Plant Evaporators
Almost all evaporators that are being built today for phosphoric acid concentration are of 
the forced circulation design as shown in Fig. 6.1. The forced circulation evaporator 
consists o f a heat exchanger, vapour or flash chamber, condenser, vacuum circulation
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pump and circulation piping. All the evaporators in this service are generally o f the single­
effect design because o f the coiTOsive nature of crude phosphoric acid and the very high 
boiling point elevation. More than one evaporator may be used, with the acid passing in 
sequence through each o f them, depending on the degree o f concentration required. The 
flow diagram o f the phosphoric acid concentration unit at the Razi Petrochemical Complex 
(R.P.C.) is shown in Fig. 6.2.
Vacuum
system
Water
Weak acid
To weak acid 
feed tankSteam To barometric seal
Condensate
Product
acid
Pump
Separator
Heat
exchanger
CondenserFlashchamber
Fig. 6.1 Forced circulation evaporator for phosphoric acid concentration
The corrosive environment o f the phosphoric acid concentration process necessitates the 
use o f cost effective coiTosion-resistant materials that at the same time allow for a high 
heat transfer coefficient. As a result, heat exchangers used in phosphoric acid 
concentration plants are often constructed from resin-impregnated graphite. In shell-and- 
tube heat exchangers a bundle o f graphite tubes is enclosed within a steel shell with 
phosphoric acid passing thiough the tubes and steam, typically from an adjacent sulphuric 
acid plant, on the shell-side. Although the tubes are fiagile and may easily be broken, 
either during start-up due to thermal shock (this is over-come by the positioning of baffles 
within the shell) or during maintenance or cleaning, they are relatively easy to plug or 
replace if  they are damaged.
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Fig. 6.2 Flow diagram of the phosphoric acid concentration unit at R. P. C.
6-3 Development of the Numerical Model
Geometrical data o f the plant heat exchangers are given in Table 6.1. A numerical model 
was developed for stepwise calculation o f the heat transfer through the one-pass steam 
heated heat exchanger. This model incorporates both the step-wise heat transfer along the 
tubes as well as the time dependent heat transfer behavior due to scaling. The program is 
based on local mass and energy balances and on a model for the scaling process. For the 
stepwise calculation each o f the tubes is divided into n sections. The program calculates all 
equations for each section and passes the results on to the next section. Figure 6.3 shows 
schematically the cross-section o f a heat exchanger tube and Fig. 6.4 shows all important 
temperatures used in the equations. An increment of heat exchanger tube length is shown
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in Fig. 6.5. It can be analyzed as a cylindrical one-dimensional system with negligible 
temperature gradients in axial direction.
Table 6.1 Geometrical data of the plant heat exchangers
Data Value
tube length 5.4 m
inner tube diameter 0.0381 m
outer tube diameter 0.0508 m
tube surface 0.872 m^
number o f tubes 450
number o f passes 1
number o f shells 1
For the energy balances the following temperatures are used;
• Tst is the steam temperature in the shell,
• Tf is the condensate film temperature,
• Tw is the wall temperature on the outer side wall surface,
• Td is the fouling deposit temperature on the surface of the deposit
• Tb is the bulk temperature o f the phosphoric acid.
The overall heat transfer coefficient based on the deposit/liquor interface area ( A d )  in each 
increment is defined by:
= (6-1)
Ad is the inside surface area o f the increment and ATin is the logarithmic mean temperature 
difference for a constant steam temperature:
T  - TA T  —  out InT — T (6-2)In St InT “ TSt o u t
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Fig. 6.3 Schematic of cross-section of a heat exchanger tube
The heat flow rate is initially calculated for each increment from the change of enthalpy o f 
the phosphoric acid.
(6-3)
Cp is the specific heat capacity of the phosphoric acid and M  \ is the mass flow rate o f the 
acid which can be calculated by the following equation.
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Fig. 6.4 Definition of different temperatures used in the equations
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Fig. 6.5 A segment of heat exchanger tube length
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Ml = uA^ p, (6-4)
In equation (6-4) u is the flow velocity o f the phosphoric acid in each heat exchanger tube 
and Pi is the acid density.
6-3-1 Therm al Resistances
Figure 6 .4 . shows four heat transfer resistances which influence the heat transfer from the 
steam to the acid :
•  Steam side-resistance (Rst)
• Tube wall resistance (R J
• Fouling resistance (Rf)
• Liquid-side resistance (Ri)
The following equations show how these four heat transfer resistances can be combined to
form the overall heat tiansfer coefficient ( U d ) .  All o f these thermal resistances are based on
the deposit/liquor interface area. The heat transfer rate is expressed as:
Q = U A (T ,,-^T J (6-5)
Also, we have
UA = U„A^ = U,Aj = U jA j  (6 -6 )
So, equation (6-5) can be wiitten as:
Q = U d A ,(T ,,-T J  (6-7)
Consequently,
On the other hand,
A .
Ad R-st + R[ +  Rf + R |
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Therefore,
1^  = Rjt + Rt + Rf + Rj (6 -1 0 )
Finally, the overall heat transfer coefficient is expressed as:
U , = ---------------------------- (6-11)d R  + R + R _ + R _  st t I  1
In the following sections the calculation o f the different heat tiansfer resistances will be 
described.
6-3-2 Steam-Side Resistance
The heat transfer resistance for the steam-side based on the deposit/liquor interface area is 
given by:
R , t = — ^  = — ^  (6 -1 2 )St a  . A a  , 7id L st o st 0
Therefore,
S r - t f  (6-13)
st 0
The main heat tiansfer resistance on the steam-side is caused by the condensate film that 
forms on the outside tube surface. The calculation o f the heat transfer coefficient Ost is a 
supeiposition o f the calculated heat transfer coefficient for a laminar condensate film and 
the calculated turbulent condensate film (Zazuli, 1963). This is because both conditions in 
the flow o f the condensate film are possible.
(Xjj ~ ' \ j ( X  st,i "bet s t,t (6-14)
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For vertical tubes and for a laminar condensate film ast,i can be calculated by the following 
equation by Zazuli (1963) :
The definitions o f Ref and Vf for this equation are:
where
r
R G j =  —  ( 6 - 1 6 )
r  =  ^  ( 6 - 1 7 )
and
V, ( 6 - 1 8 )
P f
In these equations Me is the condensate mass flow rate, Xt  the thermal conductivity o f the 
condensate film, pf the dynamic viscosity o f the condensate film, pf the density o f the 
condensate film and g the acceleration due to gravity.
The condensate mass flow for each increment is the condensate mass flow from the 
increment (i+ 1 ) above the increment (i) plus the water, which condenses in the increment.
M c ,i  =  M c , i + 1 + ( 6 - 1 9 )  Ah.
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I
Where Ally is the latent heat of vaporization of water and Q the heat flow rate into the 
increment.
The coixelation (6-15) includes the effect o f film waviness on the heat transfer coefficient. 
For vertical tubes and if  the condensate film flows turbulent the following equation by 
Blangetti (1979) is used:
O .O O SeeSR e/^^Pr.'^’X,,
Vf
I  g /
Piv is the Prandtl number o f the condensate film:
Pr, = (6-21)A.f
For the calculation of the physical properties o f the condensate film, the film temperature 
is assumed to be:
T + TT ^ = _ J Y_: :;st. (6 -2 2 )
Appropriate congélations for physical properties o f crade phosphoric acid and steam were 
used fi'om the comprehensive physical property data bank, which was prepared using the 
numerous data for phosphoric acid and steam collected fiom experimental measurements, 
appropriate references and industrial plant documents.
6-3-3 Tube W all Resistance
The equation for the calculation o f the resistance to heat conduction through the tube wall 
based on the deposit/liquor interface area is written as:
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A,, J a ,  a , J l j t r L  2 A ,
: (6-23)
Also, we have
Therefore,
r. d, (6-24)
dd In
R .= (6-25)
Here I t  is the thennal conductivity o f the tube wall material.
6-3-4 Fouling Resistance
The heat transfer resistance through the deposit based on the deposit/liquor interface area 
is given by:
R _  ddRf(t) (6-26)
The fouling rate conelation, Rf (t), obtained from the correlation o f side-stream 
measurements and field data is used to calculate the scaling rate.
In
R f(t) = di.
d.
d , - 2 - ^ ( C e , , . , - C ' c . s o J . t
Pd^ ^d
2 1 .
The surface reaction rate constant is assumed to obey the Anhenius equation:
(6-27)
L„ =k„.ex[J< RT, , (6-28)
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Because o f the deposit the flow area through the tube is reduced. The equations for the 
determination o f the reduced diameter and the scale thickness are derived using the 
following calculation procedur e.
Fouling resistance can be expressed by the following equation:
r. Ar 1(1 r, 27irL 21^
(6-29)
Also, we have
(6-30)
Therefore,
21. v d d / (6-31)
On the other hand,
R , = ^ R , ( t )d, (6-32)
Combining equations (6-31) and (6-32) yields:
. d d .
(6-33)
Therefore,
— = exp ^ 2 A ,R ,(t)^ (6-34)
Hence, the reduced diameter is equal to:
d , = ----- -p—  ------- r
^ 2 A ,R ,( t) lexp
\  “ I y
(6-35)
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Finally, it can easily be shown from Fig. 6.7 that the thickness o f deposit can be calculated 
from the following equation:
Thick = 1 -
exp
(6-36)
where Id is the thennal conductivity o f the deposit.
6-3-5 Liquid-Side Resistance
The liquid side resistance based on the deposit/liquor interface area is given by the 
following equation:
R, - a , (6-37)
tti is the heat transfer coefficient o f the phosphoric acid. The local heat transfer coefficient 
can be calculated with the Gnielinski (1986) equation.
where:
a, = 1  i(R e-1 0 0 0 )P r
‘d 1 + 12
1 + -3
Pr \ 0.11
Pr.w /
(6-38)
f  = (1.821ogio(Re)-1.64>-2 (6-39)
Re = H2 &  
Pi
(6-40)
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Pr = iM ü . (6-41)All
In equation (6-38) x is the length coordinate starting from the inlet o f each tube. The 
quotient (Pr/Piv)®*^^ contains the influence o f the high wall superheat on the fluid 
properties for the calculation o f the heat transfer coefficient. Hence, the fluid properties are 
calculated for P r  with the bulk temperature and for P r^  with the deposit surface 
temperatuie.
6-4 Solution of the Model
The overall heat transfer coefficient and the bulk outlet temperature o f  each increment 
have to be deteimined by iteration. Since all temperatures for the calculation, with the 
exception o f the bulk inlet temperature, are unknown, the first value o f the outlet 
temperature is estimated. Additionally an estimate for the steam-side heat tiansfer 
coefficient is made. The calculations o f each pass starts with the increment at the inlet o f 
each tube, because the inlet temperature is known. Then the calculations o f the increments 
follow the acid flow direction. In the heat exchanger tubes the phosphoric acid flows 
upwards and in the heat exchanger shell the condensate film flows downwards. The 
condensate mass flow rate at the top o f the shell must be calculated to nearly zero. A 
flowchart o f the solution procedure is shown in the next page.
After the estimation o f Tout and ttst, the bulk temperature o f the phosphoric acid in the 
increment is calculated as the mean value o f the inlet and outlet temperature:
T, = (6-42)
If  we assign 1/kf as the theimal resistance between steam and deposit, the following 
procedure provides the surface temperature Td o f the deposit.
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estimated Tout,otst 
▼
T _  out b -
without T,
m = —
d„a,
X, + mT,
1 + m 
▼Q = Ml Cp(T„„, - T i J  <— M i = uA,p,
Ttd.Az ZttAzA,,
+ X
+ mTj. <- m = —
1  + m
«Xd(new) d(old) ??
d. In
d„a,
T o u t= T ,,- (X t-T J e x p
Ml c,
«Xout(new) 'out(old) ??T
M!c(ncxt increment) —|^ lc ( th is  increment) ~▼ Ah^
calculation for alHncrements of a tube
M c « ^  ?? 
calculation of the next time
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The heat transfer rate is written as:
Q , = k , A , % - T J (6-43)
where
dd In
kf d„a„ I X ,
ddRr (6-44)
Also, heat transfer rate can be written as:
with
Q i -  «-|A d(X  
Qi = Q z
(6-45)
(6-46)
Combining equations (6-43), (6-45) and (6-46) yields:
k , A , ( X , - X )  = a , A , ( X - X ) (6-47)
Consequently,
Ts. - T , = ^ ( T , - T , )Kf (6-48)
If  we define m by the following relation:
a,m = —kf (6-49)
equation (6-48) becomes:
T g , - T , = m ( X - T J (6-50)
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Hence, the surface temperature o f deposit can be calculated as:
j  ^  + mTfa
1  + m (6-51)
For the first calculation o f oci the deposit surface temperature is unknown and the 
Gnielinski equation is calculated without the factor ( Pr/Pr^)**’^  ^ . With a,, m can be 
calculated and this leads along with kf to the surface temperature o f the deposit Td.
With the assumption o f Tout, it is possible to calculate the heat flow rate, Q , with 
equations (6-3) and (6-4), I f  the heat flow rate is known, the wall temperature on the outer 
surface o f the wall can be calculated. The equations used for the derivation of the 
appropriate equation for the calculation o f the wall temperatui e are presented below.
If  we assign 1/Uiocai as the thermal resistance between tube wall and deposit, the heat 
transfer rate is given by:
Q “  ^locnl^d (^V Tj) (6-52)
where
A j = Tid^Az (6-53)
Also, using the individual thermal resistances, the following equation is obtained:
U to , = R local "d,R,(t)' + In
X d, , 2X, I d i J
(6-54)
Multiplying eq (6-54) by Ad, we obtain
l^ocal^d Tid^Az (6-55)
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Therefore,
R ,(t) In+U,ocaiAd îtdjAz 27tA,,Az (6-56)
On the other hand, eq (6-52) can be expressed as:
T . = T , +
^local’^ d
(6-57)
Substituting equation (6-56) in equation (6-57), yields the final relation for calculating T>v :
T Rr
In' d
+TidjAz 2 tïAz^^ (6-58)
where Az is the length o f the increment.
With Tyy and the steam temperature Tst it is possible to calculate the condensate film 
temperatui'e Tf with equation (6-22). Now, all variables necessary to calculate ast are 
known.
After the calculation o f ttst and a recalculation o f ai with the conection factor (Pr/Pr^)®'^^ 
, because Td is now known, m can be recalculated with equations (6-44) and (6-49). This 
leads with equation (6-51) to a new deposit surface temperature Td (new). If  the change in 
the value o f the surface temperature is nearly zero, which means that the eiTor is very 
small, the program can continue. Else, the program will start a new iteration cycle and a 
new estimate is made for ttst. Now the overall heat transfer coefficient U can be calculated 
with equation (6 - 1 1 ).
Using the following procedure, the the phosphoric acid outlet temperature can be 
calculated. At first, the heat transfer rate is written as the following relation:
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Q = U,A,AT,„ (6-59)
On the other hand, the heat transfer rate can be determined by the following equation:
Q — M,Cp i(To„t Tj„)
and the logarithmic mean temperature difference is expressed as:
AT —-  r
(6-60)
Tst-T ,„
T  __ TV - S t  - Out y
In
(6-61)
Combining equations (6-59), (6-60) and (6-61) yields:
V Tst -  Tout y
(6-62)
Therefore,
exp U A
^M i Cpi J
Tst-T;u 
Tst “ Tout
(6-63)
Hence, the outlet temperature o f the acid liquor can be calculated as:
T „ „ t= T ,- (T , ,-T ,) e x p UdA,
M l  c p.i y
(6-64)
If  the difference between calculated outlet temperature and initial estimate for Tout is 
small, the calculated overall heat transfer coefficient is conect. Otherwise a new estimate 
for Tout is made and the iteration cycle begins again.
Then the same procedure starts for the second increment with the outlet temperature o f the 
first increment being the inlet temperature for the second increment. Also a new
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condensate flow rate for the second increment is calculated with equation (6-19). After all 
the increments are calculated, the condensate flow rate must be nearly zero. Then, the 
program calculates the fouling resistance for the next time step with the correct deposit 
surface temperature for each increment by using equations (6-26), (6-27) and (6-28).
6-5 Validity of the Model
The suggested heat transfer model can be easily solved with a computer. Once the model 
has been programmed, families o f curves for different values o f initial conditions and 
operational parameters may be obtained without difficulty. Typical input data for heat 
exchanger simulation are shown in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 Typical input data for heat exchanger simulation
Input Data Value
number o f passes 1
liquor inlet temperature 73 °C
liquor concentration 40% P2O5
steam temperature 105 “C
flow velocity 1.5 m/s
t i m e 400 hr
time increment 1 0  hi"
i'fôle length 5.4 m
length increment 0.054 m
Some o f the program outputs are:
1. Variation o f the steam-side heat transfer coefficient vs. tube length and time
2. Variation o f the liquid-side heat tiansfer coefficient vs. tube length and time
3. Variation o f the overall heat transfer coefficient vs. tube length and time
4. Variation o f the steam condensate mass flow rate vs. tube length and time
5. Variation o f the logarithmic mean temperature difference vs. tube length and time
6 . Film temperature profile vs. tube length and time
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7. Tube wall temperature profile vs. tube length and time
8 . Scale surface temperature profile vs. tube length and time
9. Phosphoric acid liquor temperatuie profile vs. tube length and time
10. Deposit thickness profile vs. tube length and time
The validity o f the heat tiansfer model was assessed by comparing the scale thickness 
predictions with measured field data. Considering the complexity o f the system, the 
agreement between the field data and the prediction of the model was very satisfactory. 
Therefore, this extensive and menu-driven computer program can be used by plant 
operators for the prediction o f the plant performance due to the operational variations and 
also, using the deposit thickness profile vs. time, to determine the conect time for plant 
shutdown and cleaning of the heat exchanger giaphite tubes.
6-6 Discussion of the Computer Simulation Results
6-6-1 Steam -Side H eat T ransfer Coefficient
Figure 6 . 6  shows the variation of the steam-side heat transfer coefficient with tube length 
and time. When condensing a pure vapour like steam on a vertical surface, the main 
resistance to heat transfer is the condensate film on the surface. In general, a thin film will 
give a lower resistance and, therefore, a higher heat transfer coefficient than a thick film, 
all parameters being equal. For films o f the same thickness, a slow moving laminar film 
will present a higher resistance than a fast moving turbulent film. The condensate 
downward flow rate is zero at the top o f the tube (x=Om) and increases further down as the 
condensate accumulates. Initially, the flow is laminar with a smooth interface. In the 
laminar region, the heat transfer coefficient decreases with increasing condensate film 
thickness. As the film Reynolds number increases, instabilities foim at the vapour/liquid 
interface, causing the foimation o f waves. After further condensation, the Reynolds 
number may reach the critical Reynolds number and the flow o f the condensate film will 
become turbulent. In the turbulent region, the additional film thickness is more than 
compensated for by the better heat transfer due to the turbulent mixing. The heat transfer 
coefficient, therefore, tends to increase in this region.
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The calculated results show that the steam side heat transfer coefficient increases 
considerably upwards along the tubes length. This indicates that there is solely laminar 
condensate flow. Also, it is indicated that the steam side heat transfer coefficient increases 
with the operation time due to the reduction o f the condensate film.
6-6-2 Liquid-Side Heat Transfer Coefficient
Fig. 6.7 shows the variation o f the liquid-side heat transfer coefficient along the tube 
length. Due to entrance effects, the heat transfer coefficient is higher at the tube inlet, 
which is predicted by the following term:
(6-65)
in equation (6-38).
Phosphoric acid enters the tubes o f the heat exchanger at a uniform temperature o f 73 °C 
which differs from the surface temperature o f the tubes. Convective heat transfer occurs
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Fig. 6.6 Variation of steam beat transfer coefficient with tube length and time
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Fig. 6.7 Variation of liquid heat transfer coefficient with tube length and time
and thermal and hydraulic boundary layers begin to develop. The thermal boundary layer 
thickness is approximately zero at the tube entrance, allowing a high convective heat 
transfer coefficient. However, the heat transfer coefficient decreases as the thermal 
boundary layer develops, until the constant value associated with fully developed 
conditions is reached.
6-6-3 Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient
Variation o f the overall heat transfer coefficient with the tube length and operation time is 
shown in Fig. 6 .8 . The overall heat transfer coefficient for a clean tube is a function o f the 
steam side heat transfer coefficient, the tube wall resistance and the liquid side heat 
transfer coefficient. The minimum o f the overall heat transfer coefficient is due to the 
fact that the condensate film and the thermal/hydraulic boundary layers o f the liquor 
develop from opposite ends o f the pipes.
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Fig. 6.8 Variation of overall heat transfer coefficient with tube length and time
The initial clean overall heat transfer coefficient is greater at the hot end o f the tubes. The 
dominant thermal resistance in a clean heater is from the tube to the liquor. This thermal 
resistance decreases at the hot end o f the heater due to reduced liquor viscosity. Higher 
heat transfer coefficients at the tube inlets result from the entrance length effects. After the 
onset o f scaling, the benefits o f increased turbulence and reduced liquor viscosity at the 
hot end are compensated by the scale formation effects.
6-6-4 Mass Flow Rate of the Steam Condensate
Variation o f the mass flow rate o f the steam condensate, which is formed on the tube 
walls, with the tube length and operation time is shown in Fig. 6.9. It is indicated that the 
mass flow rate o f the steam condensate decreases along the tube length and also decreases 
with operation time due to the scale formation. By comparing Fig. 6.9 with Fig. 6 .8 , it can 
be seen that the reduction o f the mass flow rate o f the steam condensate and the overall 
heat transfer coefficient with time are in agreement with each other.
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6-6-5 Film Temperature Profile
Figures 6.10a and 6.10b show the variation o f the film temperature with the tube length 
and operation time for steam temperatures o f 95 °C and 105 °C respectively. The 
temperature o f the steam remains approximately constant throughout the heat exchanger, 
while the temperature o f the tube wall increases continuously along the flow length. Also, 
this temperature increases with time due to the scaling effects.
6-6-6 Tube Wall Temperature Profile
Figures 6.11a and 6.11b show the variation o f the tube wall temperature with the tube 
length and operation time for steam temperatures o f 95 °C  and 105 °C respectively. The 
temperature o f the steam remains approximately constant throughout the heat exchanger, 
while the temperature o f the tube wall increases continuously along the flow length. Also, 
this temperature increases with time due to the scaling effects.
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6-6-7 Deposit Surface Temperature Profile
The variation o f deposit surface temperature with the tube length and operation time is 
shown in Fig. 12a and Fig. 12b for steam temperatures o f 95 °C  and 105 °C respectively. It 
can be seen that deposit surface temperature increases along the tube length. But, this 
temperature is reduced with time due to the scaling effects.
6-6-8 Liquor Temperature Profile
The phosphoric acid liquor temperature profile between inlet and outlet o f the tubes is 
shown in Fig. 13a and Fig. 13b for steam temperatures o f 95 °C and 105 °C respectively. 
Although there is a steady increase in liquor temperature, the temperature pick-up o f the 
liquor is decreased as the liquor flows through the tubes. This is caused by the decreasing 
driving temperature difference between steam and tube side liquid, as the temperature o f 
the liquor increases. This temperature is reduced with time due to the scaling effects.
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6-6-9 Scale Thickness Profile
The variation o f the average scale thickness with the operation time for a steam 
temperature o f 105 °C is shown in Fig. 6.14. Also, scale thickness predictions as a function 
o f tube length and operation time are shown in Fig. 6.15a and 6.15b for steam 
temperatures of 95 °C and 105 °C respectively. The average o f 6  measured values at 
different operating runs for scale thickness at operating conditions similar to those o f Fig. 
6.14 was found to be approximately 0.45 mm after 240 hours. In spite o f the fact that 
actual plant measurements are difficult due to limited access during acid wash o f heat 
exchanger tubes, in comparison with plant performance, scale thickness predictions 
appears to be correct. This result is an indication o f the validity o f the proposed numerical 
model and computer simulation o f the plant heat exchangers.
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Conclusions, Recommendations and Future Work
7-1 Conclusions
The primaiy problem in concenü'ating phosphoric acid is due to fouling on the tube-side o f the 
heat exchangers of the evaporators. Scaling on the heat tiansfer surfaces occurs because of 
high supersaturation of phosphoric acid liquor with respect to calcium sulfate. A review of 
the existing literature reveals that no information is available on heat transfer and on 
ciystallisation fouling of phosphoric acid solutions. Hence there is a lack o f experimental 
evidence and physical understanding with respect to tliese subjects. A substantial number of 
experiments were performed to investigate boiling and non-boiling heat ti'ansfer coefficients 
of phosphoric acid solutions and the fouling mechanisms during the concentiution of this 
liquor. From the industiial and experimental studies o f the present research work, which is 
probably the first attempt in this regard, the following conclusions have been drawn:
7-1-1 Solubility Equilibria and Crystallization of Calcium Sulfate Hydrates
Calcium sulfate may exist in equilibrium with phosphoric acid as different hydrates: 
anhydrite (CaS0 4 ), hemihydrate (CaSO4 .0 .5 H 2 O) and dihydrate (CaS0 4 .2 H 2 0 ); depending 
on the temperature and concentration o f the acid. Solubility o f calcium sulfate is very 
important with regards to the scaling problems in phosphoric acid concentration plants. 
Hence, the solubility o f different calcium sulfate types in phosphoric acid solution was 
studied and their dependency on acid concentiation and temperature were investigated. 
The solubility data were curve-fitted and appropriate congélations were obtained as 
functions o f acid concentiation and temperature. Also, the thermodynamics o f the 
solubility o f different forms o f calcium sulfate crystals in phosphoric acid solution were 
investigated using activity coefficients.
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Ciystallization o f different forms o f calcium sulfate in phosphoric acid solution was 
studied and the dependency o f the ciystallization process on P 2 O 5  concentration, 
concentiation and temperature was investigated.
7-1-2 Forced Convective and Subcooled Flow Boiling Heat Transfer
The reliable prediction of clean heat transfer coefficients is a prerequisite for any in-depth 
study on fouling in the phosphoric acid process. To obtain this information, a test rig was 
designed, constiucted, calibrated and computerised. A large number o f measurements of 
heat transfer coefficient for water and phosphoric acid solutions under forced convective 
and subcooled flow boiling conditions at different temperatures, flow velocities, heat 
fluxes and concentrations were perfoiuied.
Two regimes o f heat transfer have been clearly distinguished. The convective heat transfer 
regime where the heat transfer is only slightly dependent on the heat flux, but is strongly 
dependent on the velocity and, in contiast, the boiling regime which shows a strong 
dependence on the heat flux and has only a slight dependence on the velocity. Both, forced 
convective heat ti'ansfer coefficients and subcooled flow boiling heat transfer coefficients 
for phosphoric acid solutions are lower than the corresponding values for distilled water 
and the differences are increased with increasing the acid concentration. This must be 
attributed to the difference in physical properties and the changes in the mechanism o f 
bubble formation.
The experimental results for phosphoric acid solutions under forced convective conditions 
were compared with values predicted from the coii'elations o f Petukliov and Popov, 
Gnielinski, Kays and Crawford, Whitaker and Dittus and Boelter. The results show that the 
modified Gnielinski and Petukhov and Popov correlations fit the experimental results for 
forced convective heat transfer to phosphoric acid solutions better than the other 
correlations. The average absolute eiTor o f 12% is a satisfactory indication that the 
modified Gnielinski correlation is suitable for the prediction o f forced convective heat 
transfer coefficients for phosphoric acid solutions.
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The measured heat transfer coefficients under subcooled flow boiling conditions were 
compared to the conesponding predictions o f the modified version o f the Chen model. 
This modification replaces old heat transfer coiTelations with updated alternatives. Since 
the comparison with other correlations shows that the modified Gnielinski correlation 
provides better prediction for forced convective heat transfer, in this study the modified 
Gnielinski conelation is used to calculate ac, and the Gorenflo correlation is used to 
calculate ccpb in the Chen model. The average absolute error o f 9.5% is a satisfactory 
indication that the Chen model and associated correlations are suitable for the prediction of 
subcooled flow boiling heat transfer coefficients for phosphoric acid solutions.
7-1-3 Pool Boiling Heat Transfer to Phosphoric Acid Solutions
Phosphoric acid concentration has a considerable effect on heat transfer during pool 
boiling o f aqueous phosphoric acid solutions. The effect o f concentration and heat flux on 
the pool boiling heat transfer coefficient o f phosphoric acid solutions has been studied. A 
test rig was constructed and connected to a data acquisition system for performing 
saturated pool boiling experiments with phosphoric acid solutions at different 
concentrations, bulk temperatures, surface temperatures, and heat fluxes. Also, 
photographs were taken and video film was recorded during the experimental runs.
Two distinct regimes have been observed: At low concentrations, the heat transfer 
coefficient decreases moderately with concentration while, for higher concentrations, the 
phosphoric acid concentration has a strong effect on heat transfer, as expressed by a 
marked decrease o f the heat transfer coefficient. The reduction at any composition 
increases as the heat flux increases.
The degradation o f the boiling heat transfer coefficient must be attributed to both, changes 
in physical properties and mixture effects due to mass transfer phenomena. Bubble growth 
on the heat transfer surface for phosphoric acid solutions has been compared with pure 
water under identical conditions. It was apparent that the number o f active nucléation sites 
was greatly reduced and that the bubble departure diameter was considerably increased by 
the presence o f phosphoric acid. This result can be attributed to the increased surface 
tension and viscosity o f the phosphoric acid solutions. Applying the actual teniperatirre
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driving force (T>v-Ti) instead o f (T^-Tb), a theoretical model was proposed, which permits 
the prediction of pool boiling heat transfer coefficients o f phosphoric acid solutions with 
good accuracy.
7-1-4 Side-Stream  Fouling M easurem ents
For studying the fouling behaviour o f cmde phosphoric acid, it was necessary to design 
and construct an appropriate pilot plant. Because of the highly corrosive media, suitable 
materials were used. After construction and calibration of the pilot plant, it was connected 
to the main stream at the discharge o f the transfer pump which transfers first stage product 
acid to the second stage evaporation unit o f the phosphoric acid plant at the Razi 
Petrochemical Complex (R.P.C.) in Iran. The rig was linked to a control panel to monitor 
and regulate the process parameters and a data acquisition system, computer and printer to 
allow continuous data acquisition. A large nuruber o f fouling experiments were carried out 
at different flow velocities, surface temperatures and concentrations to determine the 
mechanisms, which contiol deposition process.
The experimental results showed that ciystallisation fouling was dependent on operational 
parameters such as velocity, surface temperature, and solution concentiation. For the 
investigated range of operational parameters, an almost linear rate o f fouling resistance 
with time has been observed in most experiments. Also, the results proved that the 
controlling mechanism was chemical reaction at the heat ti'ansfer surface.
After clarification o f the effect o f operational parameters on the deposition process, a 
mathematical model was developed for prediction of fouling resistance due to the 
deposition o f calcium sulphate, which is the most common constituent o f scales formed on 
heat transfer surfaces during acid concentration. The development o f the model is based on 
theoretical fundamentals and experimental data. The activation energy evaluated for the 
surface reaction o f the deposit fbi'mation was found to be 56,829 J/mol. The predicted 
fouling resistances were compared with the experimental data. Quantitative and qualitative 
agi'eement for measured and predicted fouling rates, is good. Hence, the proposed model and 
associated correlations can be recommended for the prediction o f fouling resistances for 
phosphoric acid solutions.
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7-1-5 Industrial Plant Fouling Measurements
A large number o f plant operating data o f the heat exchangers o f the phosphoric acid 
evaporation unit at the Razi Petrochemical Complex (Iran) were collected eveiy 4 hours, 
each run lasted about 8-12 days. Heat transfer coefficients and fouling rates were 
evaluated. A linear increase of fouling resistance with time has been observed. The 
dependence o f the reaction rate constant on the square o f the calcium sulfate 
supersaturation has been confirmed. A kinetic model for crystallization fouling was 
developed. It has been shown that the crystallization rate constant obeys an An'henius 
relationship with activation energy of 57,024 J/mol, which is very close to the value 
obtained from side-stream experimental data. The predictions o f the suggested model are 
in good agreement with the plant operating data.
7-1-6 Computer Simulation of the Plant Heat Exchangers
A numerical model was developed for computer simulation o f shell and tube heat 
exchangers used in the evaporation system o f the phosphoric acid plant at the Razi 
Petrochemical Complex (R.P.C.). This model incoiporates the fundamental heat transfer 
concepts, the fouling model developed and the comprehensive physical property bank, 
which were prepared using the numerous data for phosphoric acid and steam collected 
fi'om experiments, appropriate references and industrial plant documents. The profiles o f 
steam-side heat transfer coefficient, liquid-side heat transfer coefficient, overall heat 
transfer coefficient, condensate mass flow rate, wall temperature, liquor temperature, 
deposit surface temperature and scale thickness as functions o f tube length and time have 
been obtained. The program can be used to study the effect o f process variables such as 
steam temperature, steam flow rate, liquor flow velocity and liquor concentration on heat 
exchanger performance and fouling.
The validity o f the heat transfer model was assessed by comparing the scale thickness 
predictions with measured field data. Considering the complexity o f the system, the 
agreement between the field data and the prediction o f the model was veiy satisfactory. 
Therefore, this extensive and menu-driven computer program can be used by plant 
operators for the prediction o f the plant performance due to the operational variations and
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also, using the deposit thickness profile vs. time, to determine the conect time for plant 
shutdown and cleaning o f the graphite heat exchanger tubes.
7-1-7 Deposit Analysis
The elemental composition o f deposits were obtained with a S-3200n SEM energy- 
dispersive X-ray specti'ometer system in the University o f SuiTey. The results o f the ED AX 
analysis show that the major elements identified are: Calcium, Sulphur and Oxygen. The 
analysis shows that the deposits contain mainly calcium sulfate. Quantitative analysis o f 
the deposit samples was performed in the Razi Petrochemical Complex (RPC) and the 
Bandar Imam Petrochemical Complex (BIPC) laboratories. The results show that about 
8 6 % of the deposit weight is due to calcium sulfate.
7-1-8 Boroscopy of the Heat Exchanger Tubes
To investigate the perfoimance o f the cleaning process o f the plant, which is achieved by 
washing the scales with hot dilute sulfuric acid, boroscopy o f the first stage and second 
stage heat exchangers was earned out before and after the acid wash by using a boroscopy 
system equipped with a video recorder. It was obseiwed that the scale formation in the top 
section o f the graphite tubes is more than the bottom section. This result must be attributed 
to the higher surface temperatues at the top section of the tubes.
7-2 Recommendations for Improvement of the Industrial Plant
The hot product acid from the filtration system has a variable degree o f supersaturation 
according to the digestion system, the residence time, the rock composition and operational 
parameters. It is then sent straight to an evaporator with little aging time, where part o f the 
dissolved salts precipitates on the tubes of the heat exchanger.
While calcium sulfate has an inverted solubility in most neutial aqueous solutions, its 
solubility in phosphoric acid is o f the normal type. Therefore, scaling on the heat transfer 
surfaces does not occui' because o f inverted solubility, but because o f high supersaturation. 
So, the subject of keeping the supersaturation within the stable field where crystal growth
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can be conti'olled has been investigated to find applicable methods to decrease the 
supersaturation o f the liquor during the evaporation process. To decrease scaling, it is 
necessaiy to age the acid to precipitate impurities by natural cooling, mainly calcium 
sulfate at this stage. The following reconunendations for desupersaturating o f phosphoric 
acid solution and changing the location o f the plant heat exchangers have been proposed, 
and have been well received by the technical managers o f the R.P.C. phosphoric acid plant.
7-2-1 Desupersaturation of Phosphoric Acid Liquor
To release part o f the supersaturation and to give the impurities more chance to precipitate 
on the suspended solids, the filtered acid is stored in a tank with an agitator designed to 
keep a good homogeneity o f solids and temperature. Agitation is also required to speed up 
the precipitation on the existing solids so that their growth leads to improved subsequent 
separation. Sludge from the subsequent settling tank is recycled to the desupersaturation 
tank for seeding to limit spontaneous nucléation. The tank and the vacuum cooler are 
periodically filter-washed for removing the settled calcium sulfate hydrates.
Part of the heat inti oduced by phosphoric acid liquor is removed in a vacuum cooler with a 
large circulation o f acid already cooled down and desupersaturated. The circulation must 
be large enough for a low temperature difference in the vacuum cooler to avoid the 
precipitation of small crystals in the evaporator flash chamber. In a vacuum cooler, cooling 
occui'S at the surface o f the acid, not on a wall, and with a low temperature drop. Even if 
some scaling occurs in the evaporator, it causes less inconvenience than in the tubes of a 
heat exchanger.
7-2-2 Changing the Location of the Heat Exchangers
It is suggested to install the heat exchangers directly below the flash chambers. The 
introduction o f the circulated acid thr ough the bottom of the flash chamber avoids flashing 
the superheated acid above the liquid surface resulting in carryover and scaling o f the flash 
chamber shell. It allows a more even distr ibution o f evaporation rate and vapor velocity all 
over the surface o f the vessel.
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Avoiding cany-over is important not only to decrease the P 2 O 5  losses, but also to prevent 
scaling o f the vessel wall that has the major inconvenience o f building up large lumps 
falling down from time to time and clogging the tubes o f the heat exchanger despite the 
strainer.
7-3 Future Work
>  Due to the plant operational conditions, it was not possible to conduct reliable 
experiments at lower velocities than 1.3 m/s. Also, the effects o f bulk temperature and 
ionic strength have not been covered in the present investigation. Therefore, it is 
suggested to include these subjects in the future work.
>  Ageing o f the deposits causes continuous changes in chemical and physical parameters 
o f the fouling deposit. The internal and the external surfaces o f the deposit layers may 
have different physical and chemical characteristics. In the present investigations, the 
ageing process was not considered, because it requires a separate set o f laboratory 
installations to study the long-term kinetics associated with ageing. It is recommended 
that the ageing process be included in the framework for a future research programme.
>  The computer simulation developed for the heat exchangers o f the phosphoric acid 
evaporation unit at Razi Petrochemical Complex (Iran) has limited applicability. There 
is considerable variation in the plant inlet liquor temperature and steam temperature, 
whereas the model considers constant inputs. So, it is suggested that the single heater 
model be completed as a dynamic unit heater model, which involves solving mass and 
energy balances for the heat exchangers and flash chambers o f the plant. The unit 
heater model can be used to predict changes in evaporator performance, due to fouling, 
for two different operation modes: constant steam flow rate and constant steam 
temperature. Also, the variation in fouling resistances, temperature differences, steam 
temperatiue (or steam flow rate), outlet concentration and evaporator capacity with 
time can be investigated for both o f these operation modes.
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>  Ai'tificial Neural Networks have recently found more attention, because of their wide 
range o f applicability and the ease with which they can handle complex and non-linear 
problems. It is expected that Neural Network analysis will be a useful method for 
investigating the fouling phenomena. The results of the perfonned experiments o f the 
present research work can be used to model fouling o f heat transfer surfaces using 
Neural Network analysis.
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Nomenclature
NOMENCLATURE
A heat ti'ansfer area,
a theimal difflisivity, m^/s
a parameter
a activity
Bo Boiling number
b parameter
C concentration, kg/m^
Cp specific heat capacity, kJ/kg.K
d diameter, m
d diameter o f heating rod, m
D diffusion coefficient, niVs
D outside diameter o f flow channel, m
db bubble diameter, m
dh hydraulic diameter (D-d), m
Eact activation energy, J/mol
F coefficient in Chen model
f friction factor
fr mass fraction
g acceleration due to gravity, m/s^
Gr Grashof Number
h latent heat, J/kg
K dissociation constant
Kb bulk reaction rate constant, m^/kg.s
Ksp solubility product
Kw surface scaling reaction rate constant, m'^/kg.s
kl constant
k2 constant
L length, m
M mass flow rate, kg/s
m mass, kg
n superficial mass flux, kg /nfs
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Nomenclature
P pressure, Fa
P m percentage o f H 3PO4 in the solution in the foiin o f monomer
Po percentage o f H 3PO4 in the solution in the form o f H 24P8O32
phn phase change number
Pr reduced pressure
q heat tiansfer rate, W
q heat flux, W/m^
r radius, m
r relative molar flow rate
R universal gas constant, J/mol.K
R  thermal resistance, m^.K/W
Rf fouling resistance, m^.KAV
Rp surface roughness, m
Rp/Rp,o surface roughness correction factor
s distance between theiinocouple location and heat transfer surface, m
S suppresion factor in Chen model
T temperature, °C or K
t time, s
u flow velocity, m/s
U overall heat tiansfer coefficient, W/m^.K
Ub bubble rise velocity, m/s
V volume, m^
Xtt Martinelli parameter
X thickness^ w
X vapoui* quality
X mole fraction
y degree of dissociation
Zf diffusion shell thickness, m
I
G reek  Sym bols
a  heat transfer coefficient, W/m^.K
P contact angle, degree
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Nomenclature
p mass tiansfer coefficient, m/s
Ahv latent heat of evaporation, J/kg
AT temperature difference, K
Ô linear expansion coefficient
X theimal conductivity, W/m.K
V- dynamic viscosity, kg/m.s
Ü kinematic viscosity, mVs
p density, kg/m^
y Concentiation effect
a shear strength o f the fouling layer, N /n f
a sui'face tension, N/m
T fluid shear stress, N/m^
* rate of formation or removal^ /< /W .  S
0 time constant
0 induction period, 5
0 temperatuie correction
Ô scale thickness, m
Y empirical stmctuial parameter
Q water quality
Subscrip ts and Superscrip ts
AH anliydrite
av average
b boiling
b bubble
b bulk
c convective
c condensate
c cross-sectional
Ca:+ calcium ion
CaS04 calcium sulfate
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Nomenclature
d deposit
DH dihydrate
f fouling
f film
f fouled
fb flow boiling
fc forced convection
h heat transfer
H2 O water
HH hemihydrate
i inside
i interface
in inlet
1 liquid
1 laminar
Im log mean
In logarithmic
m mass transfer
nb nucleate boiling
0 at reference conditions
0 initial
0 outside
ont outlet
P phosphoric acid
pb pool boiling
r radial
s surface
s scale
sat saturation
S0 4 '^ sulfate ion
st steam
t at time t
t tube
t turbulent
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Nomenclature
te thermocouple
tot total
tp two-phase
V vapour
w wall
w water
± positive/negative ions
* saturation
D im ensionless G roups
Gr Grashof Number, g(p i,b  -
j-Factor j-Factor, Nu/Pr“-^ “ ^
Nu Nusselt Number, ad/A,
Pe Peclet Number, Re.Pr
Pr Prandtl Number, Cpp/A,
Re Reynolds Number, ud/u
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Appendix B
Physical Properties of Phosphoric
Acid Solutions
SOURCES OF DATA 
T herm al C on d uctiv ity  Data:
Rliodia Inc., 259 Prospect Plains Road, CN 7500, Cranbury, NJ, USA.
D ensity  and Specific H eat Data:
Slack, A.V.: Concentration o f Wet-Process Acid, Phosphiic Acid, Vol. 1, p.579-634, 
Marcel Deldcer Inc., New York, 1968.
B oilin g  P oint, V ap ou r P ressure, V iscosity  and H eat o f  D ilution  Data:
M el’nik, B. D. and MePnikov, E. B.: Teclmology o f Inorganic Compounds, Jemsalem, 
1970.
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1. Boiling Point
b.p =  0.0571C" -  2 .431C  +  75.5593?®'"'^" +  32 .2024 log (C  +  P ) -  8 .1437  
T =  ( b .p - 3 2 ) /1 .8  
T  = B oilin g  p oin t C  
C =P ercent o f  P 2 O 5  
P = P erssu re  m m H g
u
Ïf
1 8 0
1 6 0
1 4 0
120
760 mmHg
100 500 mmHg
250 mmHg
100 mmHg
50 mmHg
4 0
20 mmHg
20
10 20 3 0 4 0 50 60 800 7 0 90
H3PO4 Concentration, wt%
Fig. B1 B oilin g  p o in t o f  p hosphoric acid  solutions
B oilin g /F reezing  P oin ts o f  P losphoric A cid
H 3 P O 4  % B oiling
P oin t(°C )
F reezin g
P o in tr C )
10 100.2 -2.1
20 100.8 -6.0
30 101.8 -11.8
50 108.0 -41.9
75 135.0 -17.5
85 158.0 21.1
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2. Density
Temp., °C W  = Percent H3PO4 , wt% Av. Dv.
15 p=0.9995+0.005336W+0.00002334W^ +0.0000001158W^ 0.00024
25 p=0.9971+0.005285W+0.00002276W^ +0.0000001206W^ 0.0001340 P=0.9923+0.005216W+0.00002214WV0.0000001263W^ 0.0000760 P=0.9833+0.005176W+0.00002109WV0.0000001328W^ 0.0001980 p=0.9720+0.005022W+0.00002387W^ +0.0000001128W^ 0.00040
I
I
1.9
1.7
1.5
1.3
80 C
1.1
0.9
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
H3PO4 Concentration, wt%
Fig. B2 Density of phosphoric acid solutions at 15 °C and 80 °C
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wt% p (g /m l)
H 3P 0 4 P 2O 5 15 ®C 25 ”C 40 ®C 60 “C 80 ®C
0 0 0.9991 0.9971 0.9922 0.9832 0.9718
5 3.62 1.0268 1.0241 1.0189 1,0097 0.9977
1 0 7.24 1.0553 1.0523 1.0468 1.0373 1.0247
15 10.80 1.0852 1.0819 1.0759 1.0661 1.0531
2 0 14.49 1.1165 1.1129 1.1065 1.0963 1.0829
25 18.11 1.1493 1.1453 1.1385 1.1280 1.1142
30 21.73 1.1837 1.1794 1.1721 1.1611 1.1472
35 25.35 1.2198 1.2151 1.2027 1.1960 1.1818
40 28.97 1.2577 1.2527 1.2444 1.2326 1.2183
45 32.59 1.2974 1.2920 1.2834 1.2710 1,2566
50 36.22 1.3391 1.3334 1.3242 1.3114 1,2969
55 39.84 1.3828 1.3767 1.3672 1,3539 1,3392
60 43.46 1.4287 1.4223 1.4122 1.3985 1,3836
65 47.08 1.4768 1.4700 1.4596 1.4453 1,4303
70 50.70 1.5271 1.5200 1.5092 1.4945 1.4792
75 54.32 1.5798 1.5725 1.5613 1.5462 1,5305
80 57.94 1.6350 1.6275 1.6159 1.6003 1.5843
85 61.57 1.6928 1.6850 1,6732 1.6572 1.6406
90 65.19 1.7532 1.7452 1.7331 1.7168 1.6996
95 68.81 1.8163 1.8082 1,7959 1.7792 1.7612
1 0 0 72.43 1.8823 1.8741 1,8616 1.8446 1.8257
3. Specific Heat
Cp=4186(EXP(0.008653-0.01343W)+0.000451T) 
Cp= Specific Heat J/(Kg. Q  
W= P2O5 wt%
T= Temperature of phosphoric Acid, C
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iIaI
1.05
0.95
0.85
0.75
0.65
0.55
0.45
40 60 70 80 9020 30 500 10
H3PO4 Concentration, wt%
Fig. B3 Heat capacity of phosphoric acid solutions at 20 °C
H 3P 0 4
w t%
P 2 O 5
w t%
S [)ecific heat in caI/(g.^C)
15 “C 25 "C 40 ”C 60 "C 70 "C 80 ”C
0 0 1.0004 0.9990 0.9987 1.0010 1.0013 1.0030
5 3.62 0.9576 0.9591 0.0613 0.9638 0.9654 0.9666
10 7.24 0.9172 0.9208 0.9251 0.9282 0.9330 0.9347
15 10.80 0.8794 , 0.8839 0.8895 0.8946 0.8980 0.9017
20 14.49 0.8414 0.8465 0.8534 0.8622 0.8652 0.8639
25 18.11 0.8042 0.8102 0.8184 0.8287 0.8303 0.8297
30 21.73 0.7679 0.7743 0.7833 0.7945 0.7956 0.7968
35 25.35 0.7322 0.7387 0.7479 0.7601 0.7622 0.7658
40 28.97 0.6971 0.7036 0.7134 0.7256 0.7294 0.7342
45 32.59 0.6622 0.6689 0.6803 0.6911 0.6969 0.7008
50 36.22 0.6281 0.6353 0.6477 0.6580 0.6649 0.6674
55 39.84 0.5952 0.6030 0.6149 0.6274 0.6334 0.6350
60 43.46 0.5639 0.5725 0.5838 0.5970 0.6021 0.6042
65 47.08 0.5361 0.5439 0.5545 0.5673 0.5724 0.5754
70 50.70 0.5096 0.5166 0.5264 0.5385 0.5540 0.5474
75 54.32 0.4844 0.4960 0.4998 0.5114 0.5172 0.5202
80 57.94 0.4606 0.4662 0.4746 0.4861 0.4919 0.4941
85 61.57 0.4380 0.4434 0.4511 0.4614 0.4666 0.4692
90 65.19 0.4174 0.4228 0.4294 0.4389 0.4429 0.4454
95 68.81 0.3994 0.4045 0.4096 0.4187 0.4212 0.4227
100 72.43 0.3839 0.3889 0.3918 0.4008 0.4013 0.4010
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4. Viscosity
viscosity in centipoises 
ifT:^50
ri=A+10 B+CP
log A= 0.479-0.0106T
P= phosphoric acid concentration in P2O5 wt% 
B= -0.844 -0.0035T  
C= 0.0451-0.000187T  
T= temperature in C
i £T>50
logA -0.622-0.0112583T
P= phosphoric acid concentration in PiOs wt% 
B= -1.25181-0.0036T 
C= 0.0463-0.0002T 
T= temperature in C
100
Q)
0
1
>
8010 20 40 50 60 700 30 90
H3PO4 Concentration, % 
Fig. B4 Viscosity of aqueous phosphoric acid at 25
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Viscosity (Centipoises) of Aqueous Solutions of Phosphoric Acid According to
Empirical Equation by Dahlgren
Temp.
®C
P 2 O 5  w t%
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
2 0 3.17 3.98 5.28 7.37 10.65 16.16 24.88 38.91
25 2.84 3.55 4.69 6.50 9.39 13.99 21.31 32.96
30 2.54 3.17 4.17 5.73 8 . 2 1 1 2 . 1 1 18.25 27.93
40 2 .0 2 2.51 3.26 4.42 6 . 2 1 8.96 13.20 19.74
50 1.64 2.03 2.61 3.49 4.83 6.84 9.88 14.46
60 1.37 1.69 2.17 2 . 8 8 3.93 5.47 7.76 11.14
70 1.18 1.56 1 . 8 8 2.47 3.34 4.59 6.41 9.03
80 1.03 1.28 1.64 2.15 2.87 3.89 5.33 7.37
90 0.91 1.14 1.45 1.89 2.49 3.33 4.49 6 . 1 0
1 0 0 0.81 1 . 0 1 1.28 1.65 2.14 2.82 3.73 4.97
1 1 0 0.73 0.91 1.14 1.45 1.87 2.41 3.14 4.11
5. Thermal Conductivity
K.10“ = 11.727 + 0.01864T -  0.02169C -  0.0000338CT 
K = thermal conductivity, cal./(cm.)(sec.)(°C)
T = temperature, °C 
C = concentration, weight % H 3 P O 4
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Thermal Conductivity, K.10^ at Indicated 
Concentration, %H3P0 4
Temp.°C 85 90 95 1 0 0 105 1 1 0 115
25 10.3 10.2 10.0 9.9 9.8 9.7 9.6
30 10.4 10.2 10.1 10.0 9.9 9.8 9.7
35 10.4 10.3 10.2 10.1 10.0 9.9 9.8
40 10.5 10.4 10.3 10.2 10.0 9.9 9.9
45 10.6 10.5 10.4 10.2 10.1 10.0 10.0
50 10.7 10.6 10.4 10.3 10.2 10.1 10.0
55 10.8 10.6 10.5 10.4 10.3 10.2 10.1
60 10.8 10.7 10.6 10.5 10.4 10.2 10.2
65 10.9 10.8 10.7 10.6 10.4 10.3 10.3
70 11.0 10.9 10.8 10.6 10.5 10.4 10.3
75 11.1 10.9 10.8 10.7 10.6 10.5 10.4
80 11.1 11.0 10.9 10.8 10.7 10.5 10.5
85 11.2 11.1 11.0 10.9 10.7 10.6 10.6
90 11.3 11.2 11.1 10.9 10.8 10.7 10.6
95 11.4 11.3 11.1 11.0 10.9 10.8 10.7
1 0 0 11.5 11.3 11.2 11.1 11.0 10.8 10.8
105 11.5 11.4 11.3 11.2 11.0 10.9 10.9
1 1 0 11.6 11.5 11.4 11.2 11.1 11.0 10.9
115 11.7 11.6 11.4 11.3 11.2 11.1 11.0
1 2 0 11.8 11.6 11.5 11.4 11.3 11.1 11.1
125 11.8 11.7 11.5 11.3 11.2 11.2
130 11.5 11.4 11.3 11.2
135 11.6 11.5 11.4 11.2
140 11.7 11.6 11.4 11.3
145 11.8 11.6 11.5 11.4
150 11.9 11.7 11.6 11.4
6. Vapor Pressure
Concentration Temperature, °C
H3?04% 2 0 30 40 60 80 1 0 0
0 17.6 31.8 55.3 150.0 355.0 760.0
5 17.5 31.5 54.5 147.0 352.0 755.0
1 0 17.3 31.0 54.2 146.0 350.0 753.0
2 0 17.0 30.0 53.0 141.0 341.0 735.0
30 16.3 28.9 50.5 136.0 327.0 705.0
50 13.0 23.1 40.3 108.0 257.0 575.0
75 5.65 1 0 .0 17.5 47.0 1 1 1 .0 240.0
85 2.16 3.95 6.95 19.7 48.8 1 1 1 .0
1 0 0 0.0285 0.0595 0 . 1 2 0 0.430 1.33 3.65
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7. Heat of Dilution
H 3P O 4 w t%
H eat o f  
D ilution  
keal/gm ol
H 3 P O 4 (liq .) 
eal/g
1 0 0 0 0
95 0.54 5.5
90 1.07 10.9
85 1.59 16.2
80 2.08 2 1 . 2
75 2.51 25.6
70 2.85 29.1
65 3.17 32.3
60 3.45 35.2
55 3.70 37.7
50 3.92 40.0
45 4.14 42.2
40 4.33 44.2
35 4.50 45.9
30 4.64 47.3
30 4.76 48.6
2 0 4.88 49.8
15 4.98 50.8
1 0 5.07 51.7
5 5.18 52.8
3 5.24 53.4
1 5.33 54.4
8. Heat of Formation and Fusion
Compound Physical State Heat of Formation 
18°C kcal/g mole
Heat of Fusion 
18°C kcal/g mole
H3PO4 Crystal 303.37 -5.52
H3PO4 Liquid 300.85
H3PO4 I/2 H2O Crystal 340.4 -3.9
H3PO4 I /2 H2O Liquid 336.5
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9. Miscellaneous Physical and Thermodynamic Properties
H 3 P O 4 , w t% Density at 
25
(g/cm )^
M ean Specific  
H eat
(cal/g/deg)
^H-vap
at 100 °C
(cal/mol H2O)
^ H  dilution
A t 25 °C
(kcal/mol H3PO4)
50 1.333 0.655 1 0 . 0 1 . 6 6
60 1.422 0.594 1 0 . 1 2.15
75 1.573 0.542 10.5 3.06
80 1.628 0.518 1 0 . 8 3.44
85 1.684 0.493 1 1 . 1 3.88
90 1.744 0.476 1 1 . 8 4.41
1 0 0 1.863 14.1 5.87
1 1 0 1.99 18.7
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Sulfate Solubility in Phosphoric
Acid Solutions
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Calculation of Calcium Sulfate Solubility in Phosphoric Acid Solutions
1) Mass of H3PO4  (m(gr.)) = (No. mole o f H3PO4)* M 
M is molecular weight o f H3PO4
2) Molality of H 3? 0 4 (b)=  [(m/M)/(1000-m)] *1000 
b= mol. H3P 0 4 /kg solvent
3) Ionic strength (7  ) 6 . = molality of ion i and z.  -  charge o f ion i
4) Activity of water ( a h2 0  ) = (1000-m)/MH2o 
Mh2 0 = Molecular weight o f water
5)logYi = -0 .5 1 1  " ■z'*'z 1 + V Ï
= Mean ionic activity coefficient 
z"*" =No. charge of cation 
z ~ =No. charge o f anion
6) = AntiLogYj^
7) (Y+r\y_r =(7±y"
v ’^ =No. o f cation 
v “=No. o f anion
8) Ksp =390.9619-152.62461ogT -i^^ ^^  + 0.0818493T
9) SolubUity(S) =
Y.y-(aH.o)'
Example: for 2 mole H 3PO4 per kg of solution
1) m=2*98=196 gr H 3PO 4
2) b=[(196/98)/(1000-196)]*1000=2.49
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that » 0 )
H 3PO4 ^ 3 H ^  + POj‘ b ^ 3 b  + b
Zpo;- =  z ‘ = -3  
=%* = + !
I = i ( b * 3 ' + 3 b * F )  = 6b 2
1 = 6*2.49 = 14.93
4) Bfj □ = (1000 -1 9 6 )/1 8  = 44.67 mol. o f water per kg o f solution
5 )  Zcn:+ =  z"" =  + 2
V -  = z ' = - 2
-0 .51 l|(+ 2 )(-2 )|V ï^  , _
6) Y± = A ntilog(-1.62) = 0.02398
7) CaSO^ ->Ca^* + SOj"
= 1 V = 1
(Y.)'(Y-)' = Y + Y - =(0-02398)**‘ =(0.02398)" =5.7504*10"'
8) T = 80'C = (273 + 80) = 353K
K s, = 390.6919 -  152.62461og353 -  + 0.0818493(353) = 0.0106
0.0106 
5.7504 *10-“ (44.67)'9) S =  ^I l  l  \  - 4 ~ a a 2 ”  0 096 mol. o f CaS0 4  per kg o f solution
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Typical Analysis of Phosphoric 
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Sample
CompoiienK""-.^^
30%  P 2 O 5 54%  P 2 O 5
sp.gr.(at 20 ”C) 1.27 gr/cm^ 1.60 gr/cm^
P 2 O 5 29.8 % 50.1 %
Solids 0.74 % 2.9%
Cl 305 p.p.m. 115 p.p.m.
FezO] 0.48 % 0.82 %
SO4 1.8% 4.8 %
F 2.3% 1.38%
Insoluble in acid 0.35 % Trace
AI2O 3 0.12% 0.76 %
Organics 0.03 % 0.05 %
Components^^''^
Gypsum Feed P roduct
Total P 2 O 5 0.78 % 24.3 % 49.7 %
CaS04 71.1 % 1.9% 2 .2%
Soluble in water 0.16% —  ■ —
H 2 O 3.5 % —  —
F — 1.9% 1.65 %
AI2O 3 — 0.27 % 0.3 %
F02O3 — 0.36 % 0,72 %
N a2 0 — 0.25 % 0.38 %
K 2 O — 0.06 % 0 . 1 1  %
M gO 0.16% 0 . 2  %
The m ethods used for the analysis:
Phosphoric acid: titration with sodium hydroxide; fluoride: measurement against a 
fluoride specific ion electrode; chloride: measurement against a chloride specific ion 
electrode; sulphate : gravimetrically as barium sulphate; calcium: direct measurement by 
atomic absorption spectroscopy, after dilution and addition o f release agent and jonisation 
buffer; silicon: direct measurement by inductively coupled plasma emission atomic 
spectroscopy.
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Typical Analysis and Scanning 
Electron Micrographs of the 
Deposit Samples
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Computer Simulation Program for Phosphoric Acid Plant Heat 
Exchangers 
By: Reza M. Behbahani
DECLARE SUB Resf (TimeLoop!, Tw!, Rsf!, RE, R fl!, Rf2!, Td!, StepTime!, S04!, P205I, Ca!, 
TstI)
DECLARE SUB alarStar ()PROG 
DECLARE SUB consta ()
COMMON SHARED Out$, T6 6 6 , StTime, EndTime, StepTime, U, x, MaxXm, time, Di, Dou, Df, 
TinO, Tin, TinBASE, LoopMdot, xloop, MdotC, xlenght. Tout, kkk6 6 6 , E, G, PI, P205, Tst, S04, Tct, 
TcSc, Tb, RfM, Rf, Rfcal, Thickl, Thick, xMax, HTCst, HTCl, CArea _
, CAi-eal, CArea2, Uin, Ca
COMMON SHARED DOHTCQ, DThickQ, U(), DTdQ, DHi(), DTW(), DTcutQ, dHstQ, DMC(), 
DCaQ, DTiiiQ, DRf()
DECLARE SUB Circ (coll)
DECLARE SUB consl ()
DECLARE SUB cons2 ()
DECLARE SUB cons3 ()
DECLARE SUB KfmTd (HTCst!, HTCl!, T!, RfM!)
DECLARE SUB MAQTwTf (ROl!, Cpl!, Mdotl!, Qdot!, Tw!, TE, Tct!, Td!, RfM!)
DECLARE SUB PHYSA (T!, DEN!, Cp!, TCI, VIS!)
DECLARE SUB PHYSf (TE, DeltaHr!, DYNViscE, TcE, Cpfl, RoE, NooE)
DECLARE SUB RFVST ()
DECLARE SUB SHTCst (TcE, ReE, NooE, PrE, HTCst!)
DECLARE SUB SMEN ()
DECLARE SUB TdCALCU (Reb!, Prb!, Tell, HTCl!)
DECLARE SUB TRes (HTCstN!, HTCLNew!, TResTl, TResSt!, TResSc!, TResLi, RfM!)
DECLARE SUB URfDfTlii (Tw!, TimeLoop!, TcSc!, Uin!, Td!, R fl!, Rf2l, StepTime!, RE)
REM ' $INCLUDE: 'PROGMEM.INC 
' $DYNAMIC
DIM DTin(101, 50), DTout(101, 50)
DIM DTd(101, 50), DTW(101, 50), DTf(101, 50)
DIM dHst(101, 50), DH1(101, 50), DMC(101, 50)
DIM DThick(I01, 50), DCa(101, 50), DRf(50)
DIM DOHTC(101, 50), U(50), Thickness(50), DRS(101, 50)
> o
VMC = 0
> o o  
HVMCl: 
DThick(0, 0) = 0
> o
converge = 0
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Homel: 
0
REM Note that to value of BRR3 ,error! 
BRRI = .01 
error! = .01
asdfg$ = "y"
IF asdfg$ = "n" THEN
CALL consl
REM « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « < < « «
REM « « « « « < « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « < « « « « « « «
OPEN "initial.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
PRINT #1, " 'EndTime , U , StepTime , TinO , x , StTime , xM ax, S04% ,
P !0 5 , Ca ,Tst"
PRINT #1, EndTime, U, StepTime, TinO, x, StTime, xMax, S04, P!05, Ca, Tst 
CLOSE #1
GOTO afterl 
END IF
CALL consta 
afterl:
OPEN "initial.dat" FOR INPUT AS #9 
INPUT #9, AIT, AIT, AIT, AIT, AIT, AIT, AIT, AIT, AIT, AIT, AIT, Out$, SIMUL$
INPUT #9, LenghtHi$
INPUT #9, EndTime, U, StepTime, TinO, x, StTime, xMax, S04, P!05, Ca, Tst, Out$
CLOSE #9 
CLS
LI 10$ = LEFT$(LenghtHi$, 4)
LenHiS = RIGHT$(L110$, !)
REM PRINT LenHi$
IF LenHi$ <> "ÿÿ" THEN GOTO 0
' « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « <
IF VMC = 1 THEN 
Ca = .9*Ca 
Out$ = "OutCA!.dat"
END IF
IF VMC = !  THEN 
Ca = .8*Ca 
Out$ = "OutCA3.dat"
END IF
'VVVYVVW W VVVVVVW VW VVVVVVW VVW VV 
IF VMC = 3 THEN
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U = .9 *U 
Out$ = "OutV2.dat"
END IF
IF VMC = 4 THEN 
U=. 8  *U 
Out$ = "OutV3.dat"
END IF
IF VMC = 5 THEN 
TinO = TinO - 5 
Out$ = "OutTb2.dat"
END IF
IF VMC = 6 THEN 
TinO = TinO - 10 
Out$ = "OutTb3.dat"
END IF
IF VMC = 7 THEN 
Tst = Tst - 5 
Out$ = "OutTst2.dat"
END IF
IF VMC = 8 THEN 
Tst = Tst - 10 
Out$ = "OutTst3.dat"
END IF
OutR$ = Out$
CLS' » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » » >  
CaSIMUL = Ca 
ThickTemp = 0 
ThickSIMUL = 0' « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « <
SCREEN 9 
COLOR 8, 7 
COLOR 1
PRINT ; PRINT : PRINT 
PRINT " 1) Start Time ="; StTime
PRINT " 2) Step Time ="; StepTime
PRINT" 3) End Time ="; EndTime 
PRINT " 4) inlet Temp. =" ; TinO
PRINT " 5) U velocity U
PRINT " 6) Step Lenght x
PRINT " 7) Steam Temp. ="; Tst
PRINT " 8) S04% ="; S 04
PRINT " 9) P205% ="; P205
PRINT " 10) Ca% ="; Ca 
PRINT " 11) OutRes. Name is: OutR$
PRINT
PRINT
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ASIMUL = .001
PRINT " M dot Err. is .001 Do you want to change it ? (y/n)" 
INPUT PUTS
IF PUTS = "y" OR PUTS = "Y" THEN 
laPUT:
PRINT "Please Enter The Max Err. >=.001 & <.0008"
INPUT ASIMUL
IF (ASIMUL > .001) OR (ASIMUL < .0008) THEN GOTO laPUT 
END IF
CALL SMEN
EndTime = EndTime + . 1 * StepTime 
Uin = U
FOR TimeLoop = StTime TO EndTime STEP StepTime
CALL cons2
OPEN "initiall.dat " FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
PRINT #1, " 'EndTime , U , StepTime , TinO , x , StTime , xMax , Tst"
PRINT #1, EndTime, U, StepTime, TinO, x, StTime, xMax, Tst 
CLOSE #1 
HTCst= 1
10
20
IF converge >500 THEN GOTO alaim 
30
IF MdotC <= 0 THEN 160 
xMax = MaxXm
CALL cons3
A f = P I * D f * x  
U(time) = U
Thickness(time) = Thick 1 
Tb = (Tout + Tin)/2 
DTin(xloop, time) = Tin 
DTout(xloop, time) = Tout
CALL PHYSA(Tb, ROl, Cpl, Tel, DYNVISCl)
I ________________________________ __________________________________ _ _________
Reb = (U * ROl * Df) / DYNVISCl 
Prb = (DYNVISCl * Cpl) / Tel 
CArea = PI * Df * x 
CAreal = PI * Di * x 
CArea2 = PI * Dou * x
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CALL TdCALCU(Reb, Prb, Tel, HTCl)
IF time = 0 THEN 
RfM = 0 
ELSE
RfM = DRf(time - 1)
END IF
CALL KfmTd(HTCst, HTCl, Td, RfM)
Td01d = Td 
HTCstO = HTCst 
dHst(xloop, time) = HTCst 
DHl(xloop, time) = HTCl
IF time = 0 THEN 
RfM = 0 
ELSE
RfM = DRf(time - 1)
END IF
CALL MAQTwTf(R01, Cpl, Mdotl, Qdot, Tw, Tf, Tct, Td, RfM) 
CALL PHYSf(Tf, DeltaHr, DYNViscf, Tcf, Cpf, Rof, Noof)
GAMA = MdotC / (PI * Don)
Ref = GAMA / DYNViscf 
Noof= DYNViscf/Rof
Prf = (DYNViscf * Cpf) / Tcf
CALL SHTCst(Tcf, Ref, Noof, Prf, HTCst)
CALL PHYSA(Td, Rod, Cpd, Ted, DYNVISCd)
Prd = (DYNVISCd * Cpd) / Ted 
HTCLNew = HTCl * ((Prb / Prd) ^ . 11)
IF time = 0 THEN 
RfM = 0 
ELSE
RfM = DRf(time -1)
END IF
CALL KfmTd(HTCst, HTCLNew, TdNew, RfM)
fghj = ABS(HTCstN - HTCst)
HTCstN = HTCst
IF fghj <= 1 THEN 40 ELSE 30
40
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IF time = 0 THEN 
RfM = 0 
ELSE
RfM = DRf(time - 1)
END IF
CALL TRes(HTCstN, HTCLNew, TResT, TResSt, TResSc, TResL, RfM)
OHTC = 1 / (TResL + TResT + TResSt + TResSc)
REIvr ************ Calaulatioii of New Value For Tout ************************* 
ToutNew = Tst - (Tst - Tb) » (E^  (-(OHTC » Af) / (Mdotl * Cpl)))
50
Eit2 = ABS(ToutNew - Tout)
IF Err2 > error2 THEN 50 ELSE 60
Tout = ToutNew
GOTO 20
60
DTin(xloop, time) = Tin 
DTout(xloop, time) = ToutNew 
DTW(xloop, time) = Tw 
DTd(xloop, time) = TdNew 
DTf(xloop, time) = Tf 
dHst(xloop, time) = HTCstN 
DHl(xloop, time) = HTCl 
DMC(xloop, time) = MdotC 
REM DRT(xLoop, Time) = TResT 
DRS(xloop, time) = TResSc
RDi = .038
Cylender = 2 * RDi * 3.1415 * x
ConsKO = 45000 
Rod = 2500 
Frd =.83  
GCR = 8.314 
Eact = 56000 
NepC = 2.71 
TCDep = .74723
REM CaS04eq = 2.287 - .04416 * P205 + .004951 * (.75 * Tst)
CaS04eq = 2.287 - .04416 * P205 + .004951 * Td
KwTw = Td + 273
REM KwTw = (.75 * Tst) + 273
ConKw = ConsKO * NepC (-Eact / (GCR * KwTw))
REM DThick(xLoop, time) = ConKw * ((Ca - CaS04eq)  ^2) * TimeLoop * 60 / (Rod * Frd) 
REM ThickNG = ConKw * ((Ca - CaS04eq) 2) * TimeLoop * 60 / (Rod * Frd)
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ThickNG = ConKw * ((.5)  ^2) * TimeLoop * 60 / (Rod * Frd) 
IF time > 0 THEN
REM ThickTemp = ThickNG + DThick(xloop, time -1 )  
ThickTemp = ThickNG 
END IF
DThick(xloop, time) = ThickTemp 
IF DThick(xloop, time) > .005 THEN 
LOCATE 28, 60 
PRINT " Danger"
DThick(xIoop, time) = 0 
END IF
REM DThick(xLoop, time) = Thick 1 
IF time > 0 THEN
'CaDeposite = 2 * x * 3.1415 * (Dthick(xloop, time) - Dthick(xloop, time - 1)) 
END IF
* DCa(xloop, time) = Ca - (CaDeposite / Cylender)
' Ca = DCa(xloop, time)
LOCATE 28, 24 
PRINT "Ca Ca 
LOCATE 28 ,40
PRINT "Thickness DThick(xloop, time)
REM DRS(xLoop, Time) = TResSc 
DOHTC(xloop, time) = OHTC 
asdfer = Qdot / DeltaHr
MdotcNI = MdotC - (Qdot /  DeltaHr) 
ERR3 = MdotcNI
IF xlenght = OTHEN 100
70
MdotC = MdotcNI 
IF MdotC <= 0 THEN 80 ELSE 90 
80
MdotC = T666 + .001 
Tin = TinBASE 
T666 = MdotC 
Tout = Tin + .01 
xlenght = 0 
xloop = 0 
Ca = CaSIMUL 
DThick(xloop, time) = ThickSIMUL 
GOTO 10
90
xlenght = xlenght + x
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LOCATE 15, 2 
PRINT "Lenght
PRINT USING "##.####"; xlenght 
xloop = xloop + 1 
Tin = ToutNew 
Tout = Tin + .01 
IF (xlenght >= (xMax + x)) THEN 110 ELSE 10
100
110
IF MdotcNI > 0 THEN T666 = MdotC 
IF MdotcNI <= 0 THEN KT666 = MdotC 
GOTO 70
IF ERR3 <= ASIMUL THEN 200 ELSE 180
160
BEEP
MdotC = T666 + . 1
Ca = CaSIMUL 
DThick(xloop, time) = ThickSIMUL 
GOTO 10
180
LOCATE 27, 2
PRINT "Mdot eiTor at the top=", ERR3 
converge = converge + 1 
IF ERR3 >= 0 THEN 
MdotC = T666 - .2 * ERR3 
T666 = MdotC 
END IF
IF ERR3 < 0 THEN 
MdotC = T666 + .3 * ERR3 
END IF
Tin = TinBASE 
Tout = Tin + .01 
xlenght = 0 
xloop = 0 
Ca = CaSIMUL 
DThick(xloop, time) = ThickSIMUL 
GOTO 10
200
210
IF ERR3 < 0 THEN
IF ABS(ERR3) > ASIMUL THEN GOTO 180 
END IF
IF ERR3 > 0 THEN 210 ELSE 220
LOCATE 26, 2 
PRINT "M dot Conden. after tiy & eiT. For This Time 
PRINT USING "##.##########"; T666 
GOTO 240
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220
LOCATE 26, 2 
PRINT "M dot Conden. after try & eiT. For This Time 
PRINT USING "##.##########"; KT666
240
CALL Circ(col)
'$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ ADDED o f this point 
IF time > 0 THEN 
Rfl = DRf(time - 1)
ELSE 
Rfl = 0  
END IF
iC'<rfl'C'C'C’<rc'C'C'C'C?<t'C'?rc'<r'C<r<rc!‘<r<rc'C<rc'C'(r<r<r<r<rfl'fl'C<r'C‘<DC'<p^ 'C'd'C(r*C'<ro!'fl’<r
time = time + 1
CALL URfDfThi(Tw, TimeLoop, TcSc, Uin, Td, R fl, RJ2, StepTime, Rf) 
DRf(time - 1) = Rf
■$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ ADDED o f this point
REM THE OLD CALL LINE IS CALL URfDfThi(TimeLoop, TcSc, Uin)
LOCATE 16, 2 
PRINT "H steam =", HTCst 
LOCATE 17, 2 
PRINT "H liq =", HTCl 
LOCATE 19, 2 
PRINT "T in=",Tin  
LOCATE 18, 2 
PRINT "OHTC =", OHTC 
LOCATE 20, 2 
PRINT "Tf =", Tf 
LOCATE 21 ,2  
PRINT "Td =", Td 
LOCATE 22, 2 
PRINT "Tw =", Tw 
LOCATE 23, 2 
PRINT "Tout =", Tout 
LOCATE 24, 2
REM PRINT "T Steam =", Tst, "Thickness,Thickl", Thickness(time - 1) 
PRINT "T Steam =", Tst
LOCATE 25, 2 
PRINT "Rf="; DRf(time - 1); " TimeLoop="; TimeLoop
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converge = 0 
CaSIMUL = Ca 
ThickSIMUL = DThick(xloop, time)
NEXT TimeLoop
OPEN Out$ FOR OUTPUT AS #2 
time = 0 
xloop = 0
PRINT #2, Time xLenght u(m/s) Thick Tsteam Tin(c) Tout(C) ScaleTemp. ToutW 
Tfilm Hsteam Hliq MCondensate Ca Res Scale Overal Heat Transfer Coef."
BEEP
FOR TimeLoop = StTime TO EndTime STEP StepTime 
FOR xlenght = 0 TO 5.41 STEP x 
PRINT #2, USING "####.# ##.### ##.##### ##.######## ####.## ####.##### ####.##### 
####.#### ####.##### ####.#### #######.## #######.## # .# # # # # # #  ##.######## 
####.####### ######.##"; TimeLoop; xlenght; U(time); DThick(xloop, time); _
Tst; DTin(xloop, time); DTout(xloop, time); DTd(xloop, time); DTW(xloop, time); DTf(xloop, time); 
dHst(xloop, time); DHl(xloop, time); DMC(xloop, time); DCa(xloop, time); DRf(time); 
DOHTC(xloop, time)
xloop =  xloop + 1 
NEXT xlenght 
time = time + 1 
xloop = 0 
NEXT TimeLoop 
DO WHILE INKEYS <> ""
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 21, 33
PRINT " Press any key to continue "
SLEEP 1 
COLOR 0 
LOCATE 21, 33
PRINT " Press any key to continue "
LOOP 
CLOSE #2 
GOTO 250 
alarm:
CALL alarStar 
250
22222
' VVVVVWWWVMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC  
VMC = VMC + 1 
IF VMC < 9 THEN GOTO HVMCl
CCCCCCCCOOOOOOOOOOONNNNNNNNNNNNNTTTTTTTTTTRRRRRRRRRROOOOOOOO
LLLLLLLL
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PLAY "MB b6 p6 >e6 p6 g3 p8 f#6 plO e8d6 plO c8<b4 p8" 
END
REM SSTATIC 
SUB alarStar 
BEEP 
CLS
SCREEN 0 
COLOR 8, 7 
CLS
COLOR 20 
PRINT : PRINT PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT " 
PRINT" 
PRINT" 
PRINT" 
PRINT"
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT " 
PRINT"
PRINT " 
PRINT"
PRINT "
PRINT 
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT " 
a$ = INPUT$(1) 
END SUB
****" 
** **" 
* *  * * "
* * "
** Ijjj **"
M
* *  II * * "
**
** II
** jjlj **'•
* *  II
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * "
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * "
Program Won't Converge With This Initial Value "
Please Enter New Initial Value"
Reduce The End o f Time or Increase The Step ( Time or Lenght )"
SUB Circ (col)
Rx = ABS(RND* 14)+ 115  
10000
IF (Rx < 100) THEN 
Rx = Rx + (RND * 5) 
GOTO 10000 
END IF
IF (Rx > 139) THEN 
Rx = Rx - (RND * 5) 
GOTO 10000 
END IF
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Rx = Rx - 50
Ry = ABS(RND * 70) + 40 
IF time < 10 THEN Ry = Ry - 49 
IF time < 20 THEN Ry = Ry * 1.1 
IF time < 30 THEN Ry = Ry * 1.3 
IF time > 30 THEN Ry = Ry * 1.5 
11000
IF (Ry < 6) THEN 
Ry = Ry + (RND* 12)
GOTO 11000 
END IF
IF (R y>  145) THEN 
Ry = Ry - (RND * 5)
GOTO 11000 
END IF
CIRCLE (Rx, Ry), 3, 1 , , ,  .6 
BEEP
col = col + 1 
IF col > 15 THEN col = 1 
COLOR col 
LOCATE 5 ,1  
PRINT TIMES 
LOCATE 21, 33
PRINT " Don't Press Any Key "
END SUB
SUB consl
REM Outs = "OUTRESl.dat" 
T666 = .012648#
MaxXm = 5.4 
StTime = 0 
EndTime =100  
StepTime =15  
U = 2
x = MaxXm / 100 
xloop = 0 
time = 0 
Di = .0381 
Dou = .0508 
D f= D i  
TinO = 78
END SUB
SUB cons2 
Tin = TinO 
TinBASE = Tin 
LoopMdot = 0 
xloop = 0
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MdotC = T666 
xlenght = 0 
kkk666 = MdotC 
Tout = Tin + .01
END SUB
SUB cons3
E = 2.718281828#
G = 9.81
PI = 3.141592654#
REM P205 = 54 
SO4 = 10 
Tct = 42 
TcSc = .74723
END SUB
SUB consta
REM Out$ = "OUTRESl.dat" 
T666 = .01176648#
MaxXm = 5.4 
xloop = 0 
time = 0 
Di = .0381 
Dou = .0508 
D f= D i
END SUB
SUB KfmTd (HTCst, HTCl, T, RfM)
REM subroutine to calaulate thermal resistance ******** K f ********
1^ T^1Vf ♦ s H s j c s j c ^ ♦ ÎC.fîll.V Is & L0C3.1 ^^ 31*13,blc
REM Note That: in the Qbasic Ln(a)=Log(a) with Base e=2.718281825
REM =>Ln(Dou / Di)=LOG(Dou / Di)
Kfinv = (D f / (Dou * HTCst)) + ((D f * LOG(Dou / Di)) / (2 * Tct))
Kfinv = Kfinv + RfM * (D f /  Di)
K f = 1 * Kfinv
M = H T C l*K f 
T = (Tst + (M * T b )) /( l  +M )
END SUB
SUB MAQTwTf (ROl, Cpl, Mdotl, Qdot, Tw, Tf, Tct, Td, RfM) 
A f = P I * D f * x
REM "*********** A ff Is an Inside Area for Velocity (m^ 2^) ********** 
REM A ff Is A Local Parrameter
RJ3IVÏ Ivldotl O^lculâtion Soctîoii.
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A ff = (A f / (4 * x)) * D f 
Mdotl = U *  A ff*  ROl 
1^ 1^ IVf ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ C f & l c U l S t l O T l  Section 
Qdot = Mdotl * (Cpl) * (Tout - Tin)
REM subroutine to calaulate ******** ********
REM Local Variable AA,BB,CC,DD,EE
REM Note That: In The Qbasic Ln(a)=Log(a) With Base e=2,718281825
REM =>Ln(Dou / Di)=LOG(Dou / Di)
AA = D f * (LOG(Dou / Di)) /  (2 * Tct)
REM BB = Rfcal / (PI * x * Di)
REM The old Val. is BB = Rf 
BB = RfM
DD = 1 / (DHl(xloop, 0))
EE = D f / (Dou * dHst(xloop, 0))
MTwl = EE / (BB + DD + AA + EE)
IF xloop = 0 THEN 
goshtl = Tb 
END IF
IF xloop > 0 THEN
goshtl = (DTin(xloop) 0) + DTout(xloop, 0)) / 2 
END IF
Tw = (Tst * (1 - M Twl)) + MTwl * goshtl 
tfl:
T f= (T w  + T st)/2
END SUB 
SUB PHYSA (T, DEN, Cp, TC, VIS)
TTEMPl = T
REM calculation o f density 
H 3P04W = 1.38 *P 205  
DENI:
IF (T <= 15) THEN
DREAL = .9995 + .005336 * H3P04W  + .00002334# * H3P04W  2 + .0000001158# * H3P04W
^3
END IF 
IF (T = 25) THEN
DREAL = .9971 + .005285 * H3P04W  + .00002276# * H3P04W  2 + .0000001209# * H3P04W
^3
END IF 
IF (T = 40) THEN
DREAL = .9923 + .005216 * H3P04W  + .00002214# * H3P04W  ^ 2  + .0000001263# * H3P04W
^3
END IF 
IF (T = 60) THEN
DREAL = .9833 + .005176 * H3P04W  + .00002109# * H3P04W  2 + .0000001328# * H3P04W
^3
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END IF
IF (T =  80) THEN
DREAL = .972 + .005022 * H3P04W  + .00002387# * H 3P 04W ^ 2  + .0000001128# * H3P04W
3
END IF
IF MINTE = 1 THEN 
T = TTEMP 
END IF
IF MINTE = 2 THEN 
DREAL2 = DREAL 
GOTO DEN2:
END IF
IF (T > 15) AND (T < 25) AND (MINTE = 0) THEN
MINTE = 1
TTEMP = T
T =  15
TTTl = 15
GOTO DENI:
END IF
IF (T > 15) AND (T < 25) AND (MINTE = 1) THEN
MINTE = 2
TTEMP = T
DREAL1= DREAL
T = 25
TTT2 = 25
GOTO DENI:
END IF
IF (T > 25) AND (T < 40) AND (MINTE = 0) THEN
MINTE = 1
TTEMP = T
T = 25
TTTl = 25
GOTO DENI:
END IF
IF (T > 25) AND (T < 40) AND (MINTE = 1) THEN
MINTE = 2
TTEMP = T
DREAL 1 = DREAL
T = 40
TTT2 = 40
GOTO DENI:
END IF
IF (T > 40) AND (T < 60) AND (MINTE = 0) THEN 
MINTE = 1 
TTEMP = T
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T = 40 
TTTl = 4 0  
GOTO DENI;
END IF
IF (T > 40) AND (T < 60) AND (MINTE = 1) THEN
MINTE = 2
TTEMP = T
DREAL 1 = DREAL
T = 60
TTT2 = 60
GOTO DENI:
END IF
IF (T > 60) AND (T <> 80) AND (MINTE = 0) THEN
MINTE = 1
TTEMP = T
T = 60
TTTl =  60
GOTO DENI:
END IF
IF (T > 60) AND (T <> 80) AND (MINTE = 1) THEN
MINTE = 2
TTEMP = T
DREALl = DREAL
T = 80
TTT2 = 80
GOTO DENI:
END IF
DEN2:
IF MINTE = 2 THEN 
T = TTEMP
DREAL = ((DREAL2 - DREALl) / (TTT2 - TTTl)) * (T - TTTl) + DREALl 
END IF
DEN = 1000 * DREAL
T = TTEMPl
IF 1 = 5 THEN 
REM calculation o f viscosity 
Pe = P205 + 71 / 144* S 04  + .015 * P205  
b b A A = 1 0 ^ (.4 7 9 -.1 0 7  *T )
IF (T >= 20 AND T < 47) THEN
BBaabb = -,832-.00384 *T
END IF
IF (T >= 47 AND T < 63) THEN 
BBaabb = -1.015
END IF
IF (T >= 63 AND T < 110) THEN
BBaabb = -1.183 + .00266 * T
END IF
CCbbaa = .045-.000185 *T
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VIS = bbAA + 10 (BBaabb + CCbbaa * Pe)
END IF
IF 2 = 2 THEN 
MINTE = 0 
L lV isl:
IF P205 <= 10 THEN
VIS = 2.718281828#  ^(.812004479# - .02054182# * T)
END IF
IF P205 = 20 THEN
VIS = 2.718281828#  ^(1.324908484# - .01988899# * T)
END IF
IF P205 = 30 THEN
VIS = 2.718281828#  ^ (2.126307619# - .02918052# * T + 6.01023 * (10  ^ (-5)) * T  ^2 + 3.74961 * 
(1 0 ^ (-7 ))* T '^ 3 )
END IF
IF P205 = 35 THEN
VIS = 2.718281828#  ^(2.2576067588# - .03790619# * T + .000225811# * T  ^2 - 6.3186 * (10 (-7))
* T 3)
END IF
IF P2O 5=40T H EN
VIS = 2.718281828#  ^ (2.946799201# - .03338652# * T + .000109925# * T  ^2 + 7.3785 * (10 (-8))
* T 3)
END IF
IF P205 = 45 THEN
VIS = 1 / (.092755462# + 3.17931 * (10  ^(-7)) * T  ^3)
END IF
IF P205 = 50 THEN
VIS = (3.79920818# - .0253971# * T - .0001063# * T ^ 2 + 1.28604 * (10  ^ (-6)) *T^3)
END IF
IF P205 >= 55 THEN
VIS = 2.718281828#  ^(4.458243303# - .0289678# * T)
END IF
IF MINTE = 1 THEN 
P205 = TTEMP 
END IF
IF MINTE = 2 THEN 
VIS2 = VIS 
GOTO LlVis2:
END IF
IF (P205 > 10) AND (P205 < 20) AND (MINTE = 0) THEN
MINTE = 1
TTEMP = P205
P2O5 = 10
TTTl = 10
GOTO L lV isl:
END IF
IF (P205 > 10) AND (P205 < 20) AND (MINTE = 1) THEN
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MINTE = 2 
TTEMP = P205  
VIS 1 =  VIS 
P205 = 20 
TTT2 = 20 
GOTO L lV isl:
END IF
IF (P205 > 20) AND (P205 < 30) AND (MINTE = 0) THEN
MINTE = 1
TTEMP = P205
P205 = 20
TTTl = 20
GOTO L lV isl:
END IF
IF (P205 > 20) AND (P205 < 30) AND (MINTE = 1) THEN
MINTE = 2
TTEMP = P205
VIS 1 =  VIS
P2O5 = 30
TTT2 = 30
GOTO L lV isl:
END IF
IF (P205 > 30) AND (P205 < 35) AND (MINTE = 0) THEN
MINTE = 1
TTEMP = P205
P205 = 30
TTTl = 30
GOTO L lV isl:
END IF
IF (P205 > 30) AND (P205 < 35) AND (MINTE = 1) THEN
MINTE = 2
TTEMP = P205
VIS 1 =  VIS
P205 = 35
TTT2 = 35
GOTO L lV isl:
END IF
IF (P205 > 35) AND (P205 < 40) AND (MINTE = 0) THEN
MINTE = 1
TTEMP = P205
P205 = 35
TTTl =  35
GOTO L lV isl:
END IF
IF (P205 > 35) AND (P205 < 40) AND (MINTE = 1) THEN 
MINTE = 2 
TTEMP = P205  
VIS 1 = VIS
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P205 = 40 
TTT2 = 40 
GOTO L lV isl:
END IF
IF (P205 > 40) AND (P205 < 45) AND (MINTE = 0) THEN
MINTE = 1
TTEMP = P205
P205 = 40
TTTl = 40
GOTO L lV isl:
END IF
IF (P205 > 40) AND (P205 < 45) AND (MINTE = 1) THEN
MINTE = 2
TTEMP = P205
VIS 1 = VIS
P205 = 45
TTT2 = 45
GOTO L lV isl:
END IF
IF (P205 > 45) AND (P205 < 50) AND (MINTE = 0) THEN
MINTE = 1
TTEMP = P205
P205 = 45
TTTl = 45
GOTO L lV isl:
END IF
IF (P205 > 45) AND (P205 < 50) AND (MINTE = 1) THEN
MINTE = 2
TTEMP = P205
VIS 1 =  VIS
P205 = 50
TTT2 = 50
GOTO L lV isl:
END IF
IF (P205 > 50) AND (P205 < 55) AND (MINTE = 0) THEN
MINTE = 1
TTEMP = P205
P205 = 50
TTTl = 50
GOTO L lV isl:
END IF
IF (P205 > 50) AND (P205 < 55) AND (MINTE = 1) THEN
MINTE = 2
TTEMP = P205
VISl = VIS
P205 =  55
TTT2 = 55
GOTO L lV isl:
END IF
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LlVis2:
IF MINTE = 2 THEN 
P205 = TTEMP
VIS = ((VIS2 - V ISl) I  (TTT2 - TTTl)) * (P205 - TTTl) + VISl 
END IF
END IF
IF 2 = 42 THEN 
MINTE = 0 
LVisl:
IF (T <= 40) THEN
VIS = (1.240616933# - .0190857 * H3P04W  + .000296855# * H3P04W   ^ 2) /  (1 - .01780563# * 
H3P04W  + .0000811972# * H3P04W   ^2)
END IF 
IF (T = 60) THEN
VIS = 2.718281828#  ^((2.75714 * 10^ (-10)) + (1.25863 * 10  ^(-8) * H3P04W ) + (4.96841 * 10  ^ (- 
7) * H3P04W   ^ 2)  + (1.34118 * 10  ^ (-5) * H3P04W   ^ 3) - (1.8078 * 10  ^ (-7) * H3P04  ^ 4) +  
(8.50319 * 10  ^(-10) * H3P04  ^5))
END IF 
IF (T > =  100) THEN
VIS = -1.85787404# + 45.58215657# / (1 + 4 * ((H3P04W  - 108.3714764#) / 12.05052186#) ^2  *(2 
(1 / .444945542#) - 1))  ^ .444945542#
END IF
T = TTEMP 
IF MINTE = 2 THEN 
VIS2 = VIS 
GOTO LVis2:
END IF
IF (T > 40) AND (T < 60) AND (MINTE = 0) THEN
MINTE = 1
TTEMP = T
T = 40
TTTl = 4 0
GOTO LVisl:
END IF
IF (T > 40) AND (T < 60) AND (MINTE = 1) THEN
MINTE = 2
TTEMP = T
VISl = VIS
T = 60
TTT2 = 60
GOTO LVisl:
END IF
IF (T > 60) AND (T < 100) AND (MINTE = 0) THEN 
MINTE = 1 
TTEMP = T
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T = 60 
TTTl = 60 
GOTO LVisl:
END IF
IF (T > 60) AND (T < 100) AND (MINTE = 1) THEN
MINTE = 2
TTEMP = T
VISl = VIS
T = 1 0 0
TTT2 = 100
GOTO LVisl:
END IF
LVis2:
IF MINTE = 2 THEN 
T = TTEMP
VIS = ((VIS2 - V ISl) / (TTT2 - TTTl)) * (T - TTTl) + VISl 
END IF 
T = TTEMP
END IF
VIS = VIS *.001
REM calculation o f heat capasity
T = TTEMPl 
MINTE = 0 
LCpl:
IF (T = 20) THEN
Cp = -.25515192#+ 1.260570225# * 2.718281828# ^(-P205 / 103.8613132#)
END IF 
IF (T =  100) THEN
Cp = (.999705063# - .05761193# * P205 + .001036555# * (P205  ^2) - .0000048352# * (P205  ^3)) 
Cp = Cp /  (1 - .04787421# * P205 + .000547019# * (P205  ^2) + .00000174551# * (P205  ^3))
END IF
IF MINTE = 1 THEN 
T = TTEMP 
END IF
IF MINTE = 2 THEN 
Cp2 = Cp 
GOTO LCp2:
END IF
IF (T o  20) AND (T o  100) AND (MINTE = 0) THEN
MINTE = 1
TTEMP = T
T = 20
TTTl =20
GOTO LCpl:
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END IF
IF (T o  20) AND (T <> 100) AND (MINTE = 1) THEN
MINTE = 2
TTEMP = T
Cp 1 = Cp
T=100
TTT2 = 100
GOTO LCpl:
END IF
LCp2:
IF MINTE = 2 THEN 
T = TTEMP
Cp = ((Cp2 - Cpl) / (TTT2 - TTTl)) * (T - TTTl) + Cpl 
END IF
T = TTEMPl 
Cp = Cp *4184
T = TTEMPl 
MINTE = 0
REM thermal conductivity o f phosphoric acid 
TC = .86
T = TTEMPl
END SUB
SUB PHYSf (Tf, DeltaHr, DYNViscf, Tcf, Cpf, Rof, Noof)
DeltaHr = ((-5.05E-08) * T f^ 4  + (6.34E-06) * Tf ^  3 - (.00201) * Tf^ 2 - (2.25091 * Tf) + 2500.28) * 
1000
DYNViscf = ((-3.89 * 10  ^ (-13)) * T f ^  7 + (4.73 * 10  ^ (-10)) * Tf ^  6 - (2.37 * 10 (-7)) * T f ^  5 + 
(.000063) * Tf^ 4 - (.00976) * T f^ 3  + (.91 * Tf^ 2) - (51.51 * Tf) + 1740.27) * (10  ^-6)
Tcf = (3.29 * 10  ^(-9)) * Tf ^  3 - (7.32 * 10  ^(-6)) * T f ^  2 + (.00181) * T f + .57
Cpf = ((3.16 * 10  ^(-9)) * Tf ^  5 - (.0000016) * T f ^  4 + (.000293) * Tf ^  3 - (.0098) * Tf ^  2 - .55 * Tf
+ 4203.81)* 1
Rof =((7.61 * 10 ^(-14)) * T f^ 4 - (3 .3 8  * 10 ^(-11)) * T f^ 3  + (8.15 * 1 0 ^ ( -9 ) )* T f '^ 2 -(1 .1 7  * 
10A (_7))*T f+ (.001))'^ (-l)
N oof = DYNViscf / Rof
END SUB
SUB Resf (TimeLoop, Tw, Rsf, Rf, R fl, Rf2, Td, StepTime, S04, P205, Ca, Tst) 
RDi = .038
REM ConsKO = 45000 
ConsKO = 45316 
Rod = 2500 
REM Frd = .83 
Frd = .86
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GCR = 8.314 
REM Eact = 56000 
Eact = 57614 
NepC = 2.71 
TCDep = .73 
REM TCDep = .74723 
REM LOCATE 20, 25 
REM PRINT Td, P205
REM **** CaS04eq = 2.287 - .04416 * P205 + .004951 * Td
CaS04eq = 2.287 - .04416 * P205 + .004951 * 96
REM CaS04eq = 2.287 - .04416 * P205 + .004951 * (.75 * Tst)
REM **** KwTw = Td + 273
KwTw = 96 + 273
REM KwTw = (.75 * Tst) + 273
ConKw = ConsKO * NepC  ^(-Eact / (GCR * KwTw))
REM Rf = RDi * LOG(RDi / (RDi - 2 * ConKw * ((Ca - CaS04eq)  ^ 2) * TimeLoop * 60 / (Rod * 
Frd))) / (2 * TCDep)
REM Super Saturation is Fix = .5
REM aqwe = (RDi / (RDi - 2 * ConKw * ((Ca - CaS04eq)  ^2) * TimeLoop * 60 / (Rod * Frd))) 
aqwe = (RDi / (RDi - 2 * ConKw * ((.5)  ^2) * TimeLoop * 6 0 /  (Rod * Frd)))
REM LOCATE 19, 25 
REM PRINT aqwe 
REM SLEEP
Rf = RDi * LOG(aqwe) /  (2 * TCDep)
REM LOCATE 20, 25 
REM PRINT Rf 
REM SLEEP
REM RDi = .038
REM Cylender = 2 * RDi * 3.1415 * x
REM DThick(xLoop, time) = ConKw * ((Ca - CaS04eq) 2) * TimeLoop * 60 / (Rod * Frd)
REM CaDeposite = 2 * x * 3.1415 * DThick(xLoop, time)
REM DCa(xLoop, time) = Ca - (CaDeposite / Cylender)
REM PRINT CaDeposite 
REM PRINT Cylender 
REM PRINT DCal
END SUB
SUB SHTCst (Tcf, Ref, Noof, Prf, HTCst)
REM subroutine to calaulate ******** HTCst,Hstll,Hsttl ********
REM Local Variable A Al 
A A l= ( ( N o o f ^ 2 ) /G ) ^ ( l /3 )
Hstll = (.606 * (Ref ^  (-2 / 9)) * Tcf) / A A l 
Hsttl = (.008663 * (Ref ^  (.382)) * (Prf ^  .569) * Tcf) / AA l
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RF.M ************************************************************************** 
REM The Calculation o f the Heat Transfer Coefficient HTCst Is a Superposition 
REM f  the Calculated Heat Transfer Coefficient for a Laminar Condensate Film 
REM and the Calculated Turbulent Condensate Film.
RF.M ************************************************************************** 
HTCst = ((Hsttl  ^4) + (Hstll 4))  ^(1 / 4)
END SUB
SUB SMEN
RANDOMIZE TIMER 
CLS 
SCREEN 12 
VIEW (620, 50)-(250, 350), 7, 7 
WINDOW SCREEN (-50, -50)-(300, 300)
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 3, 32 
PRINT "Heat Exchenger in Wet - Process Phosphoric Acid"
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT "Tf = Wall Temp."
PRINT "Tw = Wall Temp."
PRINT "Td = Scale Temp."
PRINT "Tb = Bulk Temp."
PRINT "Tf = Steam Film Temp.*"
PRINT "Di = Inside Diameter "
PRINT "Df = Variable Diameter"
PRINT "Dont = Outside Diameter"
PRINT "Thickness o f Scale = (Di-Df)/2"
LOCATE 28, 2
PRINT "* Film o f Condensate"
LINE (8 9 ,10)-(92, 162), 0, BF 
LINE (4 7 ,2 )-(5 0 ,153), 0, BF 
LINE (89, 7)-(115, 10), 0, BF 
L IN E (47,-1)-(115,3), 0, BF 
LINE (25, 161)-(92, 165), 0, BF 
LINE (25, 153)-(51, 157), 0, BF 
LINE (20, 148)-(25, 168), 0, BF 
LINE (115, -5)-(120, 15), 0, BF 
LINE (25, 161)-(89, 157), 11,BF  
LINE (50, 157)-(89, 150), 11, BF 
LINE (50, 150)-(89, 10), 11, BF 
LINE (89, 10)-(50, 3), 11, BF 
LINE (89, 6)-(115, 3), 11, BF 
LINE (34, -10)-(34, 176), 12 
LINE (102 ,-10)-(102, 176), 12 
CIRCLE (68, -10), 34, 12, 0, 3.14, .2 
CIRCLE (68,176), 34, 12, 3.14, 0, .2 
LINE (103, 160)-(115, 170), 12, B 
LINE (115, 153)-(120, 175), 12, B 
LINE (20, 0)-(34, 9), 12, B 
LINE (15, -5)-(20, 15), 12, B
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COLOR 0
FOR HH = 52 TO 88 STEP 4
PSET (HH, 0)
DRAW "D140"
NEXTHH
I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Gr = 242 
G l=  196 
FO R R i= lOTO 140 
Gr = Gr + .05 
RJ = Ri + 10
IF R i<  50 THEN Gr = Gr + .03 
IF (Ri > 20) AND (Ri < 30) THEN Gr = Gr + .02 
G1 = G1 - .05 
LINE (243, Ri)-(Gr, RJ), 9, BF 
LINE (197, Ri)-(G1, RJ), 9, BF 
NEXT Ri 
LINE (239, 10)-(242, 150), 0, BF 
LINE (197, 10)-(200, 150), 0, BF 
LINE (203, 150)-(235, 10), 11, BF 
LINE (235, 150)-(238, 10), 15, BF 
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 12, 65 
PRINT " D out"
LINE (200, 150)-(203, 10), 15, BF 
COLOR 12 
CIRCLE (220, 82), 80, 1 2 , , ,  2 
PSET (224, 181)
DRAW "D65 LIO U65"
PAINT (218,186), 12 
CIRCLE (220, 265), 8, 1 2 , , ,  1 
PAINT (220, 265), 12 
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 8, 75 
PRINT "T f 
PSET (275, 39)
W$ = " G30 U5 U-5 R5 "
DRAWW$
LOCATE 6, 75 
PRINT "Tb"
PSET (275, -6)
W$ = " L60 D20 H5 H-5 E5 "
DRAW W$
LOCATE 8, 60 
PRINT "Tw"
PSET (170, 40)
W$ = " R26 H5 H-5 G5 "
DRAW W$
LOCATE 6, 60 
PRINT "Td" 
PSET (180, 0)
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W$ = " F25 U5 U-5 L5 "
DRAWWS 
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 8, 67 
PRINT "Df '
PSET (220, 48)
W$ = " R16 H5 H-5 G5 G-5 R-33 E5 E-5 F5"
DRAW W$
LOCATE 10, 67 
PRINT "Di"
PSET (220, 77)
W$ = " R20 H5 H-5 G5 G-5 R-42 E5 E-5 F5"
DRAWWS 
PSET (220, 120)
W$ = " R23 H5 H-5 G5 G-5 R-48 E5 E-5 F5"
DRAW W$
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 5, 1 
PRINT TIMES 
LOCATE 21, 33
PRINT " Don't Press Any Key "
END SUB
SUB TdCALCU (Reb, Prb, Tel, HTCl) 
f =  (1.82 * LOG(Reb) / LOG(10#) - 1.64) 
f = f * f  
f = l / f
REM jamialahmadi & muller- steinhagen (1992) recommended to use Re instead o f (Re-1000) in 
Gnielinski Correlation
NUO = (f  / 8) * (Reb) * Prb 
N U l = SQR(f / 8)
N U l = 1 + 12.7 * N U l * (Prb  ^(2 / 3) -1 )
Is .A. ISFussclt ^ N^ uiïibci*
IF xlenght = 0 THEN xlenght = xlenght + .8 * x
REM NU = ((NUO / N U l)) * (1 + .3333 * (D f / xlenght)  ^(1 / 3))
NU = ((NUO / N U l)) * (1 + .3333 * (D f / xlenght)  ^(2 / 3))
REM ********* HTCl is the partial heat transfer coefficient [w /n f 2.k] ********
REM ************** Tcl=TCb Is Theimal Conductivity (W/m K) Or LANDA *********
HTCl = (N U * T el)/D f  
END SUB
SUB timel 
TIMER OFF 
END SUB
SUB TRes (HTCstN, HTCLNew, TResT, TResSt, TResSc, TResL, RfM)
REM subroutine to calaulated tube thermal resistance ******** TResT ********
RF.M *************************************************************************
REM Note that: in the Qbasic Ln(a)=Log(a) with Base e=2.718281825
REM =>Ln(Dou / Di)=LOG(Dou / Di)
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RP1VÎ ************************************************************************* I
TResT = ((Df * LOG(Dou / Di)) / (2 » Tct)) i
REM *********** TResSt is Thermal Resistance O f The Steam [M“^2 KAV] ********* .
TResSt = (1 / HTCstN) * (D f /  Don) |
REM *********** TResSc is Thermal Resistance O f The Scale [M^2 K7W] ********** |
REM TRESSC = Rfcalt * (D f / Di) j
REM the old val. is TResSc=RP(Df/Di)
TResSc = R fM * (D f/D i)
REM *********** TResL is Thermal Resistance Of The Liquid [M*^ 2 KAV] ********
T R esL =l/(H T C L N ew )
END SUB
SUB URfDfThi (Tw, TimeLoop, TcSc, Uin, Td, R fl, Rf2, StepTime, Rf)
'$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ ADDED o f this point
CALL Resf(TimeLoop, Tw, Rsf, Rf, R fl, Rf2, Td, StepTime, S04, P205, Ca, Tst)
REM DRf IS DRf OF THIS TIME
REM old val. D f = Di / (E  ^((2 * Rf * TcSc) / Di))
REM D f = Di / (E ((2 * Rf2 * TcSc) / Di))
D f = Di / (E ((2 * R f * TcSc) / Di))
Thickl = (Di - Df) / 2 
Ucorrect = ((D i/ Df) ^ 2 )*  Uin 
U = Ucorrect 
COLOR 14
END SUB
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DECLARE SUB STEMPMENUlvsTime (YMaxI, YMin!, D!(), ASDFGHJKS)
DECLARE SUB HTCMENUvsTimel (YMax!, D!(), ASDFGHJK$)
DECLARE SUB STEMPMENUvsTime (YMax!, YMin!, D!(), ASDFGHJK$)
DECLARE SUB STEMPMENUvsLENGHT (YMax!, YMin!, D!(), ASDFGHJK$)
DECLARE SUB RfvsT ()
DECLARE SUB HTCMENUvsLENGHT (YMax!, D!(), ASDFGHJK$)
DECLARE SUB HTCMENUvsTime (YMax!, D!(), ASDFGHJK$)
DECLARE SUB MDOTCVST ()
DECLARE SUB MDOTCVSL ()
DECLARE SUB HTCStVST ()
DECLARE SUB HTCStVSL Q 
DECLARE SUB ToutVST ()
DECLARE SUB TBuLKVSL ()
DECLARE SUB TwVST ()
DECLARE SUB TwYSL ()
DECLARE SUB HTCLVST Q 
DECLARE SUB HTCLVSL ()
DECLARE SUB TdVST ()
DECLARE SUB TdVSL ()
DECLARE SUB OHTCVST ()
DECLARE SUB OHTCVSL Q 
DECLARE SUB VELOCITY ()
DECLARE SUB THICKNES ()
' SDYNAMIC
COMMON SHARED Out$, T666, StTime, EndTime, StepTime, U, x, time, Di, Don, Df, TinO, Tin, 
Tinbase, LoopMdot, xloop, Mdotc, xlenght. Tout, kkk666, e, G, Pi, P205, Tst, S04, Tct, TcSc, Tb, Rf, 
Rfcal, Thick, xMax
COMMON SHARED DOHTCQ, DthickQ, U(), DTdQ, DH1(), DTWQ, DToutQ, dHstQ, DMCQ, 
DRSQ
DIM DTin(100, 50), DTout(100, 50), DRf(100)
DIM DTd(100, 50), DTW(100, 50), DTf(100, 50)
DIM dHst(100, 50), DH1(100, 50), DMC(100, 50)
DIM Dthick(100, 50), DCa(100, 50)
DIM DOHTC(100, 50), U(50)
COLOR 8, 7
CLS
0
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 10, 17
PRINT " Please W ait......................................... "
OPEN "initial.dat" FOR INPUT AS #9 
INPUT #9, PROG, PROG, PROG, PROG, PROG, PROG, PROG, PROG, PROG, PROG, PROG, 
Out$, SIMUL$
INPUT #9, LenghtHi$
INPUT #9, EndTime, U, StepTime, TinO, x, StTime, xMax, S04, P205, Ca, Tst, Out$
CLOSE #9 
CLS
LI 10$ = LEFT$(LenghtHi$, 4)
LenHiS = RIGHT$(L110$, 2)
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REM PRINT LenHiS 
IF LenHiS <> "ÿÿ" THEN GOTO 0 
OutRS = OutS
CLS
CaSIMUL = Ca 
ThickTemp = 0 
ThickSIMUL = 0
COLOR 8, 7 
COLOR 1
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
PRINT " 1) Start Time ="; StTime
PRINT " 2) Step Time ="; StepTime
PRINT " 3) End Time ="; EndTime
PRINT " 4) inlet Temp. TinO
PRINT " 5) U velocity U
PRINT " 6) Step Lenght x
PRINT " 7) Steam Temp. Tst
PRINT " 8) S04% ="; S04
PRINT " 9) P205% ="; P205
PRINT " 10) Ca% Ca
PRINT " 11) OutRes. Name is: OutRS
PRINT
Tout(C) ScaleTemp. 
Overal Heat Transfer
OPEN OutRS FOR INPUT AS #2 
time =  0 
xloop = 0
REM PRINT #2, Time xLenght u(m/s) Thick Tsteam Tin(c)
ToutW Tfilm Hsteam Hliq MCondensate Ca Res Scale 
Coef."
INPUT #2, z l ,  z2, z3, z4, z5
INPUT #2, z l ,  z2, z3#, z4#, z5#, z6#, z7#, z8#, z9#, zlO#, z l l ,  z l2 , zl3# , z l4# , zl5# , z l6#
BEEP
FOR TimeLoop = StTime TO EndTime STEP StepTime 
FOR xlenght = 0 TO 5.41 STEP x 
REM PRINT #2, USING "####.# ##.### ##.##### ##.######## ####.## ####.##### ####.##### 
####.#### ####.###•//# ####.#### mnuimM umfumn.ün ##.####### ##.########
####.####### ######.##"; TimeLoop; xlenght; U(time); Dthick(xloop, time); Tst; DTin(xloop, time); 
DTout(xloop, time); DTd(xloop, time); DTW(xloop, time); DTf(xloop, time); dHst(xloop, time); 
DHl(xloop, time); DMC(xloop, time); DCa(xloop, time); DRf(time); DOHTC(xloop, time)
INPUT #2, Ti, Lefh, U(time), Dthick(xloop, time), Tst, DTin(xloop, time), DTout(xloop, time), 
DTd(xloop, time), DTW(xloop, time), DTf(xloop, time), dHst(xloop, time), DHl(xloop, time), 
DMC(xloop, time), DCa(xloop, time), DRf(time), DOHTC(xloop, _  
time)
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REM INPUT #2, TimeLoop, xlenght, U(time), Dthick(xloop, time), Tst, DTin(xloop, time), 
DTout(xloop, time), DTd(xloop, time), DTW(xloop, time), DTf(xloop, time), dHst(xloop, time), 
DHl(xloop, time), DMC(xloop, time), DCa(xloop, time), DRf(time), DOHTC(xloop, time) 
xloop = xloop + 1 
NEXT xlenght 
time = time + 1 
xloop = 0 
NEXT TimeLoop
CLOSE #2
><>
OPEN ”test.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #3 
time = 0 
xloop = 0 
PRINT #3,
PRINT #3,
'PRINT #3, Time xLenght u(m/s) Thick Tsteam Tin(c) Tout(C) Scale Temp. ToutW 
Tfilm Hsteam H liq M Condensate Res.Tube Res. Scale Overal Heat Transfer Coef."
PRINT #3, Time xLenght u(m/s) Thick Tsteam Tin(c) Tout(C) ScaleTemp. ToutW 
Tfilm Hsteam Hliq MCondensate Ca Res Scale Overal Heat Transfer Coef."
BEEP
FOR TimeLoop = StTime TO EndTime STEP StepTime 
FOR xlenght = 0 TO 5.41 STEP x 
'PRINT #3, USING "####.# #.### #.##### #.######## ###.##### ###.##### ###.##### 
###.#### ###.##### ###.##### ######.## ######.## #.####### #.######## #.######## 
####.###"; TimeLoop; xLenght; U(Time); Thick(Time); Tst; DTin(xLoop, Time); DTout(xLoop, 
Time); DTd(xLoop, Time); DTw(xLoop, Time); DTf(xLoop, Time); DHst(xLoop, Time); DHl(xLoop, 
Time); DMC(xLoop, Time); DRT(xLoop, Time); DRS(xLoop, Time); DOHTC(xLoop, Time)
PRINT #3, USING "####.# ##.### ##.##### ##.######## ####.## ####.##### # # # .# # # # #  
####.#### ####.##### ####.#### #######.## #######.## # # .# # # # #  ##.######## 
####.####### ######.##"; TimeLoop; xlenght; U(time); Dthick(xloop, time); _
Tst; DTin(xloop, time); DTout(xloop, time); DTd(xloop, time); DTW(xloop, time); DTf(xloop, time); 
dHst(xloop, time); DHl(xloop, time); DMC(xloop, time); DCa(xloop, time); DRf(time); 
DOHTC(xloop, time)
xloop = xloop + 1 
NEXT xlenght 
time = time + 1 
xloop = 0 
NEXT TimeLoop
CLOSE #3
> o  
CLS 
Graph 1:
' = = =  CROSSFLOW Heat Exchenger,BY SIMULi Asl Aii'ash 
SCREEN 9 
COLOR 15, 8 
CLS
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KEY 15, CHR$(&H20) + CHR$(20) 'Set up NumLock+T as KEY 15.
KEY 16, CHR$(&H20) + CHR$(38) 'Set up NumLock+L as KEY 16.
KEY 17, CHR$(&H20) + CHR$(21) 'Set up NumLock+y as KEY 17.
KEY 18, CHR$(&H20) + CHR$(49) 'Set up NumLock+n as KEY 18.
KEY 19, CHR$(&H20) + CHR$(21) 'Set up NumLock+y as KEY 19.
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 8, 33 
PRINT "Graph v.s. ime"
COLOR 1 
LOCATE 8, 44 
PRINT "T"
COLOR 14
LOCATE 14, 32
PRINT "Graph v.s. enght"
COLOR 1 
LOCATE 14, 43 
PRINT "L"
'------------------------ m enu-----------------
COLOR 8, 7
PSET (240, 90): DRAW "C15 rl50 d30": PSET (239, 89): DRAW "Cl5 rl52 d32" 
PSET (238, 88): DRAW "Cl5 rl54 d34"
COLOR 15, 8
PSET (240, 90): DRAW "c8d30iT50": PSET (239, 89): DRAW "c8d32iT52"
PSET (238, 88): DRAW "c8d34iT54"
COLOR 8, 7
PSET (240, 175): DRAW "Cl5 rl50 d30": PSET (239, 174): DRAW "C15 rl52 d32" 
PSET (238, 173): DRAW "C15 rl54 d34"
COLOR 15, 8
PSET (240, 175): DRAW "c8d30rl50": PSET (239, 174): DRAW "c8d32iT52"
PSET (238, 173): DRAW "c8d34rl54"
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 20, 10
PRINT "Please Press or Key or Click With Mouse to Continue "
COLOR 1 
LOCATE 20, 24 
PRINT "T"
LOCATE 20, 29 
PRINT "L"
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 21, 10 
ON KEY(31) GOSUB exitl 
KEY(31) ON
PRINT" Please Press F12 for Exit  "
COLOR 8, 7 
DO
ON KEY(15) GOSUB vsTimel 
ON KEY(16) GOSUB vsLenghtl
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ON KEY(17) GOSUB yesl 
ON KEY(18) GOSUB exitl 
ON KEY(19) GOSUB yes2
KEY(15) ON 
KEY(16) ON 
CALL mouseshow
CALL Mousepoll(xM%, yM%, rM%, 1M%)
IF (xM% > 23 AND xM% < 27 AND yM% > 31 AND yM% < 50 AND rM% = -1) THEN GOTO 
vsLenghtl
IF (xM% > 12 AND xM% < 16 AND yM% > 31 AND yM% < 50 AND rM% = -1) THEN GOTO
vsTimel
LOOP
vsLenghtl:
COLOR 8, 7 
CALL Mousehide 
CLS
PSET (240, 60); DRAW "C15 iT50 d30": PSET (239, 59): DRAW "C15 iT52 d32"
PSET (238, 58): DRAW "C15 iT54 d34"
COLOR 15, 8
PSET (240, 60): DRAW "c8d30rl50": PSET (239, 59): DRAW "c8d32iT52"
PSET (238, 58): DRAW "c8d34rl54"
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 6, 32 
PRINT " ## v.s. Lenght"
COLOR 8, 7
PSET (95, 95): DRAW "C15 r450 dl20": PSET (94, 94): DRAW "C15 r452 dl22"
PSET (93, 93): DRAW "Cl5 r454 dl24"
COLOR 15, 8
PSET (95, 95): DRAW "c8dl20r450": PSET (94, 94): DRAW "c8dl22r452"
PSET (93, 93): DRAW "c8dl24r454"
COLOR 1 
LOCATE 4, 18
PRINT " Please Choice a Number o f Following items "
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 8, 14
PRINT " 1) Liquid Heat Transfer Coefficient "
LOCATE 9, 14
PRINT " 2) Steam Heat Transfer Coefficient "
LOCATE 10, 14
PRINT " 3) Wall Temperature or Tw "
'PRINT " 3) Mass o f Condensate or (M  dot C )"
LOCATE 11, 14
PRINT " 4) Scale Temperature or Td "
'PRINT " 4) Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient "
LOCATE 12, 14
PRINT " 5) Bulk Temperature or Tb "
LOCATE 13, 14
'PRINT " 6) Scale Temperature or Td "
PRINT " 6) Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient "
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LOCATE 14, 14
PRINT " 7) Mass o f Condensate or ( M dot C )"
'PRINT " 7) Wall Temperature or Tw "
LOCATE 15, 14 
PRINT " 8) Exit"
COLOR 8, 7
PSET (295, 220): DRAW "Cl5 r50 d20": PSET (294, 219): DRAW "Cl5 r52 d22" 
PSET (293,218): DRAW "C15 r54 d24"
COLOR 15, 8
PSET (295, 220): DRAW "c8d20r50": PSET (294, 219): DRAW "c8d22r52"
PSET (293, 218): DRAW "c8d24r54"
ETO:
COLOR 8, 7 
BEEP
LOCATE 17, 39 
INPUT NumL
IF NumL > 8  OR NumL < 1 THEN GOTO ETO
COLOR 8, 7 
SLEEP 1 
CLS
KEY(15) OFF 
KEY(16) OFF
IF NumL -  1 THEN GOTO VSLl 
IF NumL = 2 THEN GOTO VSL2 
IF NumL = 3 THEN GOTO VSL7 
IF NumL = 4 THEN GOTO VSL6 
IF NumL = 5 THEN GOTO VSL5 
IF NumL = 6 THEN GOTO VSL4 
IF NumL = 7 THEN GOTO VSL3 
IF NumL = 8 THEN GOTO VSL8
vsTimel:
CALL Mousehide 
CLS
COLOR 8, 7
PSET (240, 60): DRAW "C15 iT50 d30": PSET (239, 59): DRAW "Cl5 iT52 d32" 
PSET (238, 58): DRAW "C15 rl54 d34"
COLOR 15, 8
PSET (240, 60): DRAW "c8d30rl50": PSET (239, 59): DRAW "c8d32iT52"
PSET (238, 58): DRAW "c8d34iT54"
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 6, 32 
PRINT " ## v.s. Time"
COLOR 8, 7
PSET (95, 95): DRAW "C15 r450 dl45": PSET (94, 94): DRAW "C15 r452 dl47" 
PSET (93,93): DRAW "C15 r454 dl49"
COLOR 15, 8
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PSET (95, 95): DRAW "c8dl45r450": PSET (94, 94): DRAW "c8dl47r452"
PSET (93, 93): DRAW "c8dl49r454"
COLOR 1 
LOCATE 4, 18
PRINT " Please Choice a Number o f Following items "
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 8, 14
PRINT "1) Liquid Heat Transfer Coefficient "
LOCATE 9, 14
PRINT " 2) Steam Heat Transfer Coefficient "
LOCATE 10, 14
PRINT " 3) Thickness o f Scale in the Tube"
'PRINT " 3) Mass o f Condensate or (M  dot C )"
LOCATE 11, 14
PRINT " 4) Velocity in the Tube"
'PRINT " 4) Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient "
LOCATE 12, 14
PRINT " 5) Output Temperature or Tout "
LOCATE 13, 14
PRINT " 6) Scale Temperatme or Td "
LOCATE 14, 14
PRINT " 7) Wall Temperature or Tw "
LOCATE 15, 14
PRINT " 8) Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient "
'PRINT " 8) Velocity in the Tube"
LOCATE 16, 14
PRINT " 9) Mass o f Condensate or (M  dot C )"
'PRINT " 9) Thickness o f Scale in the Tube"
LOCATE 17, 14 
PRINT " 10) Exit"
COLOR 8, 7
PSET (295, 245): DRAW "C15 r50 d24": PSET (294, 244): DRAW "C15 r52 d26" 
PSET (293, 243): DRAW "C15 r54 d28"
COLOR 15, 8
PSET (295, 245): DRAW "c8d24r50": PSET (294, 244): DRAW "c8d26r52"
PSET (293, 243): DRAW "c8d28r54"
ETl:
COLOR 8, 7 
BEEP
LOCATE 19, 39 
INPUT NumT
IF NumT > 10 OR NumT < 1 THEN GOTO ETl
COLOR 8, 7
CLS
KEY(15) OFF 
KEY(16) OFF
IF NumT = 1 THEN GOTO VSTl 
IF NumT = 2 THEN GOTO VST2 
IF NumT = 3 THEN GOTO VST9 
IF NumT = 4 THEN GOTO VST8
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IF NumT = 5 THEN GOTO VST5 
IF NumT = 6 THEN GOTO VST6 
IF NumT = 7 THEN GOTO VST7 
IF NumT = 8 THEN GOTO VST4 
IF NumT = 9 THEN GOTO VST3 
IF NumT = 10 THEN GOTO VSTIO
VSLl:
ASDFGHJK$ = " Liquid Heat Transfer Coefficient v.s. Lenght"
hjg = INT(5.4 / x): ghj = INT(EndTime / StepTime): YMax = 1.3 * DH1(0, ghj)
CALL HTCMENUvsLENGHT(YMax, DHIQ, ASDFGHJK$)
GOTO endl 
VSL2:
ASDFGHJKS = " Steam Heat Transfer Coefficient v.s. Lenght"
hjg = INT(5.4 / x): ghj = INT(EndTime / StepTime): YMax = 1.3 * dHst(hjg, ghj)
CALL HTCMENUvsLENGHT(YMax, dHst(), ASDFGHJK$)
GOTO endl 
VSL3:
CALL MDOTCVSL 
GOTO endl 
VSL4:
ASDFGHJK$ = " Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient v.s. Lenght"
hjg = INT(5.4 / x) * 0: hjg = INT(x): ghj = INT(EndTime / StepTime) * 0: YMax =1.3 * DOHTC(hjg, 
ghj)CALL HTCMENUvsLENGHT(YMax, DOHTCQ, ASDFGHJKS)
GOTO endl 
VSL5:
ASDFGHJK$ = " Output Temperature or Tout v.s. Lenght" 
hjg = INT(5.4 / x): ghj = INT(EndTime / StepTime)
YMax = DTout(0, ghj) + 5 
YMin = DTout(0, 0)-5
CALL STEMPMENUvsLENGHT(YMax, YMin, DToutQ, ASDFGHJK$)
GOTO endl 
VSL6:
ASDFGHJK$ = " Scale Temperature or Td v.s. Lenght" 
hjg = INT(5.4 / x): ghj = INT(EndTime / StepTime)
YMax = DTd(hjg, ghj) + 5 
YMin = DTd(0, 0)-5
CALL STEMPMENUvsLENGHT(YMax, YMin, DTdQ, ASDFGHJKS)
GOTO endl 
VSL7:
ASDFGHJKS = " Wall Temperature or Tw v.s. Lenght" 
hjg = INT(5.4 / x): ghj = INT(EndTime / StepTime)
YMax = DTW(hjg, ghj) + 5 
YMin = DTW(0,ghj)-5
CALL STEMPMENUvsLENGHT(YMax, YMin, DTWQ, ASDFGHJKS)
GOTO endl 
VSL8:
GOTO Graphl
VSTl:
ASDFGHJK$ = " Liquid Heat Transfer Coefficient v.s. Time"
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hjg = INT(5.4 / x); ghj = INT(EndTime / StepTime): YMax = 1.3 * DH1(0, ghj)
CALL HTCMENUvsTime(YMax, DH1(), ASDFGHJKS)
GOTO end2 
VST2:
ASDFGHJKS = " Steam Heat Transfer Coefficient v.s. Time"
hjg = INT(5.4 / x): ghj = E4T(EndTime / StepTime): YMax = 1.3 * dHst(hjg, ghj)
CALL HTCMENUvsTime(YMax, dHstQ, ASDFGHJKS)
GOTO end2 
VST3:
CALL MDOTCVST 
GOTO end2 
VST4:
ASDFGHJKS = " Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient v.s. Time"
hjg = INT(5.4 / x) * 0: hjg = INT(x): ghj = INT(EndTime / StepTime) * 0: YMax = 1.3 * DOHTC(hjg, 
ghj)CALL HTCMENUvsTime 1 (YMax, DOHTCQ, ASDFGHJKS)
GOTO end2 
VST5:
ASDFGHJKS = " Output Temperature or Tout v.s. Time " 
hjg = INT(5.4 / x): ghj = INT(EndTime / StepTime)
YMax = DTout(hjg, 0)
YMin = DTout(0, ghj)
CALL STEMPMENUvsTime(YMax, YMin, DToutQ, ASDFGHJKS)
GOTO end2 
VST6:
ASDFGHJKS -  " Scale Temperature or Td v.s. Time " 
hjg = INT(5.4 / x): ghj = INT(EndTime / StepTime)
YMax = DTd(hjg, 0)
YMin = DTd(0, ghj)
CALL STEMPMENUvsTime(YMax, YMin, DTdQ, ASDFGHJKS)
GOTO end2 
VST7:
ASDFGHJKS = " Wall Temperature or Tw v.s. Time " 
hjg = INT(5.4 / x): ghj = INT(EndTime / StepTime)
YMax = DTW(hjg, ghj)
YMin = DTW(0, 0)
CALL STEMPMENUlvsTime(YMax, YMin, DTWQ, ASDFGHJKS)
GOTO end2 
VST8:
CALL VELOCITY 
GOTO end2 
VST9:CALL THICKNES 
GOTO end2 
VSTIO:
GOTO Graphl
endl:
COLOR 12
LOCATE 10, 20
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PRINT " Return to Graph Menu ........  (y/n)"
KEY(17) ON 
KEY(18) ON 
DO: LOOP 
yesl:
SCREEN 9 
GOTO vsLenghtl 
exitl :
GOTO 2000 
end2:
COLOR 12
LOCATE 10, 20
PRINT " Return to Graph Menu   (y/n)"
KEY(19) ON 
KEY(18) ON 
DO: LOOP 
yes2:
SCREEN 9 
GOTO vsTimel
2000
END
REM SSTATIC
SUB HTCMENUvsLENGHT (YMax, D(), ASDFGHJKS)
SCREEN 0
CLS
SCREEN 12 
1 = 600 
J = YMax 
KX = I + 50 
KY = J + .07* YMax 
WINDOW (-60, KY)-(KX, -.13 * YMax)
VIEW (60, 60)-(580, 400)
LOCATE 4, 19 
PRINT ASDFGHJKS 
LOCATE 5, 6 
PRINT INT(YMax + .5)
LOCATE 14, 6 
PRINT INT((YMax / 2) + .5)
LOCATE 10, 6
PRINT INT((3 * YMax / 4) + .5)
LOCATE 18, 6
PRINT INT((YMax / 4) + .5)
LOCATE 24, 10 
PRINT "0"
LOCATE 25, 1
PRINT" 0 100 200 300 400 (Cm) 540 600"
LOCATE 6, 3 
PRINT " W"
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LOCATE 7, 1
PRINT "(---- )"
LOCATE 8, 2 
PRINT "m^2 K"
REM *************************************************************************
FOR II = 0 TO I STEP 50 
LINE (II, 0)-(II, I), 9 
NEXT II
FOR JJ = 0 TO J STEP 100 
LINE (0, JJ)-(I, JJ), 9 
NEXT JJ
REM *************************************************************************
LINE (I, J)-(0, 0), 12, B
REM *************************************************************************  
CIRCLE (0, YMax), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, YMax / 2), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, YMax/4), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 3 * YMax / 4), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (100, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (200, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (300, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (400, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (540, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (600, 0), 3,12 
time = 0 
xloop = 0
FOR TimeLoop = StTime TO EndTime STEP StepTime 
FOR xlenght = 0 TO 540 STEP x 
xG = xlenght 
yG = D(xloop, time)
IF TimeLoop = 0 THEN CO = 10
IF ((TimeLoop >= EndTime / 2) AND (TimeLoop <= (EndTime / 2 + StepTime))) THEN CO = 14
IF TimeLoop >= (EndTime - StepTime) THEN CO =12
IF (TimeLoop = 0) OR ((TimeLoop >= EndTime / 2) AND (TimeLoop <= (EndTime / 2 +
StepTime))) OR (TimeLoop >= (EndTime - StepTime)) THEN CIRCLE (xG, yG), 1.6, CO
xloop = xloop + .01 
NEXT xlenght 
time = time + 1 
xloop = 0 
NEXT TimeLoop
COLOR 14
LOCATE 27, 29
PRINT "End of Time = "; EndTime 
FOR IG = 500 TO 550 
CIRCLE (IG, .25 * YMax), 1.5, 10 
CIRCLE (IG, .2 * YMax), 1.5, 14 
CIRCLE (IG, .15 * YMax), 1.5, 12 
NEXT IG 
COLOR 10 LOCATE 19, 70
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PRINT "CLEAN"
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 20, 70 
PRINT "EndTime/2"
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 21,70 
PRINT "EndTime hr"
LOCATE 28, 20
PRINT "Please Press any Key to Continue..........."
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 4, 8 
PRINT DATES
aM = ((2.014826677# * 10  ^(-8)) » YMax): bM = (-.027787028# * YMax) 
cM = (1.305579879# * YMax)
DO WHILE INKEYS = ""
CALL mouseshow
CALL Mousepoll(xM%, yM%, rM%, 1M%) 
xMl = ((-.007409) * (yM%  ^2)) + (11.57 * yM%) - 161.6
yMl = aM * xM% ^ 2 + bM * xM% + cM 
LOCATE 20, 21 
PRINT "x="; xMl 
LOCATE 21, 21 
PRINT "y="; yMl
LOCATE 4, 66 
PRINT TIMES SLEEP (1)
LOOP
END SUB
SUB HTCMENUvsTime (YMax, D(), ASDFGHJKS) 
SCREEN 0
CLS
SCREEN 12 
1 = 400 
J = YMax 
KX = I + 50 
KY = J + .07* YMax 
WINDOW (-60, KY)-(KX, -.13 * YMax)
VIEW (60, 60)-(580,400)
LOCATE 4,19 
PRINT ASDFGHJKS LOCATE 5, 6 
PRINTINT(YMax + .5)
LOCATE 14, 6
PRINT INT((YMax / 2) + .5)
LOCATE 10, 6
PRINT INT((3 * YMax / 4) + .5) 
LOCATE 18, 6 
PRINT INT((YMax / 4) + .5)
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LOCATE 24, 10 
PRINT "0"
LOCATE 25, 1
PRINT" 0 100 200 3001(hr) 400"
LOCATE 6, 3 
PRINT " W"
LOCATE 7, 1
PRINT "(---- )"
LOCATE 8, 2 
PRINT "m"^ 2 K" ^ REM *************************************************************************
FOR II = 0 TO I STEP 50 
LINE (II, 0)-(II, J), 9 
NEXT II 
FORJJ = OTO JSTEP 100 
LINE (0, JJ)-(I, JJ), 9 
NEXTJJPPM ************************************************************************* 
LINE (I, J)-(0, 0), 12, BPPM ************************************************************************* 
CIRCLE (0, YMax), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, YMax/2), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, YMax/4), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 3 * YMax / 4), 3, 12 
I  CIRCLE (0, 0), 3, 12
CIRCLE (100, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (200, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (300, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (400, 0), 3, 12 
time = 0 
xloop = 0 
FOR xlenght = 0 TO xMax STEP x 
HGJ = 0
FOR TimeLoop = StTime TO (EndTime) STEP StepTime 
IF xlenght = 0 THEN CO =10 
IF ((xlenght >= xMax / 2) AND (xlenght <= xMax / 2 + x)) THEN CO =14 
IF (xlenght >= xMax - x) THEN CO =12 
HGJ = HGJ+1 
1 xG = TimeLoop
yG = D(xloop, time)
IF HGJ>1THEN
yGO = D(xloop, time -1) 
xGO = xG-StepTime
END IF
IF HGJ=1THEN
xGO = xG 
yGO = yG
END IF
IF TimeLoop = (EndTime) THEN 20701 
LOCATE 3, 10 
PRINT xlenght
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IF (xlenght = 0) THEN LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO 
IF ((xlenght >= xMax / 2) AND (xlenght <= xMax / 2 + x)) THEN LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO 
IF ((xlenght >= xMax - x)) THEN LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO
p g M * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
time = time + 1
20701
NEXT TimeLoop 
xloop = xloop + 1 
time = 0 
NEXT xlenght 
time = 0 
xloop = 0 
HGJ = 0
FOR TimeLoop = StTime TO (EndTime) STEP StepTime 
CO = 15 
HGJ = HGJ+1 
xG = TimeLoop
ala = INT(xMax / x): a2a = INT(ala / 2): a3a = INT(ala / 3): a4a = INT(ala / 4): a5a = INT(ala / 5): a6a = INT(ala/6)
yG = (D(ala, time) + D(a2a, time) + D(a3a, time) + D(a4a, time) + D(a5a, time) + D(a6a, time)) / 6 
IFHGJ> 1 THEN
yGO = (D(ala, time - 1) + D(a2a, time - 1) + D(a4a, time - 1) + D(a5a, time - 1) + D(a5a, time - I) + D(a6a, time -1)) / 6
xGO = xG - StepTimeEND IF
IF HGJ = 1 THEN
xGO = xG 
yGO = yG
END IF
IF TimeLoop = (EndTime) THEN 54610 
LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO 
time = time + 1
54610
NEXT TimeLoop
BEEP
LOCATE 3, 10 
PRINT "
FORIG = 320 TO 360 
CIRCLE (IG, .17* YMax), 1, 10 
CIRCLE (IG, .12 * YMax), 1, 14 
CIRCLE (IG, .07 * YMax), 1, 12 
NEXT IG 
COLOR 10 
LOCATE 20, 70 
PRINT "@x = 0"
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 21,70 
PRINT xMax/2" 
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 22, 70 
PRINT xMax "
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LOCATE 26, 34 
PRINT "xMax = xMax 
COLOR 15 
LOCATE 27, 14
PRINT "Superposition Of The Six Point xMax,/2,/3,/4,/5,/6 Cm" 
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 28, 20
PRINT "Please Press any Key to Continue..........."
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 4, 8 
PRINT DATES
aM = ((2.014826677# *10^ (-8)) » YMax): bM = (-.027787028# * YMax) 
cM = (1.305579879# * YMax)
DO WHILE INKEYS = ""
CALL mouseshow
CALL Mousepoll(xM%, yM%, rM%, 1M%) 
xMl = ((.003394) * (yM% ^ 2)) + (7.591 * yM%) - 122.8
yMl = aM * xM% 2 + bM * xM% + cM 
LOCATE 20, 21 
PRINT "x="; xMl 
LOCATE 21, 21 
PRINT "y="; yMl
LOCATE 4, 66 
PRINT TIMES 
SLEEP (I)
LOOP
END SUB
SUB HTCMENUvsTimel (YMax, D(), ASDFGHJKS) 
SCREEN 0
CLS
SCREEN 12 
1 = 400 
J = YMax 
KX = I + 50 
KY = J + .07 * YMax 
WINDOW (-60, KY)-(KX, -.13 * YMax)
VIEW (60, 60)-(580, 400)
LOCATE 4, 19 
PRINT ASDFGHJKS 
LOCATE 5, 6 
PRINT INT(YMax + .5)
LOCATE 14, 6
PRINT INT((YMax / 2) + .5)
LOCATE 10, 6
PRINT INT((3 * YMax / 4) + .5)
LOCATE 18, 6
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300t(h r) 400 "
PRINT INT((YMax / 4) + .5)
LOCATE 24, 10 
PRINT "0"
LOCATE 25, 1 
PRINT " 0 100 200
LOCATE 6, 3 
PRINT " W"
LOCATE 7, 1
PRINT "(---- )"
LOCATE 8, 2 
PRINT "m^2 K"
REM  ************************************************************************* 
FOR II = 0 TO I STEP 50 
LINE (II, 0)-(II, J), 9 
NEXT II 
FOR JJ = 0 TO J STEP 100 
LINE (0, JJ)-(I, JJ), 9 
NEXT JJ
RF.M *************************************************************************  
LINE (I, J)-(0, 0), 12, BPPM ************************************************************************* 
CIRCLE (0, YMax), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, YMax/2), 3,12 
CIRCLE (0, YMax/4), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 3 * YMax / 4), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (100, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (200, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (300, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (400, 0), 3, 12 
time = 1 
xloop = 0 
FOR xlenght = 0 TO xMax STEP x 
HGJ = 0
FOR TimeLoop = StTime TO (EndTime - StepTime) STEP StepTime 
IF xlenght = 0 THEN CO = 10 
IF ((xlenght >= xMax / 2) AND (xlenght <= xMax / 2 + x)) THEN CO =14 
IF (xlenght >= xMax - x) THEN CO =12 
HGJ = HGJ+ 1 
xG = TimeLoop
yG = D(xloop, time)
IF HGJ > 1 THEN
yGO = D(xloop, time -1) 
xGO = xG - StepTime
END IF
IF HGJ =1 THEN
xGO = xG 
yGO = yG
END IF
IF TimeLoop = (EndTime - StepTime) THEN 10701 
LOCATE 3, 10
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PRINT xlenght 
IF (xlenght = 0) THEN LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO
IF ((xlenght >= xMax / 2) AND (xlenght <= xMax / 2 + x)) THEN LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO 
IF ((xlenght >= xMax - x)) THEN LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), COPPM ************************************************************************** 
time = time + 1
10701
NEXT TimeLoop 
xloop = xloop + 1 
time = 1 
NEXT xlenght 
time = 1 
xloop = 0 
HGJ = 0
FOR TimeLoop = StTime TO (EndTime - StepTime) STEP StepTime 
CO = 15 
HGJ = HGJ+ 1 
xG = TimeLoop
ala = INT(xMax / x): a2a = INT(ala / 2): a3a = INT(ala / 3): a4a = INT(ala / 4): a5a = INT(ala / 5): 
a6a = INT(ala/6)
yG = (D(ala, time) + D(a2a, time) + D(a3a, time) + D(a4a, time) + D(a5a, time) + D(a6a, time)) / 6 
IF HGJ> 1 THEN
yGO = (D(ala, time - 1) + D(a2a, time - 1) + D(a4a, time - 1) + D(a5a, time - 1) + D(a5a, time - 1) + 
D(a6a, time -1)) / 6
xGO = xG-StepTime
END IF
xGO = xG 
yGO — yG
IF HGJ= 1 THEN
52610
END IF
IF TimeLoop = (EndTime) THEN 52610 
LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO 
time = time + 1 
NEXT TimeLoop
BEEP
LOCATE 3, 10 
PRINT "
FORIG = 320 TO 360 
CIRCLE (IG, .17 * YMax), 1, 10 
CIRCLE (IG, .12 * YMax), 1, 14 
CIRCLE (IG, .07 * YMax), 1,12 
NEXT IG 
COLOR 10 
LOCATE 20, 70 
PRINT X = 0"
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 21,70 
PRINT "@xMax/2"
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 22, 70
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PRINT xMax "
LOCATE 26, 34 
PRINT "xMax = xMax 
COLOR 15 
LOCATE 27, 14
PRINT "Superposition Of The Six Point xMax,/2,/3,/4,/5,/6 Cm" 
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 28, 20
PRINT "Please Press any Key to Continue "
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 4, 8 
PRINT DATES
aM = ((2.014826677# *10^ (-8)) * YMax): bM = (-.027787028# * YMax) 
cM = (1.305579879# * YMax)
DO WHILE INKEYS = ""CALL mouseshow
CALL Mousepoll(xM%, yM%, rM%, IM%) 
xMl = ((.003394) * (yM% 2)) + (7.591 * yM%) - 122.8
yMl = aM * xM% 2 + bM * xM% + cM 
LOCATE 20, 21 
PRINT "x="; xMl 
LOCATE 21, 21 
PRINT "y="; yMl
LOCATE 4, 66 
PRINT TIMES 
SLEEP (1)
LOOP
END SUB 
SUB MDOTCVSL
SCREEN 0 
CLS
SCREEN 12 
1 = 600 
J = 4
KX = I + 50
KY = J + .09
WINDOW (-60, KY)-(KX, -.19)
LOCATE 2, 1
PRINT "4"
LOCATE 9, 1
PRINT " 3"
LOCATE 16, 1
PRINT " 2"
LOCATE 22, 1
PRINT " 1.2"
LOCATE 30, 1
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PRINT" 0 100 200 300 400 (Cm) 540 600"
LOCATE 23, 1
PRINT " .9" 
PRINT "Kg/Sec"
LOCATE 5, 1 
LOCATE 6, 1
PRINT "*10^2"
RF.M *************************************************************************
FOR II = 0 TO I STEP 50
LINE (II, 0)-(II, J), 9 
NEXT II 
FORJJ = OTOJSTEP.l
LINE (0, JJ)-(I, JJ), 9 
NEXTJJ
PPM *************************************************************************
LINE (0, J)-(I, J), 12 
LINE -(I, 0), 12 
LINE -(0, 0), 12 
LINE (0, 0)-(0, J), 12
RF.M *************************************************************************
LOCATE 1, 24 
PRINT "GRAPH M Dot Condensate V.S. Lenght"
CIRCLE (0, 4), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 3), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 2), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 1.2), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, .9), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (100, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (200, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (300,0), 3,12 
CIRCLE (400, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (540, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (600, 0), 3, 12
time = 0 
xloop = 0
FOR TimeLoop = StTime TO EndTime STEP StepTime 
FOR xlenght = 0 TO 541 STEP x 
xG = xlenght
y G = DMC(xloop, time) * 100 
IF TimeLoop = 0 THEN CO = 10
IF ((TimeLoop >= EndTime / 2) AND (TimeLoop <= (EndTime / 2 + StepTime))) THEN CO = 14 
IF time = INT(EndTime / StepTime) THEN CO = 12
IF (TimeLoop = 0) OR ((TimeLoop >= EndTime / 2) AND (TimeLoop <= (EndTime / 2 + StepTime))) 
OR (time = INT(EndTime / StepTime)) THEN CIRCLE (xG, yG), 1.6, CO 
xloop = xloop + .01 
NEXT xlenght 
time = time + 1 
xloop = 0 
NEXT TimeLoop
FOR IG = 500 TO 550
CIRCLE (IG, 3.7), 1.5, 10
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CIRCLE (IG, 3.55), 1.5, 14 
CIRCLE (IG, 3.4), 1.5, 12
NEXT IG 
COLOR 10 
LOCATE 3, 50 
PRINT "CLEAN"
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 4, 50 
PRINT "EndTime / 2"
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 5, 50 
PRINT "EndTime"
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 1, 8 
PRINT DATES 
DO WHILE INKEYS = ""
LOCATE 1, 66 
PRINT TIMES 
SLEEP (1)
CALL mouseshow 
CALL Mousepoll(x%, y%, r%, L%)
x = (-.0702)*x% + 4.129 
yl% = 8.971 * y% - 69.78 
LOCATE 6, 50 
PRINT "Y="; X 
LOCATE 7, 50 
PRINT "X="; yl%
IF 1% = -1 THEN EXIT SUB 
LOOP
END SUB
SUB MDOTCVST 
SCREEN 0 
CLS
SCREEN 12 
1 = 400 
1 = 4 
KX = I + 20 
KY = J + .09 
WINDOW (-40, KY)-(KX, -.19)
LOCATE 2, 1
PRINT "4"
PRINT " 3"
PRINT " 2"
PRINT" 1.2"
LOCATE 30, 1
PRINT" 0 100 200 300 t(lir) 400"
LOCATE 23, 1
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PRINT " .9" 
PRINT "Kg/Sec"
LOCATE 5, 1 
LOCATE 6, 1
PRINT "*10^-2"
REM  *************************************************************************
FOR II = 0 TO I STEP 50
LINE (II, 0)-(II, J), 9
NEXT II 
FOR JJ = 0 TO J STEP .1
LINE (0, JJ)-(I, JJ), 9
NEXT JJ
REM *************************************************************************  
LINE (0, J)-(I, J), 12 
LINE -(I, 0), 12 
LINE -(0, 0), 12 
LINE (0, 0)-(0, J), 12
REM *************************************************************************  
LOCATE 1,24 
PRINT "GRAPH M Dot Condensate V.S. Time"
CIRCLE (0, 4), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 3), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 2), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 1.2), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, .9), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (100, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (200, 0), 3,12 
CIRCLE (300, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (400, 0), 3, 12
time = 0 
xloop = 0 
FOR xlenght = 0 TO xMax STEP x 
HGJ = 0
FOR TimeLoop = StTime TO (EndTime) STEP StepTime 
IF xlenght = 0 THEN CO = 12
IF (xlenght >= (xMax / 2)) AND (xlenght <= (xMax / 2) + x) THEN CO = 14 
IF (xloop = INT(xMax / x)) THEN CO = 15
HGJ = HGJ+1 
xG = TimeLoop 
yG = DMC(xloop, time) *100
IF HGJ >1 THEN
yGO = DMC(xloop, time -1) * 100 
xGO = xG “ StepTime
END IF
IF HGJ =1 THEN 
xGO = xG 
yGO = yG
END IF 
LOCATE 3, 10 
PRINT xlenght 
IF (xlenght = 0) THEN LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO
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IF (xlenght >= (xMax / 2)) AND (xlenght <= (xMax / 2) + x) THEN LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO 
IF (xloop = INT(xMax / x)) THEN LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO
time = time + 1
1095
NEXT TimeLoop 
xloop = xloop + 1 
time = 0 
KTX = KTX + 1 
NEXT xlenght
FOR IG = 340 TO 390 
NEXT IG
COLOR 12
LOCATE 3, 50 
PRINT X = 0 Cm"
COLOR 14
LOCATE 4, 50 
PRINT "@ xMax/2"
COLOR 15
LOCATE 5, 50 
PRINT " @ xMax"
COLOR 12 LOCATE 1, 8 
PRINT DATES 
DO WHILE INKEYS = ""
LOCATE 1, 66 
PRINT TIMES 
SLEEP (1)
CALL mouseshow 
CALL Mousepoll(x%, y%, r%, L%)
XI = (-.0702) *x% + 4.129 
yl% = (5.292E-07) * y%  ^5 + (-.0001097) * y%  ^4 + (.008381) * y% 3 - .2899 * y%  ^2 + 
10.18 *y% -66.67
LOCATE 8, 50 
PRINT "Y="; XI 
LOCATE 7, 50 
PRINT "X="; yl%
IF r% = -1 THEN EXIT SUB 
LOOP
END SUB
SUB RfvsT
SCREEN 0 
CLS
SCREEN 12 
1 = 400 
J = 3
YMax = J 
KX = I + 50 
KY = J + .3
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WINDOW (-60, KY)-(KX, -.13 * J)
VIEW (60, 60)-(580, 400)
LOCATE 4, 22
PRINT" Graph Rf V.S. TIME"
LOCATE 6, 12 
PRINT "3"
LOCATE 12, 12 
PRINT "2"
LOCATE 18, 12 
PRINT "1"
LOCATE 24, 14 
PRINT "0"
LOCATE 25, 1
PRINT " 0 100 200 3001( hr ) 400 "
LOCATE 8, 3 
PRINT " W"
LOCATE 7, 1
PRINT "(---- )"
LOCATE 6,2 
PRINT "m^2 K"
LOCATE 16, 3 
PRINT " * 10'"3"
RF.M *************************************************************************  
FOR II = 0 TO I STEP 50 
LINE (II, 0)-(II, J), 9 
NEXT II 
FOR JJ = 0 TO J STEP .5 
LINE (0, JJ)-(I, JJ), 9 
NEXT JJ
RF.M************************************************************************* 
LINE (I, J)-(0, 0), 12, B
RF.M *************************************************************************  
CIRCLE (0, 3), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 2), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 1), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (100, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (200, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (300, 0), 3,12 
CIRCLE (400, 0), 3, 12 
time = 0 
xloop = 0
FOR xlenght = 0 TO xMax STEP x 
HGJ = 0
FOR TimeLoop = StTime TO (EndTime) STEP StepTime
IF xlenght = 0 THEN CO = 10 
IF ((xlenght >= xMax / 2) AND (xlenght <= xMax / 2 + x)) THEN CO =14
IF (xlenght >= xMax - x) THEN CO = 12
IF xlenght = 0 THEN CO = 15
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IF ((xlenght >= 20 * x) AND (xlenght <=21 * x)) THEN CO =11 
IF ((xlenght>= 40 * x) AND (xlenght<=41* x)) THEN CO = 2 
IF ((xlenght >= 60 * x) AND (xlenght <= 61 * x)) THEN CO =12 
HGJ = HGJ+1 
xG -  TimeLoop 
yG = DRS(xloop, time) * 1000
IF HGJ > 1 THEN
END IF 
IF HGJ = 1 THEN
yGO = DRS(xloop, time - 1) * 1000 
xGO = xG-StepTime
xGO = xG 
yGO = yG
END IF
IF TimeLoop = (EndTime) THEN 1090 
LOCATE 3, 10 
PRINT xlenght
IF (xlenght = 0) THEN LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO 
IF ((xlenght >= xMax / 2) AND (xlenght <= xMax / 2 + x)) THEN LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO 
IF ((xlenght >= xMax - x)) THEN LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), COPPM ************************************************************************** 
time = time + 1
1090
'PLAY "MB b6 p6 >e6 p6 g3 p8 f#6 plO e8d6 plO c8<b4 p8"
NEXT TimeLoop 
xloop = xloop + 1 
time = 0 
NEXT xlenght
BEEP
LOCATE 3, 10 
PRINT "
FOR IG = 320 TO 360 
CIRCLE (IG, .17 * YMax), 1, 10 
CIRCLE (IG, .12 * YMax), 1, 14 
CIRCLE (IG, .07 * YMax), 1, 12 
NEXT IG 
COLOR 10 LOCATE 20, 70 
PRINT "@x = 0"
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 21,70 
PRINT xMax/2"
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 22, 70 
PRINT xMax "
LOCATE 26, 34 
PRINT "xMax = xMax 
COLOR 12
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LOCATE 28, 20 
PRINT "Please Press any Key to Continue... 
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 4,8 
PRINT DATES 
aM = ((-.0003364)): bM = (-.0681): cM = (3.856)
DO WHILE INKEYS = ""
CALL mouseshow
CALL Mousepoll(xM%, yM%, rM%, 1M%) 
xMl = ((.003394) * (yM%  ^2)) + (7.591 * yM%) - 122.8 
yMl = aM * xM%  ^2 + bM * xM% + cM 
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 27, 20 
PRINT "x="; xMl 
LOCATE 27, 23
PRINT USING "###.######"; xMl 
LOCATE 27, 33 
PRINT " "
LOCATE 27, 52 
PRINT "y="; yMl 
LOCATE 27, 55
PRINT USING "#.#######"; yMl 
LOCATE 27, 64 
PRINT " "
LOCATE 4, 66 
PRINT TIMES 
SLEEP (1)
LOOP
END SUB
SUB STEMPMENUlvsTime (YMax, YMin, D(), ASDFGHJKS) 
SCREEN 0 
CLS
SCREEN 12 
1 = 400 
J = YMax 
JMax = YMax + 5 
JMin = YMin - 5 
KX = I + 50 
KY = J + .07 * YMax 
WINDOW (-60, JMin - 1)-(KX, JMax + 1)
VIEW (60, 60)-(580, 400)
LOCATE 3, 18 
PRINT ASDFGHJKS 
LOCATE 5, 9 
PRINT INT(JMax + .5)
LOCATE 14, 9
PRINT INT(((JMax + JMin) / 2) + .5)
LOCATE 25, 10
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PRINT INT(JMin + .5)
LOCATE 26, 1
PRINT" 0 100 200 3001( hr) 400"
LOCATE 9, 1 
PRINT " Temp. @ C"
FOR II = 0 TO I STEP 50 
LINE (II, JMin)-(II, JMax), 9 
NEXT II 
FOR JJ = JMin TO JMax STEP 1 
LINE (0, JJ)-(I, JJ), 9 
NEXTJJ
RF.M *************************************************************************
LINE (I, JMax)-(0, JMin), 12, B 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
CIRCLE (0, JMax), 4,15 
CIRCLE (0, (JMax + JMin) / 2), 3, 15 
CIRCLE (0, JMin), 4, 15 
CIRCLE (100, JMin), 4, 15 
CIRCLE (200, JMin), 4, 15 
CIRCLE (300, JMin), 4, 15 
CIRCLE (400, JMin), 4, 15 
time = 1 
xloop = 0 
FOR xlenght = 0 TO xMax STEP x 
HGJ = 0
FOR TimeLoop = StTime TO (EndTime - StepTime) STEP StepTime 
IF xlenght = 0 THEN CO =10 
IF ((xlenght >= xMax / 2) AND (xlenght <= xMax / 2 + x)) THEN CO =14 
IF (xlenght >= xMax - x) THEN CO = 12 
HGJ = HGJ+1 
xG = TimeLoop
yG = D(xloop, time)
IFHGJ>1THEN
yGO = D(xloop, time -1) 
xGO = xG - StepTime
END IF
IF HGJ = 1 THEN
xGO = xG 
yGO = yG
END IF
IF TimeLoop = (EndTime - StepTime) THEN 6701 
LOCATE 3, 10 
PRINT xlenght 
IF (xlenght = 0) THEN LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO
IF ((xlenght >= xMax / 2) AND (xlenght <= xMax / 2 + x)) THEN LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO 
IF ((xlenght >= xMax - x)) THEN LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO
RF.M **************************************************************************  
time = time + 1
6701
NEXT TimeLoop
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xloop = xloop + 1 
time = 1 NEXT xlenght 
time = 1 
xloop = 0 
HGJ = 0
FOR TimeLoop = StTime TO (EndTime - StepTime) STEP StepTime 
C0= 15 
HGJ = HGJ+1 
xG = TimeLoop
ala = INT(xMax / x); a2a = ESfT(ala / 2): a3a = INT(ala / 3): a4a = INT(ala / 4); a5a = INT(ala / 5): 
a6a = INT(ala/ 6)
yG = (D(aia, time) + D(a2a, time) + D(a3a, time) + D(a4a, time) + D(a5a, time) + D(a6a, time)) / 6 
IF HGJ >1 THEN
yGO = (D(ala, time - 1) + D(a2a, time - 1) + D(a4a, time - 1) + D(a5a, time - 1) + D(a5a, time - 1) + 
D(a6a, time -1)) / 6
xGO = xG - StepTime
END IF
xGO -  xG 
yGO = yG
IF HGJ =1 THEN
END IF
IF TimeLoop = (EndTime - StepTime) THEN 64616 
LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO 
time = time + 1 
NEXT TimeLoop
64616
BEEP
LOCATE 3, 10 
PRINT "
FORIG = 320 TO 360 
CIRCLE (IG, .17 * YMax), 1,10 
CIRCLE (IG, .12 * YMax), 1, 14 
CIRCLE (IG, .07 * YMax), 1, 12 
NEXT IG 
COLOR 10 
LOCATE 23, 70 
PRINT "@x = 0"
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 24, 70 
PRINT xMax/2"
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 25, 70 
PRINT xMax "
LOCATE 27, 34 
PRINT "xMax = xMax 
COLOR 15 
LOCATE 28, 14
PRINT "Superposition Of The Six Point xMax,/2,/3,/4,/5,/6 Cm" 
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 1, 20
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PRINT "Please Press any Key to Continue "
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 3, 6 
PRINT DATES 
ami = JMax: am2 = (JMax + JMin) / 2: am3 = JMin 
aM = (-20 * ami - 10 * (am2 - am3) + 50 * am2 - 30 * ani3) / (-16000) 
bM = (1600 * ami - 2400 * am2 + 800 * am3) / (-16000) 
cM = (-30000 * ami - 6000 * am3 + 20000 * am2) / (-16000)
DO WHILE INKEYS = ""
CALL mouseshow
CALL Mousepoll(xM%, yM%, rM%, 1M%) 
xMl = ((.003394) * (yM%  ^2)) + (7.591 * yM%) - 122.8 
yMl = aM * xM%  ^2 + bM * xM% + cM 
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 2, 26 
PRINT "x="; INT(xMl)
LOCATE 2, 47 
PRINT "
LOCATE 2, 49 
PRINT "y="; (yMl)
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 3, 72 
PRINT TIMES 
SLEEP (1)
LOOP
END SUB
SUB STEMPMENUvsLENGHT (YMax, YMin, D(), ASDFGHJKS) 
SCREEN 0 
CLS
SCREEN 12 
1 = 600 
J = YMax 
JMax = YMax + 5 
JMin = YMin - 5 
KX = I + 50 
KY = J + .07 * YMax 
WINDOW (-60, JMin - 1)-(KX, JMax + 1)
VIEW (60, 60)-(580,400)
LOCATE 3, 18 
PRINT ASDFGHJKS 
LOCATE 4, 9 
PRINTINT(JMax + .5)
LOCATE 14, 9
PRINT INT(((JMax + JMin) / 2) + .5)
LOCATE 25, 10 
PRINT INT(JMin + .5)
LOCATE 26, 1
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PRINT" 0 100 200 300 400 (Cm) 540 600"
LOCATE 9, 1 
PRINT " Temp. @ C"
RF.M *************************************************************************
FOR II = 0 TO I STEP 50 
LINE (II, JMin)-(II, JMax), 9 
NEXT II 
FOR JJ = JMin TO JMax STEP 1 
LINE (0, JJ)-(I, JJ), 9 
NEXT JJ
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
LINE (I, JMax)-(0, JMin), 12, B 
RF.M *************************************************************************  
CIRCLE (0, JMax), 4, 15 
CIRCLE (0, (JMax + JMin) / 2), 3, 15 
CIRCLE (0, JMin), 4, 15 
CIRCLE (100, JMin), 4, 15 
CIRCLE (200, JMin), 4, 15 
CIRCLE (300, JMin), 4, 15 
CIRCLE (400, JMin), 4, 15 
CIRCLE (540, JMin), 4, 15 
CIRCLE (600, JMin), 4, 15
time = 0 
xloop = 0
FOR TimeLoop = StTime TO EndTime STEP StepTime 
FOR xlenght = 0 TO 540 STEP x 
xG = xlenght 
yG = D(xloop, time)
IF TimeLoop = 0 THEN CO = 10
IF ((TimeLoop >= EndTime / 2) AND (TimeLoop <= (EndTime / 2 + StepTime))) THEN CO =14 
IF TimeLoop >= (EndTime - StepTime) THEN CO = 12
IF (TimeLoop = 0) OR ((TimeLoop >= EndTime / 2) AND (TimeLoop <= (EndTime / 2 + 
StepTime))) OR (TimeLoop >= (EndTime - StepTime)) THEN CIRCLE (xG, yG), 1.6, CO 
xloop = xloop + .01 
NEXT xlenght 
time = time + 1 
xloop = 0 
NEXT TimeLoop
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 1, 29
PRINT "End of Time = EndTime 
FOR IG = 500 TO 550 
NEXTIG 
COLOR 10 
LOCATE 22, 70 
PRINT "CLEAN"
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 23, 70 
PRINT "EndTime/2"
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 24, 70
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PRINT "EndTime In"
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 27, 20
PRINT "Please Press any Key to Continue "
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 3, 8 
PRINT DATES 
ami = JMax: am2 = (JMax + JMin) / 2: am3 = JMin 
aM = (-20 * ami - 10 * (am2 - am3) + 50 * ani2 - 30 * am3) / (-16000) 
bM = (1600 * ami - 2400 * am2 + 800 * am3) / (-16000) 
cM = (-30000 * ami - 6000 * am3 + 20000 * am2) / (-16000)
DO WHILE INKEYS = ""
CALL mouseshow
CALL Mousepoll(xM%, yM%, iM%, 1M%) 
xMl = ((-.007409) * (yM%  ^2)) + (11.57 * yM%) - 161.6
yMl = aM * xM% 2 + bM * xM% + cM 
LOCATE 2, 26 
PRINT "x="; INT(xMl)
LOCATE 2, 47 
PRINT " "
LOCATE 2, 45 
PRINT "y="; (yMl)
LOCATE 3, 69 
PRINT TIMES 
SLEEP (1)
LOOP
END SUB
SUB STEMPMENUvsTime (YMax, YMin, D(), ASDFGHJKS) 
SCREEN 0 
CLS
SCREEN 12 
1 = 400 
J = YMax 
JMax = YMax + 5 
JMin = YMin - 5 
KX = I + 50 
KY = J + .07 * YMax 
WINDOW (-60, JMin - 1)-(KX, JMax + 1)
VIEW (60, 60)-(580,400)
LOCATE 3, 18 
PRINT ASDFGHJKS 
LOCATE 5, 9 
PRINT INT(JMax + .5)
LOCATE 14, 9
PRINT INT(((JMax + JMin) / 2) + .5)
LOCATE 25, 10 
PRINTINT(JMin + .5)
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LOCATE 26, 1
PRINT" 0 100 200 3001(hr) 400"
LOCATE 9, 1 
PRINT " Temp. @ C"
REM ************************************************************************* 
FOR II = 0 TO I STEP 50 
LINE (II, JMin)-(II, JMax), 9 
NEXT II
FOR JJ = JMin TO JMax STEP 1 
LINE (0, JJ)-(I, JJ), 9 
NEXT JJ
REM *************************************************************************
LINE (I, JMax)-(0, JMin), 12, B 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
CIRCLE (0, JMax), 4, 15 
CIRCLE (0, (JMax + JMin) / 2 ) ,  3, 15 
CIRCLE (0, JMin), 4, 15 
CIRCLE (100, JMin), 4, 15 
CIRCLE (200, JMin), 4, 15 
CIRCLE (300, JMin), 4, 15 
CIRCLE (400, JMin), 4, 15 
time = 0 
xloop = 0 
FOR xlenght = 0 TO xMax STEP x 
HGJ = 0
FOR TimeLoop = StTime TO (EndTime) STEP StepTime 
IF xlenght = 0 THEN CO = 10 
IF ((xlenght >= xMax / 2) AND (xlenght <= xMax / 2 + x)) THEN CO = 14 
IF (xlenght >= xMax - x) THEN CO = 12 
HGJ = HGJ+1 
xG = TimeLoop
yG = D(xloop, time)
IF HGJ> 1 THEN
yGO = D(xloop, time - 1) 
xGO = xG - StepTime
END IF
IF HGJ = 1 THEN
xGO = xG 
yGO = yG
END IF
IF TimeLoop = (EndTime) THEN 1701 
LOCATE 3, 10 
PRINT xlenght 
IF (xlenght = 0) THEN LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO
IF ((xlenght >= xMax / 2) AND (xlenght <= xMax / 2 + x)) THEN LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO 
IF ((xlenght >= xMax - x)) THEN LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO
RF.M **************************************************************************  
time = time + 1
1701 NEXT TimeLoop 
xloop = xloop + 1
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time = 0 
NEXT xlenght 
time = 0 
xloop = 0 
HGJ = 0
FOR TimeLoop = StTime TO (EndTime) STEP StepTime 
CO =15 
HGJ = HGJ + 1 
xG = TimeLoop
ala = INT(xMax / x); a2a = INT(ala / 2): a3a = INT(ala / 3): a4a = INT(ala / 4): a5a = INT(ala / 5): 
a6a = INT(ala/6)
yG = (D(ala, time) + D(a2a, time) + D(a3a, time) + D(a4a, time) + D(a5a, time) + D(a6a, time)) / 6 
IF HGJ >1 THEN
yGO = (D(ala, time - 1) + D(a2a, time - 1) + D(a4a, time - 1) + D(a5a, time - 1) + D(a5a, time - 1) + 
D(a6a, time - 1)) / 6
xGO = xG - StepTime
END IF
xGO = xG 
yGO = yG
IF HGJ = 1 THEN
END IF
IF TimeLoop = (EndTime) THEN 64610 
LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), CO 
time = time + 1 
NEXT TimeLoop
64610
BEEP
LOCATE 3, 10 
PRINT "
FORIG = 320 TO 360 
CIRCLE (IG, .17 * YMax), 1,10 
CIRCLE (IG, .12 * YMax), 1, 14 
CIRCLE (IG, .07 * YMax), 1, 12 
NEXT IG 
COLOR 10 
LOCATE 23, 70 
PRINT X = 0"
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 24, 70 
PRINT"® xMax/2"
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 25, 70 
PRINT xMax"
LOCATE 27, 34 
PRINT "xMax = "; xMax 
COLOR 15 
LOCATE 28, 14
PRINT "Superposition Of The Six Point xMax,/2,/3,/4,/5,/6 Cm" 
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 1, 20 
PRINT "Please Press any Key to Continue "
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COLOR 12 
LOCATE 3, 6 
PRINT DATES 
ami = JMax: am2 = (JMax + JMin) / 2: am3 = JMin 
aM = (-20 * ami - 10 * (am2 - am3) + 50 * am2 - 30 * am3) / (-16000) 
bM = (1600 * ami - 2400 * am2 + 800 * am3) / (-16000) 
cM = (-30000 * ami - 6000 * am3 + 20000 * am2) / (-16000)
DO WHILE INKEYS = ""
CALL mouseshow
CALL Mousepoll(xM%, yM%, iM%, 1M%) 
xMl = ((.003394) * (yM%  ^2)) + (7.591 * yM%) - 122.8 
yMl = aM * xM% ^ 2 + bM * xM% + cM 
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 2, 26 
PRINT "x="; INT(xMl)
LOCATE 2, 47 
PRINT "
LOCATE 2, 49 
PRINT "y="; (yMl)
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 3, 72 
PRINT TIMES 
SLEEP (1)
LOOP
END SUB 
SUB THICKNES
SCREEN 0 
CLS
SCREEN 12 
1 = 400 
J = 2
KX = I + 50 
K Y = J + 1 
YMax = J
WINDOW (-40, KY)-(KX, -1)
VIEW (80, 10)-(580,470)
LOCATE 6, 22
PRINT " Graph Thickness Of Scale V.S. TIME" 
LOCATE 8, 12 
PRINT "2"
LOCATE 12, 11 
PRINT "1.5"
LOCATE 15, 12 
PRINT "1"
LOCATE 19, 11 
PRINT "0.5"
LOCATE 23, 14f 321
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200 300 t( hr ) 400 "
PRINT "0"
LOCATE 24, 1 
PRINT " 0 100
LOCATE 11, 1 
PRINT "Thickness"
LOCATE 12, 1 
PRINT" (mm)"
REM ************************************************************************* 
LINE (I, J)-(0, 0), 1, BF
R F . M ************************************************************************* 
FOR II = 0 TO I STEP 100 
FOR JJ = 0 TO J STEP .05 
PSET (II, JJ)
NEXTJJ 
NEXT II 
FOR JJ = 0 TO J + .1 STEP .1 
FOR II = 0 TO I STEP 5 
PSET (II, JJ)
NEXT II 
NEXT JJ
I
RF.M *************************************************************************  
CIRCLE (0, 2), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 1.5), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 1), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, .5), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (100, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (200, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (300, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (400, 0), 3, 12
time = 0
FOR TimeLoop = StTime TO (EndTime) STEP StepTime 
xG = TimeLoop
yG = Dthick(xloop, time) * 1000
IF time = 0 THEN
xG0 = 0 
yG0 = 0
END IF 
IF time > 0 THEN 
xGO = TimeLoop - StepTime 
yGO = Dthick(xloop, time - 1) * 1000
END IF
IF TimeLoop >== (EndTime) THEN 10101 
LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), 12 
time = time + 1 
NEXT TimeLoop
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10101
BEEP 
LOCATE 26, 34 
PRINT " xMax(in)="; xMax 
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 28, 20 
PRINT "Please Press any Key to Continue...
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 6, 8 
PRINT DATES 
aM = ((1.77 * 10  ^(-18))): bM = (-.07143): cM = (3.214) 
DO WHILE INKEYS = ""
CALL mouseshow
CALL Mousepoll(xM%, yM%, iM%, 1M%) 
xMl = ((.003394) * (yM%  ^2)) + (7.591 * yM%) -122.8 
yMl = aM * xM% ^ 2  + bM * xM% + cM 
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 27, 20 
PRINT "x="; xMl 
LOCATE 27, 23
PRINT USING "###.######"; xMl 
LOCATE 27, 33 
PRINT " "
LOCATE 27, 52 
PRINT "y="; yMl 
LOCATE 27, 55
PRINT USING "#.#######"; yMl 
LOCATE 27, 64 
PRINT " "
LOCATE 6, 66 
PRINT TIMES 
SLEEP (1)
LOOP
END SUB
SUB tim 
TIMER OFF 
END SUB
SUB VELOCITY 
SCREEN 0 
CLS
SCREEN 12 
1 = 400 
J = 4
YMax = J 
KX = I + 50 KY=J+1
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WINDOW (-40, KY)-(KX, -1)
VIEW (75, 60)-(580, 400)
LOCATE 4, 18
PRINT" Graph velocity Of Acid V.S. TIME"
LOCATE 8, 12 
PRINT "4"
LOCATE 11, 12 
PRINT "3"
LOCATE 14, 12 
PRINT "2"
LOCATE 18, 12 
PRINT "1"
LOCATE 22, 12 
PRINT "0"
LOCATE 24, 1
PRINT" 0 100 200 3001(hr) 400"
LOCATE 12, 3 
PRINT "( m/s )"RF.M ************************************************************************* 
FOR II = 0 TO I STEP 50 
LINE (II, 0)-(II, J), 9 
NEXT II 
FORJJ = OTO JSTEP.5 
LINE (0, JJ)-(I, JJ), 9 
NEXT JJ
R F . M ************************************************************************* 
LINE (I, J)-(0, 0), 12, BRRM ************************************************************************* 
CIRCLE (0, 5), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 4), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 3), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0,2), 3,12 
CIRCLE (0, 1), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (0, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (100, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (200, 0), 3, 12 
CIRCLE (300, 0), 3,12 
CIRCLE (400, 0), 3, 12
time = Q
FOR TimeLoop =? StTime TO (EndTime) STEP StepTime
xG = TimeLoop 
yG = U(time)
IF time = 0 THEN
xGO = 0 
yGO = U
END IF
IF time > 0 THEN 
xGO = TimeLoop - StepTime 
yGO = U(time -1)IF TimeLoop >= (EndTime) THEN 121
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LINE (xGO, yGO)-(xG, yG), 12 
END IF 
time = time + 1 
NEXT TimeLoop
121
BEEP 
LOCATE 26, 34 
PRINT "xMax = xMax 
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 28, 20
PRINT "Please Press any Key to Continue "
COLOR 12 
LOCATE 4, 8 
PRINT DATES 
aM = ((5.556 * 10  ^(-18))): bM = (-.1429): cM = (6.286)
DO WHILE INKEYS = ""
CALL mouseshow
CALL Mousepoll(xM%, yM%, rM%, 1M%) 
xMl = ((-.0001117) * (yM%  ^3)) + (.01556 * yM%  ^2) + (7.053 * yM%) - 108.7 
yMl = aM * xM% ^ 2 + bM * xM% + cM 
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 27, 15 
PRINT "x ="; xMl 
LOCATE 27, 18
PRINT USING "###.######"; xMl 
LOCATE 27, 28 
PRINT " "
LOCATE 27, 52 
PRINT "y yMl 
LOCATE 27, 55
PRINT USING "#.#######"; yMl 
LOCATE 27, 64 
PRINT " "
LOCATE 4, 66 
PRINT TIMES 
SLEEP (1)
LOOP
END SUB
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